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Japanese lacquer. By Ann YONEMURA.

106, 8

pp.

pi.

Washington, D.C.: Freer

Gallery of Art, Smithsonian Institution, 1979.

This attractive booklet is the catalogue of an exhibition held in conjunction with "Japan
today". The exhibition covered the range of Japanese lacquer held in the Freer Gallery,
much of it coming from the Mosle collection.
It gets off to a good start by including a piece of dry lacquer sculpture, of the Nara
period, and a lacquered wood sculpture of the Kamalcura period. This is an unusual feature
and warmly to be welcomed: normally such catalogues are solely concerned with so-called
"applied art" objects. And at the end, the catalogue includes lacquer repairs to ceramics,
a similarly unusual inclusion and equally to be welcomed, if with a twinge of doubt about
the possibility of dating such repairs.

The catalogue continues with negoro, kamakura-hori and
,

A

particularly interesting piece

is

a fine

box

in Kodaiji style.

the chest of drawers in a version of the Kodaiji style.

Ms. Yonemura places this, reasonably, in the beginning of the 17th century for the form is
not a little influenced by European shapes and it is probably contemporary with the
namhau pieces at the changeover period from the downward-folding tlap door to the
outward-folding pair of doors. This is a fine example of the end of the style.
Another oddity is the folding table with a top in mmhan style. Unfortunately the
description is not adequate for the reader to know whether or not to agree with Yonemura's
attribution to the Meiji period. What is the underside of the top like? Could it be a door
re-used? 1 do not disagree with the attribution, 1 would just like to know if I could agree

with it.
Eight suzuribako appear, one (No. 18) with

—

this leads us to further praise

traced back to

book

illustrations, a fine

cations that one feels badly

let

Yonemura

Several times

a concealed waka poem, identified. And
shown on suzuribako and on inro have been
contribution. So good are most of these identifi-

several subjects

down by

one, No. 46, that

is

very far-fetched.

attributes the invention of imitations of other materials in

Ogawa

Haritsu (1663-1747) [Ritsuo]. This is one of those dangerous traditions
It may well be true of the imitation of Chinese
ink cakes (of which several fine examples are shown here) but it can be proven untrue in
other cases.
In the Royal Kunstkammer in Denmark (now in the National Museum), there are two
lacquer to

of which a cataloguer should most beware.

lacquer pieces that concern us here. One is a cha-ire, imitating Takatori or Agano ware and
almost identical to No. 51 here: this entered the Royal Kunstkammer in 1725, from the
collection of Gottorp Castle. This is not proof, only suggestion, of an earlier date. Proof is
provided by another piece. This is a black lacquered teabowl, with a metal liner, imitating
black raku (No. EAc60). This is first recorded in the Royal inventory of 1689 - but it is
documented earlier than that, for it is illustrated, along with some other things now in the
et herbae
Kunstkammer, in 1665 in Simon Paulh's Commentarius de abusu tabaci
thee. This cup is illustrated in Martha Boyer's Catalogue as Fig. 5 3. I am indebted to
.

Mrs. Joan

Hornby

.

.

for the PauUi reference.

OLIVER IMPEY.
DICTIONARY OF ASIAN PHILOSOPHIES. By
London and Henley, Routledge and Kegan

ELMO NAUMAN,

JR. pp. xxi, 372.
ST.
Paul, 1979. Cloth £7.50; paper £4.25.

of information in this book, as well as some mis-information. What inforrendered almost entirely inaccessible by the chaotic way in which the
material is arranged. The book badly needs a good index, but whoever heard of an index
for a dictionary? "Idiosyncratic" is the best word with which to describe this publication.
It is laced with bits of laboured humour so that, when the writer says that he has presented

There is a
mation there

lot
is

is

a chronological listing "as a tool to help orient the reader"

one does not know

if

he

is

again intending to be funny. This reviewer, being a resident of Japan, decided to inspect,
first of all, some of the entries on Japan, starting with "Shinto". (It appears that the word

Plate

i.

Kaiuakura-bori Incense Box, Muroniachi period (1392-1573), cat. no.
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Inciex

Few of the traditional Japanese arts are as readily appreciated as Japanese
The beauty of lacquer objects, most of which were made for
specific purposes, may be admired for its own sake, even when the objects

lacquer.

are encountered in a context

nally intended. Lacquer

is

remote from

that for

which they were

origi-

contemporary Japan, providing

a living art in

functional bowls, trays, and containers of familiar traditional shapes for
daily use as well as exquisitely

unique works of

formed and decorated

objects

which

are

art.

This exhibition presents fifty-seven objects selected from the collection

of the Freer Gallery of Art to
lacquer.

The

decade of

from
the

collection

this

illustrate the traditional art

century, and

was

significantly

Moslc

the collection of Alexander G.

first

of the Japanese lacquer collection

it

lacquerers,

more
and

his writings

Dr. Harold P. Stern,

his first projects after

selective acquisitions intended

on lacquer

inspired

many toward

is

a greater

progressing both in Japan and abroad.

growing

recent publications and exhibitions attest to a

medium, which has reached an

artistic

joining

decades, he guided the development

art.

Research in Japanese lacquer

this

first

acquisitions

representative of the distinctive achievements of Japanese

appreciation of this

Many

in 1944.

one of

as

more than two

of the collection ofJapanese lacquer through

make

augmented by

Curator of Japanese Art of the Freer Gallery, undertook research

the staff in 1949. For

to

of Japanese

was begun by Charles Lang Freer during the

quality in Japan.

It is

hoped

especially high level

interest in

of technical and

and catalogue

that this exhibition

will

be a contribution to the study of Japanese lacquer.

The writing of this

catalogue

would not have been

possible without the

many specialists, hi Japan, Mr. Hirokazu Arakawa
of the Tokyo National Museum, Mr. Akio Haino of the Kyoto National
Museum, Mr. Masao Ishizawa of the Yamato Bunkakan, Mr. Tadaomi
G5ke of the Tokyo National Museum of Modern Art, and Mr. H. Murakoshi of the Osaka City Museum interrupted their busy schedules to progenerous assistance of

me

vide

with an opportunity to study important examples of Japanese

lacquer and to offer advice and guidance.
tance of Mr. Shigemi

Komatsu of

the

I

am

also grateful for the assis-

Tokyo

Yasushi Egami and Miss Taka Yanagisawa of the
Institute for Cultural Properties,

University, Professor Terukazu

Museum, Mr.

National

Tokyo

National Research

Miss Toshiko Itoh of Otani

Akiyama of Tokyo

Women's

University, Mr. Ta-

keshi Yanagi, and the lacquerers of the Higashihata family in Kyoto, and

of the Tokyo University of Fine Arts

work

in progress.

I

am

who

permitted

especially appreciative

me

of the

to observe their

assistance

of Mrs.

Barbra Okada throughout the planning of this exhibition and catalogue,

and of the kindness of Mr. Charles A. Greenfield for allowing

me

to study

the Japanese lacquers in his outstanding collection and for sharing his ap-

preciation of this

comments on

art.

Mrs. Sadae Walters also provided helpful technical

Wang and
assisted me in

Mr. Chi

the Freer collection of Japanese lacquer.

the staff of the Chinese Section of the Library of Congress

studying materials from the collection of rare books.

Every member of the

staff

of the Freer Gallery of Art has in some

way

contributed to the exhibition and catalogue. Photographs for the catalogue

were provided by Mr. Raymond Schwartz, Mr. James Hayden, and Mr.
Stanley Turek. The manuscript was typed by Mrs. Elsie Kronenburg, and
Miss Sarah

Newmeyer and Mrs.

Priscilla

Smith

assisted

with proofreading.

V

PREFACE

—

Dr.

Thomas Lavvton and Mr. Richard Louie read the manuscript and
Chung-ming Lung deserves special men-

offered helpful suggestions. Miss

tion for her assistance in locating and interpreting Chinese

sources for

cat. nos.

45-50.

The

staff

documentary

of the Freer Technical Laboratory

Mr. Thomas Chase, Dr. John Winter, Mrs. Lynda A. Zycherman, and
Mrs. Ilona Bene

—

assisted in

examination and preparation of the lacquers

for exhibition,

and offered advice during frequent consultations on tech-

nical questions.

Mr. Takashi Sugiura, Mrs. Kumi Kinoshita, Mr. Robert

Evans, Mr. Santi

di Blasi,

Mr. Cornell Evans, Mr. Clarence Lee, Mr. Frank

A. Haenschke, Mr. John Bradley, Mr. Martin Amt, Mr. Craig Korr, and

Miss Sarah

Newmeyer

contributed their

skills

and experience to the prep-

aration and installation of the exhibition.

We are especially grateful to Miss Crimilda Pontes for contributing her
time and talent to design

this catalogue.

Publication of the catalogue has

been made possible by a generous grant from the Matsushita Electric
(Panasonic)

Company. It has been a great privilege to be able to particiToday Symposium through the presentation of this ex-

pate in the Japan

hibition and catalogue.

Ann Yoncmura
Assistant Curator
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Japanese Lacquer

CHRONOLOGY

JAPAN
Jomon

Period

ca.

Yayoi Period

10,000 B.C. -

ca.

Kofun (Tumulus) Period

-

ca.

300

B.C.

ca.

300 - 552 a.d.

ca.

Asuka Period

552-645

Nara Period

645-794

Heian Period

794-1185

Kamakura Period

1185-1333

Namboku-cho Period

1333-1 39^

Muromachi Period

1392-1573

Momoyama

Period

1615-1868

Meiji Period

1868-1912

Taisho Period

1912-1926

Showa Period

1926-

(periods referred to in text)

T'ang Dynasty

618-906 a.d.

Sung Dynasty

960-1279

Yiian Dynasty

1279-1368

Ming Dynasty

1368-1644

Ch'ing Dynasty

1644-1912

KOREA

(periods referred to in text)

Koryo Dynasty
Yi Dynasty

2

918-1392 a.d.
1392-1910

B.C.

300 a.d.

1573-1615

Edo Period

CHINA

300

Plate

2.

Cabinet, early 17th century,

cat.

no.

8.

Plate

j.

{left)

Dociiinciit Case, i8th-i9th century, cat. no. 12. {right) Handscroll Case, 17th century, cat. no.

7.

The

of using lacquer for protecting and decorating objects made of

art

wood and

other materials developed in Japan to a degree of technical and

refinement unsurpassed in the world.

artistic

When

Europeans

first

en-

countered Japanese lacquer in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, they
so admired
to

superior luster, refinement, and durability that they referred

its

lacquerware

all

as

"Japan," just

as

"China" had come

to designate

porcelain.

Lacquer

Japan

as

prepared from the sap of the tree Rhus

is

tinislii

no

Raw

hi.

warmer months of

lacquer

{iiriishi) is

by cutting the bark and

the year

known

vcrnicifcra,

in

harvested annually during the

ounces of latex-like sap exuded each season by the

collecting the

tree.

The

sap

few
then

is

prepared for use by gently evaporating excess moisture and filtering off

Many

impurities.

more

grades of lacquer are employed in creating the

Lower

elaborate and refined objects.

grades of lacquer in admixture with

other materials are used for the preparatory priming and sealing of the
object,

which

usually constructed of

is

required for decorative processes such

nique in which the design

of gold and

The

silver

is

is

and durability of Japanese lacquerware

word

particles

attribut-

vcniicijera.

an enzyme-catalyzed oxidation process, unrelated to

known

of raw lacquer are a catechol

for lacquer

is

from Rhus

ordinary drying or the simple removal of moisture.
stituents

is

damp lacquer.

able to the unique characteristics of lacquer derived

Lacquer hardening

quality

uniquely Japanese tech-

by sprinkling powders and

created

over patterns drawn in

excellent finish

wood. Lacquer of high

as inaki-e, a

(uriishi),

and an enzyme,

The

principal con-

as urushiol, after the Japanese

of oxy-

laccasc. In the presence

gen, laccase acts as a catalyst for the oxidation of urushiol, resulting in a

permanent hardening of the viscous raw lacquer. The hardening process
proceeds best

at

normal

warm room

atmosphere of 80-85 percent

the curing environment by placing

wooden
drier

cabinet that can be

months of the

newly lacquered

dampened with

Once properly hardened,

salts,

objects in ajuro, a plain

v,'ater as

necessary during the

from airborne

dust.

lacquer produces a lustrous and extremely

durable coating. Lacquer effectively

moisture,

humid

year. Enclosure in the clean, draft-free cabinet also

protects the lacquered surfaces

bamboo, paper, or

temperatures of 25-30° c in a

relative humidity. Japanese lacquerers control

fabric, and,

seals

when

porous materials such

hardened,

is

completely

hot liquids or food, and even mild acids and

as

wood,

resistant to

alkalis.

Lac-

quered containers are therefore very suitable for serving, storing, and
transporting foods and beverages. Coloring agents, such as vermilion for

red and lampblack or iron

filings for black,

lacquer and are held by the viscous

quer

is

also

medium

combine
in

an excellent adhesive, even for dissimilar materials, so

querware may be

effectively decorated

with metal powders, metal

and other

sheet metal, mother-of-pearl, ceramic, glass,

has been used in Japan for repair of fine ceramics

Lacquering has always been an
care.

Raw

readily with

lacquer

is

toxicodendron), a close relative

and handling of lacquer

is

(cat.

art requiring the

toxic, like the products

materials.

tree.

lacleaf,

Lacquer

no. 55).

utmost patience and

of the poison ivy plant

of the lacquer

raw

uniform suspension. Lac-

[Rluis

Because the collection

both hazardous and time-consuming, the raw

material, urushi, has always been relatively costly to produce. For best
results,

lacquer must be applied to an object in thin layers, allowing each

3
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harden before applying the next.

to

more

thirty or

object,

A

finely lacquered object

The shaping and

applications of lacquer.

may

even exclusive of its decoration,

may

require

preparation of an

months or even

require

years

of intermittent labor.

The

Historical

Development

Evidence of the use of lacquer
sites

mid

dated from the

to

Lacquer

of Japanese

in

Japan has been discovered

latejomon period

excavated

in

millennium,

(first

B.C.).

The

excavated objects include combs and fragments of vessels, some of which

made of woven

The excavated

artifacts are

simple in form

but already demonstrate an awareness of the decorative

possibilities in-

are

materials.'

Few

herent in the contrast between black and red lacquer.

advances seem

to have occurred in Japanese lacquering techniques prior to the

period (mid fourth century - 552 a.d.),

and Korea brought about
Japan.

The subsequent

by mutually

Tumulus

when increased contact with China

significant technological advances in the arts

history of Japanese lacquer

beneficial exchanges

marked

is

of

periodically

of technical knowledge between Japan

and the neighboring cultures of China and, to some extent, Korea,

alter-

nating with periods of relative cultural isolation and development of in-

digenous

styles

and techniques.

Following the introduction of the Buddhist religion to Japan
sixth century a.d., increased quantities

newly

established temples with sculptures, shrines, furniture,

equipment. The cultivation of lacquer
Japanese

economy

that

by 701

in the

mid

of lacquer were required to supply

trees

became

and other

so important to the

a.d., the Tailio Ritstiryo, a codification

of

Japanese law, provided for the establishment of a department of lacquer

within the Ministry of Finance. Households were directed to plant lacquer
trees

and to pay

a

The

earliest

the seventh-century

Tama-

proportionate amount of lacquer

surviving Buddhist lacquer object in Japan

is

mushi Shrine belonging to the H5ryuji Temple

as a tax.

in Nara.'^ Its

form and

decoration, consisting of colored paintings in red, green, and yellow lacquer

on

a black

ground, arc unlike any previous Japanese

important role of foreign craftsmen
after the introduction

ot

in

art,

and indicate the

Japan during the early centuries

of Buddhism.

During the Nara period (645-794 a.d.), lacquer was applied
wood, molded leather, and hemp cloth to produce trays,

containers,

(cat.

no.

1).

The

furniture,

extensive use of

molded

materials in constructing lacquered objects during this

may have

helped to establish the enduring Japanese preference for

flexible,

period

and even Buddhist sculpture

to objects

smoothly curved and rounded shapes

in lacquerware.

lacquered objects were coated with black lacquer which
to a rich,

deep-brown

color.

Many Nara period
now has mellowed

Others were decorated using a variety of

techniques likely to have been imported from the Asian continent: lacquer
painting using colored lacquers, raden (inlay of mother-of-pearl),
(inlay ot sheet silver

powdered

silver

lieidatsu

and gold), and painting using lacquer mixed with

and gold. The most extensive collection of lacquered

objects of this period belongs to the Sh5s5in Imperial Repository in Nara,

where the household goods of the Emperor Shomu
been maintained

4

in

an excellent

state

(r.

of preservation.

724-749 a.d.) have

i

The most

significant technique to appear during this period

advancing technology was decoration by sprinkling powdered
gold over

lines

technique,

drawn

known

in lacquer,

in the

several specific techniques,

areas

drawn

in

as iiiakkiiini

and

damp. This

still

and

silver

maki-e

later as

was unique to Japan. Maki-e eventually encompassed

(sprinkled-design),

powders of metal

while the lacquer was

Nara period

of rapidly

all

of which were based on the sprinkling of

(usually silver or

damp

lacquer.

gold) or other materials over lines or

Three major types of tiiaki-c techniques are

usually distinguished. In hiramaki-e (literally, "flat sprinkled-design"), the

sprinkled metal powders arc coated with a thin layer of translucent lacquer
after the lacquer

which binds them

to the surface of the object has

TogidasJii iiiaki-e (literally, "polished-out sprinkled-design")

is

a

set.

more com-

plex technique in which the sprinkled design, after setting completely,

is

covered with opaque lacquer of the background color. This coating

is

allowed to harden and

the pattern re-emerges.
est definition

consists

then polished with abrasives such

is

The

togidashi iimki-e

as

charcoal until

technique produces the sharp-

of decorative patterns. Takaiiiahi-e

(relief sprinkled-design)

of the building up of relief areas, using lacquer

in

admixture with

other materials, prior to sprinkling and decorating the surfaces. Takaiiiaki-e

may produce a design raised only slightly from the surface of an
may create three-dimensional designs with a sculptural quality.

object or

Early Japanese maki-e lacquers had intricate designs strongly reflecting
the foreign origin of

many of the

lacquering techniques in use during the

Nara period. During the Heian period (794-1185 a.d.), a truly Japanese
style emerged in all the arts, especially after the cessation of official envoys
to

China and Korea

in 894.

Maki-c and, to a

lesser extent, radcii,

continued

to be used for lacquer decoration, while other techniques prevalent during

the

Nara period, such

as

lacquer painting in colors or

seem to have declined. Maki-c techniques

especially

licidatsu

(metal inlay),

developed during the

Heian period, eventually incorporating contrasting colors and textures of
gold and

silver

powders

to create increasingly subtle designs.

By

the late

Heian period, designs having an entirelyjapanese character appear in iiiaki-c.

Some have
a
is

more

a pictorial

but highly decorative quality, while others express

naturalistic conception, hi the latter type

of design, gold powder

sparsely applied in patches to create a cloud-like effect or to depict

earthen banks alongside bodies of water. Floral designs are occasionally
scattered across a surface without regular repetition, a device

repeatedly in Japanese art of the Heian and later periods.
spirit

of Heian period lacquer designs

is

which appears

The predominant

refined and harmonious, with a

subtlety reflecting the tastes of the aristocratic patrons ot the

arts.

Military patrons replaced the aristocrats as patrons of the arts in the

ensuing
designs

Kamakura period (1185-1333
reflected in Kamakura period

is

Their preference for bolder

a.d.).
)}iaki-e,

of contour both in the shapes of objects and

which exhibits more

in their decoration.

clarity

The ex-

tensive use of the togidaslii maki-c technique creates surfaces with a smooth,

almost metallic quality. Takamaki-c techniques also appear in lacquerware

of the Kamakura period.
Contact with China resumed during the Kamakura period and increased
during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries,
arts

as military

patrons ot the

encouraged the establishment of Zen Buddhist temples,

many of which

were founded by immigrant

priests

from China. The preference

tor Chi-

5

works of art fostered in Zen circles seems to have stimulated development of new types of Japanese lacquerware such as Kaniakura-bori (cat.
no. 5), which was probably originally intended to resemble carved lacquer
ncsc

imported from China. Chinese influence

Negoro ware

lacquers

(cat.

nos.

and

3

workshops primarily

dhist temple

ceremony devotees who admired
coloration which resulted

The

from

4),

which were produced

of

Bud-

in

for use within the temples for food

and ceremonies. Negoro ware

service

also evident in the shapes

is

later

came

to be appreciated

their unusual shapes

by

tea

and the subtly varied

years of use.

preference for Chinese works of art established

by the

influential

shogunal patron-collectors of the Muromachi period (1392-1573) also
affected tiiaki-e decoration of that period.
tions of Chinese landscape paintings

in the

gold tones of

and the landscape designs appearing on lacquerware often embodied

inaki-t\

poetic themes.
all

The brushwork and composi-

were interpreted

The

literary

and

the arts of the period,

Muromachi period
poems.

specific

atmosphere fostered
is

reflected in the

Zen temples permeated
large number of surviving
in

inkstone cases {suzurihako) having designs alluding to

An

early

Edo period (1615-1868)

suzurihako in this ex-

hibition (cat. no. 18) reflects the style of uta-e (poem-picture) decoration

Muromachi period.
The Momoyama period (1573-1615) marks the re-establishment of peace

established during the

and unity
period

in

show

Japan
a

after a

new

by Kodaiji

temple established in 1605-06. Kodaiji

posed ot two contrasting

A

fields of

The

itiaki-e,

inaki-e

color having entirely contrasting designs.

similar compositional technique

riod.

The arts of this
named for the Kyoto
typically has a design com-

century of intermittent conflict.

vitality typified

is

also seen in textiles

of the same pe-

patterns are vivid, and emphasize the surface of the object rather

than a pictorial illusion of space. Lacquerers working
Kodaiji inaki-e

was produced,

also

became engaged

in

Kyoto, where
mass pro-

in the first

duction ofJapanese lacquer for export. This export lacquerware was called

Namhan

lacquer, after the

term applied to foreigners

ofJapan. Namhan lacquers

in the southern part

with gold and sometimes

(cat.

silver luaki-e designs,

who had first

arrived

no. 9) were decorated

combined with

extensive,

usually coarsely-executed radcu (mother-of-pearl inlay).

The

lacquer industry underwent great development during the

period (1615-1868),
classes,

as

demand

Edo

for lacquerware extended to the middle

and lacquerers established workshops

in

many

areas not formerly

noted for the production of lacquerware. Maki-e of extraordinary technical
quality, incorporating lavish quantities

Tokugawa shoguns.
suspended from the
tually kept

of gold, was produced under sho-

Edo (modern Tokyo),

gunal patronage in

the political center under the

Distinctive objects such as into (medicine cases),
ohi (sash),

required

many lacquerers employed

and the miniature decoration

many years
in

to complete,

producing the tightly

worn

and even-

fitted cases

especially adapted to this accessory (cat. nos.

27-49). Lacquerware attained an important commercial status during this
period, and
isfy the

many

innovative decorative techniques were invented to sat-

constant quest for novelty which characterized the popular culture

of the age.
Little

is

reliably

querers. In the

known

Edo

regarding the identities of early Japanese lac-

period, however, several influential families and in-

dividual lacquerers or designers

6

may be identified. The style of the Igarashi

Plate

4.

Incense Cabinet, 19th century,

cat.

no. 13.

Plate

5.

Incense Box, 19th century,

cat.

no. 14.

lacquerers

reflected in the decoration

is

The Kajikawa

in this exhibition.

speciahsts in decorating inro

Koma

of the

school

was

91, cat. no. 54)

(cat.

of an inkstone case

lacquerers

(cat.

and served the Tokugawa shoguns. Lacquerers

nos. 32

and

which Shibata Zcshin (1807-

35), in

were noted for the exceptional

trained,

fniish

work. Accurate documentation of the lineages of these families
cult to establish,

of

who

artists

of their
is

diffi-

and the identification of signed works by individual

of these schools

ists

no. 18)

and 34) were

nos. 24

(cat.

is

art-

complicated by the number of successive generations

often used the same sobriquets, and

many forged signatures of famous masters.
One of the most prominent individual lacquer
period was Ogata Korin (1658-1716),

who was

painter. His simplified, highly effective style

by the

existence of

designers of the

Edo

known

as a

primarily

of lacquer decoration, com-

bining maki-e and inlay of lead and mother-of-pearl, intermittently inspired lacquerers for several generations after his lifetime

and

(cat.

nos. 22

30).

Another

influential lacquer

whose work

was Ogawa Haritsu (1663-1747),
Ritsuo

(cat.

nos. 43-50).

materials such as metal,

and other

materials.

He

He

is

represented in this exhibition

known by his artistic sobriquet,
many new techniques for imitating

also

invented

wood, ceramic, and Chinese

ink, using lacquer

also applied diverse materials such as glazed ce-

ramics to his lacquers. His imitations of molded tablets of Chinese ink,
usually functioning as inro, faithfully followed the shapes and decoration

of Chinese ink

many

tablets

imitators during the

Lacquerers of the

Ming dynasty (1368-1644), and
late Edo period (see cat. nos. 45-50).

of the

Edo period

increasingly relied

and printed books to provide designs adaptable

Even

upon

inspired

paintings, prints,

to lacquer decoration.

the highly innovative Haritsu (Ritsuo) adapted his designs for lac-

quer imitations of Chinese ink from

illustrations in the

famous Ming dy-

compendium of ink

tablet designs,

the Fang-shih mo-p\t? Important revivals of K5rin's style

seem to have

nasty (1368-1644) woodblock-printed

followed the publication of woodblock-printed
designs such as the Korin
(1864)."*

illustrated

books of

his

Hyakuzu (1815) and the Korin Shinsen Hyaktizu

Even popular colored woodblock

decoration of lacquers of the late

Edo and

prints influenced the pictorial

Meiji (1868-1912) periods

(cat.

no. 24).

A

general economic decline during the early nineteenth century con-

tributed to a corresponding decline in the quality of lacquer production.

Foreign demand for Japanese lacquerware during the Meiji period was

an important factor in the revival of the lacquer industry. Shibata Zeshin

He

not only

earlier lacquering techniques,

but also

was the most innovative lacquerer of this
practiced and investigated

many

transitional period.

invented a method of using lacquer instead of ink or colors for painting

on paper

(cat.

no. 54).

Lacquerers today use the traditional techniques developed by their predecessors centuries ago to produce lacquers

combining

principles

of mod-

ern design with ideas inherited from the past. Lacquer has always been
a precious material, gathered laboriously

when

time

is

and successfully

of little consequence. The best lacquer objects

utilized
still

only

may

re-

quire years of patient labor to complete, and, as in the past, the privilege of

acquiring or using the finest lacquers

is

restricted to a

very fortunate few.

7

Although they work

one of the most demanding of the

in

traditional

Japanese media, Japanese lacquerers continue to create works of art which
will

convey to present and future generations the unique and enduring

beauty of Japanese lacquer.

'

Illustrated in the

Plate
-

The Tamamushi Shrine

Vol.
^

Tokyo

I,

National

Museum, Toyo

no Shikkogei (1978), Color

and Monochrome Plates 1-16.

1

Plates 32

and

See

cat.

no. 45.

See

cat.

no. 22.

is

illustrated in

Sciroku

Noma,

33.

Detail: lid interior of inkstone case, cat. no. 20, pp. 42-43-
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Tlie Arts ofJapan (1966),

The Catalogue

1

Bodhi'^attva

The Buddhist rehgion came to Japan from the Asian continent during the
sixth century a.d. Many new techniques for producing the temples, sculpand

tural images, scriptures, paintings, fabrics,

Nara period,

late

eighth century

Hollow dry

lacquer

H 6i.o cm. 24"
Ex Hara collection

^^j^gj^^^

ritual

implements required

^^^^ introduced to Japan, often by foreign

shortly after the establishment of Buddhism.

The dry-lacquer

artisans,

process, the

method used in forming this sculpture, is likely to have originated in

principal

China. Hollow dry-lacquer sculptures such as

were formed

this bodhisattva^

66.34

by applying

of hemp cloth soaked

layers

in lacquer

over a clay core giving

the approximate shape of the figure. Each layer was hardened before another

was added. The
able

was heavily coated with dry

final surface

compound of several

lacquer, a

materials: lacquer, sawdust (from

The dry-

or other aromatic wood), and rice or other grain-starch paste.

lacquer coating entirely covered the coarse texture of the

permitted fine

plastic

hemp

cloth,

and

features.

The

surface of the

by applying lacquer mixed with

fine

powder, then

modelling of the surface

sculpture

was

carefully

rubbed with abrasives to achieve

finished

mold-

sandalwood

a perfectly

smooth

finish.

The

completed sculpture could then be colored or gilded.- The clay core was

dug out from

the interior of the sculpture, leaving

would then be

durable. Large sculptures

fitted

it

lightweight and

with an interior wooden

armature for additional support.
This figure of a

bodliisattva

to replace the hands, arms,

damaged. There
hodhisattva

is

is

is

entirely hollow. Solid

and

earlobes,

also evidence

likely to

wood has been

which must have been

used

lost

or

of repairs to the neck and torso. The

have been made during the

late

Nara period, when

the hollow dry-lacquer process was used to produce sculptures of both
large and small scale. Small holes in the coiffure and chest of the hodhisattva

may have been formed by

nails

used to attach metal jewelry.

features of this bodliisatti'a, despite

modelling that

'

A

hodhisattva

tion into a
2

a

is

Buddha

A detailed

"Ashura,

is

characteristic

a

some damage,

still

The youthful

retain the dehcate

of the dry-lacquer medium.

Buddhist deity

who

postpones enlightenment and transforma-

in order to assist living beings in distress.

account of the dry lacquer process

is

included in

Dry-lacquer Sculpture of the Nara Period,"

Sherwood

in Artihus Asiae

F.

Moran,

Vol. xxvii

(1966), pp. 99-133-

published: Kuno Takeshi, "Bodhisattva, formerly owned by the Hara Family,"
Kobijutsti No. 14 (August, 1966), pp. 91-92, plates 89-90. The Freer Gallery of Art II:
Japan (1972), Plate 90 and

p.

179. Masterpieces of Chinese and Japanese Art: Freer

Gallery of Art Handbook (1976), p. 87.
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Lacquer

Bodhisattva

is

a

damage by

very effective material for sealing and protecting
changes in humidity. For these reasons,

insects or

suitability for gilding

Kamakura

period, thirteenth century

Lacquer on carved

H

wood

Ex Tanaka

surface treatment of

wood

bodhisattva (cat. no.

1,

with apphed gold leaf

62.8 cm.

24%"

collection

09-345

and decoration,

it

wood from
as

well as

was frequently employed

its

in the

sculpture. This Buddhist sculpture of a seated

note

1)

is

carved of wood. The surface was once

coated with black lacquer and probably gilded, especially on the exposed
areas

of the body. Polychrome decoration

may

also

have been employed.

Traces of black lacquer and gilciing are apparent on the torso of the figure.
Sculptors of the

Kamakura period (1185-1333) achieved

a

new

style

of

Buddhist sculpture based upon their study of models from the Nara period

work is distinguished by realistic and sensitive modThe heightened realism of Kamakura period sculptures is enhanced

(645-794), and their
elling.

by such innovations
published:

as glass

or rock crystal overlays

TIic Freer Gallery of

Art

II:

Japan (1972), Plate 93 and

pieces of Chinese and Japanese Art: Freer Gallery

12

on the

oj'

eyes.

p. 179.

Master-

Art Handbook (1976), p. 88.

The term "Negoro ware" comes from

3

Ncgoro-ji, where quantities of

Ewer

this

the

name of a Buddhist

temple, the

type of lacquerware are traditionally

believed to have been manufactured prior to the burning of the temple by

Muroinachi period, sixteenth century

Ewer with

cuspate handle and lobed hd,

high

Negoro ware,

H

14";

19.3

wood

diameter (shoulder)

cm.

7%"

Ex Ryo Hosomi
67.5

collection

site;

Because of the destruction of the temple,

in 1585.

documentation remains of the production of lacquerware

tripartite foot

red and black lacquer on

35.5 cm.

Toyotomi Hideyoshi
little

and the designation "Negoro ware" has come

to technically similar lacquerware
is

made

at that

to be applied gencrically

Negoro ware

in several localities.

usually understood to specify lacquerware with a red surface superim-

posed over an undcrcoating of black lacquer. The red lacquer wears away
gradually and irregularly after prolonged use, producing a mellow effect

of natural aging for which Negoro ware

ware

is

tions of plain black

of the

wood

wood

and red lacquers, and

surface

is

a

few examples

among

is

all

which

a part

wine

intended

and containers

bottles,

having simple but distinctively strong shapes, arc prom-

surviving examples of Negoro ware; and their use in temples

well documented in paintings

periods (1392-1573).
indicate that

in

Much early Negoro ware was

for regular use in Buddhist temples. Tables,

inent

with combina-

coated only with translucent lacquer, leaving the

grain visible (see cat. no. 4).

for food service,

Negoro

highly appreciated.

also encompasses, less frequently, objects decorated

it

The few

Kamakura and Muromachi
dated examples of Negoro ware

from

the

surviving

was being produced by the

late

twelfth century.'

This ewer has the typical Negoro ware fniish of red lacquer applied

over black, but has an elegant, complex shape quite unlike the

Negoro ware. The foot is shaped to touch the supThe body is horizontally ribbed, and the

sturdy forms of early

porting surface
ribbing

at three points.

repeated on the elongated neck.

is

utilitarian,

a bottle-shaped fmial curves

A

six-lobed lid surmounted

downward, then

flares slightly

upward

by

at the

The spout repeats the reversed curve of the lid, rising close beside
The handle, with its high arch and ornamental scrolls at the
points where it joins the body is perhaps the most strikingly effective formal detail of this ewer. The overall impression conveyed by this sophisticated form is one of lightness and grace.
The appearance of such refined shapes in Negoro ware resulted from the
edge.

the body.

influence of Chinese lacquers

which were

by Zen Buddhist temples and

especially

kura through Muromachi periods. Lobed shapes,

and hexagonal forms

Negoro ware of
v^hich

which

is

the

encountered in
surviving ewer

this

principles established

example has

is

hexagonal body

between the six-lobed

lid

and the

by the hexagonal ewer. This ewer
which were

uncertain, but

The
it

original function of Negoro

has been suggested that they

temples to contain hot water for the preparation of

14

a

collected

and

during the Muromachi period, and probably dates from

the sixteenth century.^

type

as well as footed, scrolled,

later periods.

thus reflects the influence of the Chinese arts
in Japan

Kama-

seems likely that the exhibited ewer represents a refine-

ment of the formal
emulated

the late

One

Muromachi and

creates a logical formal transition
It

from

reflecting Chinese prototypes, are

otherwise quite similar to

tripartite base.-

admired and collected

their military patrons

ware ewers of this

were used

tea.'*

in

Zen

Plate

6.

Ncgoro Ware Ewer,

i6th century, cat. no.

3.

Hirokazu Arakawa, "Concerning Dated Negoro Lacquers," Mtacuin No. 92 (No-

1

vember, 1958),
2

p. 26.

Illustrated in

Tei Kawada, "Negoro-nuri," Nilum no

Bijtilsu

No. 120 (May,

1976),

figure 158.

A

3

very similar example

is

Mary and Jackson Burke
Kawada, op. cit., p. 69.

from

the

PUBLISHED: The
pieces of Chinese

discussed in

Miyeko Mmase, Japanese

Art: Selections

Collection (1975), pp. 326-328.

Freer Gallery of Art 11: Japan (1972), Plate 110

and

p. 181.

and Japanese Art: Freer Gallery of Art Handbook (1976),

Master-

p. 91.
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4

Large basins of this type served

hands

Basin

in preparation for the fusatsu-hai, the

of repentance for

Muromachi period (1392-1573)
Basin with three attached legs

Negoro ware,
H

17.3

cm.

6i5j^";

lacquer

on wood

diameter 34.4 cm. 139
67.12

sins.^

carved legs attached

been lacquered

at

The

basin

the base.

manner

in the

water used for rinsing the

as containers for

is

The

monthly Buddhist ceremony

constructed of
interior

typical of

and

wood, with

legs

Negoro ware, with

lacquer applied over a black lacquer foundation.

The

three

of the basin have

sides

layers

of red

of the basin

have, however, been coated with uncolored lacquer used as a translucent
protective varnish.

A

very handsome

between the natural wood grain of the
above and below

The

earliest

Negoro ware

extant dated

produced by the contrast
and the worn red borders

basin of this type has an inscrip-

The

exhibited basin shows an iden-

combination of translucent and colored lacquers on

design to the 1352 example. However,
legs

is

it.

tion dated in correspondence to 1352.tical

effect

side panel

more

closely resemble those of

its

a

body of similar

wider proportions and narrower

Negoro

basins of the

Muromachi

period (1392-1573).-' This basin has a relatively plain design, well suited
to

its

function oi carrying water, and

legs decorated

with incised

form of the ewer

(cat.

Negoro wares made
'

no.

it is

ornamented only by the curved

scroll designs. In

3),

it

comparison to the elaborate

has a simple but pleasing design typical of

for frequent use in Buddhist temples.

Tei Kawada, "Negoro-nuri," Nikon no Bijutsu No. 120, p. 69.

~ Ibid.,

figure 10.

^

figure 11.

Ibid.,

The

relief decoration

wood

surface

of this box was carved directly into the unlacquered

and subsequently coated with priming

quer, followed

by

several coats

layers

of black

5

lac-

Kogo

of red. Repeated handling of the box has

Large Incense Container

away irregularly, revealing the black
under-layer, an effect also characteristic of Ncgoro ware (cat. nos. 3 and 4).
This type of lacquerwarc is known as Kaiiiakura-bori (literally, "Kamakura
caused the red lacquer finish to wear

carving"). Documentation of the early history of Knriiaktira-hori

and there

no conclusive evidence

is

in the locality for

box with an
kura-hori

which the ware was

named.

hibited circular

box

is

in

Kainakiira-hori lacquer

H

8.4

on carved wood

cm. 3^"; diameter 25.0 cm. pyg"
67.9

A large circular incense

inscribed date corresponding to 1481 establishes that

was being produced

scarce,

examples were made

that the early
later

is

Muromachi period (1392-1573)
Circular box with lid

Kama-

Japan by the fifteenth century.' The ex-

of a similar type, formerly used for storing incense

for Buddhist ceremonies, especially those of the
established in Japan during the

Zen

sect.-

The Zen

sect,

Kamakura period (1185-1333), was of

Chinese origin, and was instrumental in fostering Japanese appreciation of

Chinese literature and
for use in

Zen

art.

Thus, the furniture and implements preferred

temples, if not actually imported

from China,

reflected

Chinese prototypes.
This incense box has a deeply carved design of a stylized peony blossom
centered on the

lid.

This motif was apparently inspired by Chinese carved

which had been

lacquers of the Yiian dynasty (1279-1368), examples ot

imported tojapan by the fourteenth century. The ornamental curl of the stem
of the peony
also derived

reflects the influence

from Chinese

decoration of

many

tical in style to

date, this

of the gtiri pattern

motifs.

The

no. 27),

(cat.

(j»n pattern

which was

forms the exclusive

Although not iden-

early examples of Kaiiiakura-hori.

other surviving Kaiimkura-hori incense containers of early

example probably belongs among those dated

to the

period (1392-1573). Like other early Kaiiiakiira-bori lacquers,

Muromachi

this

box bears

an intentional similarity to Chinese carved lacquers, which were made by
a different

and more technically demanding method.

It is

likely that these

early Kaiiiakiira-bori incense containers served as substitutes for

Chinese carved lacquers, which were probably scarce
later

Kamakura-hori lacquers, including those

potential of the technique

is

realized

by

made

as

imported

well as costly. In

today, the expressive

the deliberate revelation of the

marks of wood carving beneath the lacquer

surface.

This box, bckiiiging to the Kinrenji, a Kyoto Buddliist temple, is illustrated in
Tadaomi Gokc, "Kaniakura-bori," Nikon no Bijiitsii No. 70 (March, 1972), figure 2.
The earliest surviving example o( Kaiuakiira-hori lacquerware is believed to be a box
decorated with a carved design of peonies in the collection ot the Kyoto Zen Buddhist
temple, the Nanzenji, illustrated as figure 1 in the same issue. The two incense boxes
^

are also illustrated as Plate 76

and Plate

75, respectively, in Beatrix

von Rague,

A

History ofJapanese Lacqucrwork (1976), pp. 98-99.
-

Tadaomi Goke,

op.

cit.,

of making Kainakura-bori

is

pp. 42-44.

included

An

PUBLISHED Akio Haino, Kamakura-bori
:

lery

of Art

II:

Japan (1972), Plate 109 and

Art: Freer Gallery of Art

informative illustration of the techniques

as figure

Handbook (1976),

22 in the

work

(1977), Plate 14

and

cited.

p. 283.

p. 181. Masterpieces of

The Freer Gal-

Chinese and Japanese

p. 91.
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See also color plate

1

(frontispiece).

Tchako were lidded cases for keeping
traditional elements

Tehako

of

woman's

a

The
by

personal possessions.

complex shape were

their graceful,

established

Kamakura period (1185-1333) and varied thereafter only in details
such as proportions. The corners are rounded and the top gently domed.
The edges of both lid and base are bound with metal, usually lead, which
the

Toilet Case

Momoyania

or

Edo

period,

early seventeenth century

Deep

is

base with fitted hd,

lead rims, gilt metal ring-tittings

Lacquer on

H

wood

19.6 cm.

w

with decoration

7%";

I 30.4

cm.

26.5 cm. 10J15"

07.106

shaped so that the high inner rim of the lower section holds the

securely in place. Silk cords attached to the rings at either side of the

could be tied over the

in iiiaki-e

The

lid

box

lid.

striking decorative style

of

this tchako

is

known

as Kodaiji niaki-e,

12";

name of

after the

Kyoto temple

the

established in 1605.

patterns of Kodaiji lacquers set a fashion

The

distinctive

which dominated lacquer designs

of the Kyoto region during the early seventeenth century, spanning the

Momoyama

between the

transition

(1573-1615) and early

The dramatic juxtaposition of two

(1615-1868).

Edo

periods

dissimilar patterns along

diagonal divisions of the surfaces typical of Kodaiji niaki-c designs

Momoyama

seen in textiles ot the

period.

against a glittering, reddish pear-skin
isolated against the

is

is

also

tehako has patterns of wis-

black background, and stylized sea shells and sea grasses

teria against a

motifs

The

natural setting.

ground

The design provides

which induce the eye

to

Each of the natural

[nashiji).

background, without any indication of a

move

a

dynamic study

in visual contrasts

constantly over the surface.

Specific technical characteristics of Kodaiji

(pear-skin ground) not only as a

(Hrt/ei'-c

include the useof nashiji

ground treatment, but

also in smaller

areas of the pictorial design. This technique, called e-nashiji (pictorial nashiji), is

used for some of the leaves of the wisteria, and also in the single

bold design of sea

known

technique

shells

and

decorating Kociaiji lacquers. In

such

as hiraniaki-c (flat

warm,

niaki-liaiiaslii, in

powder

the shape of the vessel and the

such

as

of the

lid.

A

special

was employed

contrast to other

in

methods

is

not lacquered over or polished, so

diffuse sheen. Kodaiji niaki-e represents a return to

two-dimensional decoration which

lines,

interior

sprinkled-design) or takaniaki-c (relief sprinkled-

design), the sprinkled gold

the gold has a

on the

sea grass

niaki-hanashi (left-as-sprinkled),

as

is

integral

ornament into

with the
closer

surface, bringing

harmony. The black

those delineating details of the wisteria design, are usually

held in reserve, the petals and sections of leaves separately defined with
lacquer before sprinkling with gold.

of scratching the
Kodaiji niaki-e.
acteristic

line

less

laborious

through to the background layer

The simple

of all the

The

arts

clarity

of the

of design seen

of

Momoyama

early years of the

Edo

also

employed
is

in

char-

which developed under
is

virtually the defini-

period lacquer and was continued through the

period.

REFERENCES Kyoto National Museum,
:

Japanese Art, Vol. v, pp. 56-59.
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gaki

in Kodaiji maki-e

Momoyama period,

the patronage of new military rulers. Kodaiji niaki-e
tive style

is

method

liari

Kodaiji Maki-e (1971). Jo

Okada, Pageant of

Plate

7.

Tcbako (Toilet Case), early 17th century,

cat.

no.

6.

7

This handsome covered case was formerly used for storage of a handscroll

which was acquired by the Freer Gallery of Art

would have been

cords
base.

The charming

to be viewed

on

either side

design of a maple tree growing from a bank

from one end of the

case, so the scroll stored

is

of the

Kodaiji niaki-c decoration.

high

sides

The design of maple

within the case

The

typical of

repeated on the

of water completes the design

simplified, bold designs of Kodaiji i)iaki-c

lacquer decoration during the

Kyoto

is

of the base even in areas usually covered by the deep

linear pattern representing ripples
base.

background

foliage

See also color plate

3

lid.

A

at the

dominated Japanese

Momoyama period, and were continued by

lacquerers in the early years of the

(facing p. 3).

Edo period

Momoyama

intended

would have been properly oriented for viewing when the case was opened.
The entire design is executed in the style and techniques of Kodaiji maki-e
(see cat. no. 6). The combination of gold maki-e and reddish tiasliiji (pearskin ground) for depiction of the maple foliage is especially effective. The
patterns stand out boldly against the plain black

Handscroll Case

in 1959. Originally, silk

attached to the small rings

(1615-1868).

or

Edo

period,

seventeenth century

Base with overlapping

Lacquer on

wood

lid

with decoration in

gold maki-e (sprinkled-design),
metal
L 37.8

fittings

with ring loops

cm. 1478"; H

w

7.6

7.3

cm.

59-19

3"

cm.

2'^/^";

This luxuriously decorated cabinet generally follows the style and tech-

8

niques of Kodaiji iimki-e

Small Cabinet

santhemums on the

Momoyama

or early

Edo

period,

early seventeenth century

six interior

Lacquer on

wood

with decoration

W 21.3

The autumnal

7).

L 33.4

of the doors, are treated

as in typical Kodaiji »(rtfe;-f lacquers.

G. Mosle

collection

44.20

some of

the mother-of-pearl inlay (radai) used for

not to be found in typical Kodaiji

Na)iibaii lacquers (cat. no. 9)

iiiahi-c,

and

more

is

the motifs

associated with the

produced

during the

in quantity

late six-

teenth and early seventeenth centuries.

The condition of the box ranges from

cm. 13%";

cm. 8%"

motifs, of chry-

and back of the cabinet and of bell-

in iiiaki-e

gilt-nictal

hinges, locks, and ring-pulls

Ex Alexander

interiors

However,
is

11";

and

drawers

and inlay of mother-of-pearl,

H 28.0 cm.

nos. 6

flowers and butterflies hovering over windswept grasses on the drawers

and

Cabinet with two hinged doors,

(cat.

top, door, sides,

the nearly perfect state of preser-

vation of the bcllflowcr design on the fronts of the drawers to the ex-

tremely scratched and abraded surface of the top of the cabinet. Clouded
patches visible near the unliinged edge of the doors and on other parts of
the exterior indicate repaired areas.
differs in intensity

The color and quality of the black lacquer

and sheen from the unrepaired

and the gold pow-

areas,

der sprinkled to complete lost elements of the niaki-e decoration

tmcr

in texture

coarser and slightly
iiiaki-c

much

is

undamaged areas, which is uniformly
tone. The black linear details of the gold

than that ot the

warmer

in

by scratching through

designs in the repaired areas arc delineated

ground

the gold-sprinkled area to the black

rather than the

[harii^aki)

more

laborious technique [kakiwaru) of applying lacquer at either side of a

narrow

line

then sprinkling the

damp

lacquer with gold

the unlacquered line in the ground color.
reddish

e-iiasliiji

groimd) have

(pictorial pear-skin

powder

to leave

Damaged areas of the contrasting
been coated thinly

also

with tmc gold powder on translucent lacquer. Thus, the chrysanthemum
design

would probably

the gold )uaki-e and

which seems

to

shown

originally have

iiasliiji

have been

flowers and foliage.

less

damaged,

greater contrast

The back of the cabinet,
more vivid coloration

reveals the

of the original design, which was technically and
K5daiji style than

is

now

The

apparent.

cabinet

stylistically closer to the
is

otherwise technically

very similar to early seventeenth-century examples o( Kodaiji
as the tebako (cat. no. 6) in this exhibition.

repairs, the cabinet

between

tnahi-e such

Despite the existence of later

probably dates from the early seventeenth century,

contemporary with the

later

The

inclusion of

tend to support an early

Edo period

examples of Kodaiji

raden (mother-of-pearl inlay)

may

niaki-e.

(1615-1868) date.

references: Kyoto National Museum,

published: The
pieces of Chinese

Kodaiji Maki-e (1971).

Freer Gallery of Art II: Japan (1972), Plate ill

ander G. Moslc, Japanese Works of Art

.

.

p. 181.

Master-

p. 92.

Alex-

.from the Mosle Collection (1914), Vol. n,

Plate cv, no. 1679. Alexander G. Mosle, The Mosle Collection

no. 1679. Martin Feddcrson, Japanese Decorative Art (1962),

20

and

and Japanese Art: Freer Gallery of Art Handbook (1976),

.

.

.

fig.

(1933), Vol.

147, p. 159.

11,

p. 33,

See also color plate 2 (facing p. 2)
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The term

Table
Style

Europeans

of the early Edo period,

inlay

mother-of-pearl, metal hinges and fittings

H

32.6 cm.

W

12%";

I-

70.3

39.9 cm.

Gift of John

S.

76.4

applied to lacquers of the late sixteenth to seven-

cm. 27%";

had arrived

in

Japan in 1542 and lacquers of a particular

of contemporary Kodaiji

inaki-e (cat. nos. 6

intended for export to Europe. This table belongs to the

Table with hinged legs

wood, decoration in gold iiiaki-c,

who

style related to that

seventeenth century

ucr on

when

Natubati,

teenth century, encompasses both objects decorated with themes of the

It is

and

7),

but

latter category.

constructed in a novel form, with each pair of legs connected by a bar

and hinged beneath the
Metal hooks

table surface to fold flat if necessary for storage.

stabilize the legs

when

the tabic

15%"

fittings

Thacher

for the area most vulnerable to chipping.

have been added

theme of
face,

at the

Kodaiji maki-e decoration,

which

is

is

in use,

and tooled metal

corners as an ornamental reinforcement

Autumnal

motifs, also the usual

the four panels of the table sur-

fill

divided by lozenges and bands decorated with repeated,

predominantly geometric patterns. Birds and animals, which do not appear
an important motif

in Kodaiji tnaki-e, are

in

Namhan

Plain, unpolished gold iiiaki-c (sprinkled-design)

lacquer decoration.

and

c-nasiiiji (pictorial

pear-skin ground), also used in Kodaiji niaki-c, are major techniques used
in the decoration

o£ Namban lacquers. Silver

Kodaiji iiiaki-e decoration, appears in

inaki-c, entirely absent

some Namhan

from

lacquers, although not

in this example. Extensive inlay of mother-of-pearl [raden) cut in relatively

large pieces, a distinctive additional technique in
tributes to

its

somewhat

exotic character.

ot radcn reflects the influence of

had such an important role
the same period.
artisans
results

fully

more

were often

wares made by

1

to

were made

is

characteristic

A

22

work.' The

a

somewhat

crisper

and

of seventeenth-century Namhan
earlier lacquera revival

and techniques.

History ofJapanese Lacqiterwork (1976), pp. 158-159.

references: Hirokazu Arakawa, Namhan
Export Lacquers from

their

of the Meiji period (1868-1912), during

interest in earlier lacquer styles

Beatrix von Rague,

also

comparison to the much more care-

be an example of the careful copies of

artists

who

Kyoto workshops by

in

meet the demand for

executed K5daiji lacquers. This table has

may

lacquers, con-

Korean immigrant craftsmen,

visibly imperfect in

precise design than

Namhan

possible that the prevalence

development of Japanese ceramics during

lacquers

working very rapidly

lacquers and

of

Namhan

in

It is

the Seventeenth

Century

Sbitsugei, 1971.
in the

National

Martha Hoy ex, Japanese

Museum

of Denmark, 1959.

10

This lacquer box has a dramatically simple decoration of sprays of blos-

Covered Box

soming primus executed

in inlays

single spray of plum blossoms

Edo

period, eighteenth or nineteenth century

Signature: (spurious) "Tokuyusai Koetsu"

Lacquer on

wood

Ex

a striking contrast

forms a unified design on the

between the dense

cluster

end of the box and the sparse ends of the branches

as

sides

and

of branches

at

A

lid.

one

they extend to the

opposite side.

The

23.2 cm. qVs"; l 29.2 cm. 11 Vi";

w

is

lead.

with inlay of lead

and mother-of-pearl

H

There

of white mother-of-pearl and

23.8 cm.

9%"

Charles GiUot collection
04.36

first

combined

use of lead and mother-of-pearl inlays to create ex-

traordinarily effective, simple designs

Hon'ami Koetsu (1558-1637),

a

on lacquer

master of

many

objects
arts.

is

poorly written signature, "Tokuyusai Koetsu," which

added to the

box

after

its

manufacture.

object reliably attributed to Koetsu,
" Futinhashf inkstone case in the

by

a

associated with

This box contains a

may have been

No signature occurs on any lacquer

whose

Tokyo

designs, as exemplified

by the

National Museum,' are marked

harmonious unity of shape, decoration, and poetic imagery.

The decoration of this box appears to be more closely related to designs
by Ogata K5rin (1658-1716), who continued and developed the techniques and style established by Koetsu. The inlays of lead and mother-ofpearl on this box are unusually thin in comparison to genuine examples
by Koetsu, Korin, and their immediate followers, and marks it as a later
work following Korin's style. The inro exhibited as cat. no. 30 has thick
inlays of lead and mother-of-pearl which are more typical of early lacquers
of

1

this type.

Illustrated in

PUBLISHED

:

Noma, The

The Freer Gallery of Art

pieces of Chinese

24

Seiroku

Arts ofJapan (1967), Vol.
II:

11,

Plate 110, p. 123.

Japan (1972), Plate 112 and

and Japanese Art: Freer Callery

oj'

p. 181.

Master-

Art Handbook {1976), p. 92.
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This tiered box was intended to hold a painter's equipment: cakes of ink

and small dishes for mixing.

It is

coated with black

lacquer on both the interior and exterior surfaces.

The

exterior

and

colors, brushes,

is

decorated with a pattern of small, regularly spaced chrysanthemums

of

inlaid aogai (blue-green mother-of-pearl).

brilliant tones

The

use of aogai,

which

has

in Japan during the seventeenth century as an adaptation of a Chinese

(1368-1644).^

The execution of

required con-

siderable technical
scales

and

of aogni

skill,

affixed to the surface

lacquer,

somewhat

in various

*

had

to be cut separately

from

with the radial pattern defming separate

shell.

The

regularity

to create an

even surface

and uniformity of

this pattern

uncharacteristic of traditional Japanese design, but appear

media during the nineteenth century.

Recent studies of Ryiikyu lacquerwarc suggest the possible role ot the

Islands in transmission

No. 56 (December,

published: Alexander G. Moslc, J cipancsc Works
(1933)- Vol.

1978), Plates 1-39,

Yoshinobu Tokugawa, Ryukyu no Shikkagei

(1914), Vol.

II,

II,

34, no. 1681. Freer Gallery

American Independence (1975-76),

Right: Detail

of Art

.

from

a painting.

and pp.

(1977).

.

Plate cvi, no. 1681. Alexander G. Mosle,
'p.

Ryukyu

of Chinese lacquer techniques. See Hirokazu Arakawa, "His-

tory of Loochoo Lacquer," Kobijutsu
33-54. Also,

thin

petals,

of the box. The aogai flowers were coated with

which was then hardened and polished

of lacquer and inlaid
are

for each flower

shell, incised

.from the Moslc Collection

The Mosle

of Art, The Arts of Asia

Collection
at the

.

.

.

Time of

p. 24.

The Four

Accomplishineiiti: Painting and Calligraphy,

by Utagawa Toyohiro (1773-1828). Freer Gallery of Art,

Box

Edo

Two

or Meiji period, nineteenth century

sections with interior fitted tray

Lacquer on

wood

and

with inlay oi aoi^ai

(blue-grcen mothcr-of-pcarl)

technique which appears in lacquers of the
the

Painter's

made

of iridescent blue, green, and purple, seems to have begun

Ming dynasty
chrysanthemum pattern on this box

E-hako

entirely

03.57.

25

H

20.3

cm.

8";

w

17.2

L 35.8

cm. H'/g";

cm. 6^/
Ex Alexander G. Mosle
collection

44.21

li

12

Fiihaho arc elongated, covered boxes

attached to the rings at either side.

Fnhako

Document Case
Edo period, eighteenth or nineteenth century
Oblong box with deep, overlapping lid
Lacquer on

two
H

wood

with maki-e decoration

silver fittings

7.5

cm.
L

3";

w

25.0 cm.

Ex Alexander G. Mosle
collection

44.23

by

cords

silk

They served to protect letters and written

which overlapped most of the base
was

to moisture,

The

boxes.

upon

impervious

section. Lacquer,

utilized as the lAczl material

as

it

lid

was

with which to coat such

materials used in the decoration o( fubako

depended very much

the status and taste of the owner.

This fubnko

cm.

9%"

tied shut

doctmients. For this reason, they were typically designed with a deep

with ring loops
9.6

which were

design)

is

on both

tions of gold

lavishly decorated

the interior

and

silver

with gold and

and exterior

powders and

surfaces.

silver uiaki-c (sprinkled-

Many colors

and grada-

leaf are used in the striking exterior

design of phoenixes and paulownia sprays against a gold background.

Like that of the exhibited scroll-box
is

(cat.

no. 7), the design

intended to be vieweci from one direction.

may

positioned, one phoenix

The

other.

feathers

and

on the

are repeated

even

the

on

box

this fiibako
is

properly

be seen to hover dramatically above the

floral sprays

base,

When

continue over the sides of the

covered

in the areas usually

when

lid,

and

the lid

is

in place.

The

interior of the

created

by applying

box

colored lacquer. Over

mer from

entirely coated

is

flakes

of gold

this rich

the depths of the

lacquer,

Mori family

of Fuchii in

member of

mounts attached
PUBLISHED

:

at

ground),

is

a family

and

crest used

indicate that this

The motif

silver

by the

box was made

repeated in the silver ring-

the sides of the base.

Alexander G. Moslc, Japanese Works of Art

(1914), Vol. n, Plate cviii, no. 1690.
(1933). Vol. n, p. 37, no. 1690.

26

chrysanthemums and

The water-plantain

Nagato may

that family.

nashiji (pear-skin

[oinodaka) are repeated in gold

tdkaiiidki-e (relief sprinkled-design).

for a

with

various levels in a translucent, amber-

groimd, in which the flakes of gold glim-

amber

on the water plantain

crest based

at

.

.

.from the Mosle Collection

Alexander G. Mosle, The Mosle

Collection

.

.

.

See also color plate

3

(facing p. 3).
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This small, portable cabinet was probably used for storing incense and

used in games based on the mixing and identification of incense.

utensils

Kodansu

The

Incense Cabinet

exterior

gold and

Edo

or Meiji period, nineteenth century

Cabinet with hinged door, three interior drawers

Lacquer on

wood

apphed gold

leaf, silver

locks,

H

with decoration

handle, hinges,

and drawer-pulls

20.6 cm. 8%"; L 24.5 cm.

w

in maki-e,

16.8

cm.

54.18

6%"

9%"\

decorated with an exquisitely rendered landscape design in

is

The predominantly gold ground
powder have been cov-

silver iiuihi-c (sprinklcd-design).

and the flowing river depicted

in sprinkled silver

ered with lacquer and later polished according to the

which

nique,

emerge

causes the design to

togidasJii

at a single level

waki-e tech-

on

the surface.

The gold areas have been given a protective finish of thin, polished lacquer. The finish so resembles a gleaming metallic surface that the cabinet
almost seems to be the work of a goldsmith rather than a lacquerer.
The decoration is technically very skillfully executed, using a variety of
t)iaki-e (sprinkled-design) techniques. The main motifs of wisteria vines
cascading from a pine tree arc rendered in low-relief [takainaki-e). The pines
arc sprinkled with gold powders,

ing silver powder.

The

upon

appears to depend in part

which
der.

is still

and the wisteria blossoms with contrast-

subtle variation

slightly visible

through

The landscape continues aroimd

the top, interruptcci only
bellishing the

The

the wisteria design

tints in

a sparse sprinkling

of fine gold pow-

the four sides of the cabinet

by the bands of tiasliiji

and over

(pear-skin ground)

em-

rounded corners.

interior

a slightly

of gold

the color of the underlying lacquer layer,

of the door has

a

motif of a blossoming cherry

tree against

powder

in addition

darkened background incorporating

silver

to gold. Distinct flakes of gold are scattered in cloud-like patterns [iiiura-

The cherry blossoms are rendered in takniiiaki-e
powder sprinkled over a red lacquer
ground to give the petals a slightly pink tone. The fronts and sides of the
drawers are decorated with three different regularly repeated patterns. The
tiashiji) in

(rclici

bases

the background.

sprinklcd-design), using gold

and

interiors

of the drawers and cabinet are covered with

nashiji

(pear-skin ground).

The thematic

basis

of this design,

no. 14), seems likely to derive

The kimono
{Talc

of

patterns

of the incense

from Japanese

game box

literature. Less elaborate

this

de-

on Japanese kimono of the nineteenth century.'

were inspired by

poem from

a

the

he Monogatari

he), an important literary source for the Japanese decorative

The decoration of

(cat.

and composition to the landscape on the ex-

signs having similar motifs
terior of this cabinet appear

like that

box

expresses a detailed and

conception of the landscape which

is

somewhat

arts.

realistic

consistent with trends seen in Japanese

painting during the nineteenth century.

*

Kyoto National Museum,

published:

.

.

.

(1978), cat. nos. 103, 104, 105.

Freer Gallery of Art, The Arts of Asia

dence (1975-76), p. 26.

28

Nihoii no L4io

at the

Time of American Indepen-

See also color plate 4 (facing p. 6).
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The decoration of this box,

Kobako

Box

blooming

trees

for Incense

or Meiji period,

nineteenth century

"Dogyoku" on tray
Stacked box in two sections with
Signature:

interior fitted tray

wood

Lacquer on
gold and

silver inaki-e,

inlay
11.3

on

10.6

lovely

its

cherry trees blooming

gold

L 11.3

cm.

54.118

of the portable incense chest

is

among

and

a slightly

convex

lid.

leaf, silver leaf,

rims

cm. 574";

43^5"

and cherry blossoms. The poetic image of

the hills of Yoshino appears in the Kokinshu,

ot the

upper

the tray

is

two

constructed in

section.

A

sections,

Edo

with the water depicted

built

is

high

vidually arranged in patterns

on damp

from

flat

gold

up with exceptional

leaf,

care,

powder. The

or squares and indi-

strips

The cherry blossoms are
The more distant blossoms

lacquer.

actually treated in different degrees of relief.

relief lacquer

the upper surface of

and the landscape elements

relief

embellished with okibiramc, gold leaf cut into

are cut

supported by the rim

lid,

at the surface in contrasting silver

in

a specific

example of gold maki-e (sprinkled-

The design

rock and tree forms are built up

is

with gracefully rounded corners

tray rests inside the

technically the outstanding

and

period.'

The decoration of the box and

design) in this exhibition.

no.

probably based on the scenery of Yoshino,

hills

decorative theme of Japanese lacquers ot the

The box

(cat.

theme of cherry

evokes the fresh and evanescent fragrance of
is

the tenth-century anthology of Japanese court poetry,

and hd

tray, silver

cm. 574";

w

for

with decoration in

aogai (blue-green mother-of-pearl)

H

famous

a spot

in profusion

The landscape

a spring day.

Edo

like that

13), reflects its function as a container for incense, for the

while those in the foreground are built up in

and covered with gold

leaf. Still

trasting silver polished to a high luster.

The

others are rendered in con-

flowers,

formed of pure metal

rather than metal powders, stand out to the eye with a jewel-like radiance.

The

landscape on the sides of the box

around the curved corners.

On

is

treated continuously, flowing

the top of the lid

a similar

is

landscape of

slightly different composition.

The

tray has a design of several

ground. They are depicted
variation of underlying

powders which
silk.

One

tray

is

a

ot the

a line in the fore-

with

ground colors and mixtures of gold and

create subtle tints resembling the hues

a

silver

of dyed or brocaded

garments has minute inlays o{ aogai (blue-green mother-

forming

of-pearl)

kimono hanging on

in takainaki-c (relief sprinkled-design),

a pattern

of plovers. Along the right-hand rim of the

minute signature reading, "D5gyoku." This name does not cor-

respond to that of a

known

box and

lacquerer, but the incense

tray repre-

sent maki-e decoration of the highest quality.

^

A

reading stand decorated with

exhibition

at

published:

the

theme

is

described in the catalogue of a recent

Nilion no Islw

.

.

.

(1978), no. 75.

Freer Gallery of Art, The Arts of Asia at the Time of American Indepen-

dence (1975-76), p. 25.

30

this

Kyoto National Museum,

Interior tray.

15

This medicine chest has a simple, practical design, with

running the entire depth of the cabinet. These

Yakiiro

from

Medicine Chest
period, dated 1844, twelfth

Chest witli

Lacquer on

wood

six

with decoration

silver fittings

H

33.8

cm.

w

135,6";

19.3

month

drawers
in inaki-e,

cm.

cm. 7%"

Ex Alexander

G. Mosle

collection

44.26

slightly

cirawers

been built up

and the edges of the

in black lacquer

The

the

artist

a ciay in the twelfth

side

and chrysanthemums on the

The

inscription

box was fmished by

month of the year ko sliiu, in
month of 1844. The

date corresponds to the twelfth
is

slightly

Maki-e (sprinkled-design) motifs

cabinets.

adjacent to the chrysanthemimis indicates that the

"Shunsho" on

A

along the ends of the

opposite side constitute the only contrasting decoration.

era.

The

which has

[ro-iro),

ciamaged along the edges of some of the drawers.

of a branch of plum blossoms on one
1215^/';

may be opened conveniently

with highly polished black lacquer

raised scroll design has

on corners
L 32.8

been

long drawers

cither side to facilitate access to the medicines stored within.

surfaces arc coated

Edo

six

the

Tcmp5

identity of

unknown.

published: Alexander G. Mosle, The Mosle

Collection

(1933), Vol.

II,

p. 42,

no. 1702.

Inscription.
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This covered spouted bowl

is

is

simply

decorated with red and black lacquers embellished by large lozenges or
other patterns of cut gold

leaf.

This example also has details painted in

yellow lacquer. Although traditionally believed to have been named for
the twelfth-century lord of Northern Japan, Fujiwara
earliest

production of

the late
J5hoji, a

tary lord,

Gamo

sociate the cross
is

no Hidehira, the

type of lacquerware seems to have occurred in

Muromachi period (1392-1573), chiefly in the vicinity of the
temple in Iwate Prefecture. The Aizu region also produced Hide-

hira-style wares,

there

this

encouraged by the active patronage of the Christian
Ujisato (1556-95).

motif on the

no evidence

of

lid

in support

Although
this

it

may

container with such a context,

of such an early date ot manufacture.
still

being

today. In contrast to the usual red interiors of Hidehira bowls and

(spouted bowls), the interior of this spouted

bowl

is

black,

tion reflects only remotely the simple, bold decoration for
is

niili-

be tempting to as-

Hidehira wares have enjoyed great popularity, and are

ware

16

decorated in the fashion of Hidehira lacquer-

ware, which was produced in Northern Japan. Hidehira ware

and

made

katakiiclii

its

decora-

which Hidehira

famous.

references: Victor and Takako Hauge,
163 and p. 256. Beatrix von Rague,

A

Folk Traditions

in

Japanese Art (1978), no.

History of Japanese Lacqiterwork (1976). pp.

164-165 and 196.
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Katakuchi

Covered Spouted Bowl
Nineteenth or twentieth century

Spouted base on high
Lacquer on

H

15.1

wood

cm.

foot, circular lid

with applied gold leaf

55^5";

L 23.5

60.7

cm.

97/

Biitidai,

Writing Tables

Siiziirihako, Iiikstone

Cases

Rydshihako, Paper Cases

Japanese furniture for writing, especially low tables [hundai) and inkstonc

made of lacquered wood. Lacquer

cases [sHzurihako),

were

provided

impervious to the moisture and color of prepared ink,

and

also

a surface

made

traditionally

The

possible elegant decoration.

practice of using

and preparing

stones moistened with water for rubbing

smooth
was

solid ink

introduced to Japan from China. However, the enclosure of the inkstone
in a larger lidded

box which would

also

accommodate

and a water-dropper seems to have been

brushes, ink sticks,

a Japanese invention, already in

evidence by the Heian period (794-1185).

The conveniently

portable inkstone case (suzurihako) had fittings to hold

the inkstone and water-dropper in place,

one or more removable

was usually concentrated on the

rihaho

the base and trays.

It

was customary

interior of the lid, providing the user

was removed,

as

well as

and was often provided with

trays for storing brushes.

when

the

lid,

of

biiiidai,

low writing

hand

side,

tables

decoration of

which received

less

wear than

to decorate both the exterior

and

with a pleasing design when the

box was

governed the decoration

which were often decorated

The decoration of hiuidai was

lid

stored.

Practical as well as aesthetic considerations also

siiziirihnko.

The

to

complement

usually concentrated

on the

left-

leaving the area to the right free for writing. Traditionally, the

decoration of both siizuribako and biindai was based on themes from Japanese literature. After the

Muromachi period

(1

392-1 573), however, purely

decorative designs, not necessarily specifically related to literature, appear

with increasing frequency on
ing matching

sets of biiiidai

buiidai

and

and

siizuribako.

siizuribako also

The

practice of

seems to have begun

mak-

at this

time. Ryosliibako, boxes for paper and documents, were also an important

product of Japanese lacqucrers, especially during the Edo period (16151868).

34

Detail

from

a painting.

Lndy Preparing

Ink,

by Nishikawa Sukenobu (1671-1751). Freer Gallery of

Art, 99.19.

17

Low tables such as this example were used to support paper and suzurihako

Bimdai

(inkstonc cases) for writing.

Writing Table

the decoration concentrated

period,

sixteenth century

Table with four attached cuspate

two

rims,

in the

metal fittings and edging on legs

Lacquer on

H

10.2

wood
cm.

with

4";

L 55.2

w

inaki-e decoration

35.5

cm.

14";

side,

left

often echoed

by

much

a

smaller rock and trees

lower right-hand corner. This type of composition, although usually

more complex,
which was

is

also seen in

Muromachi period

(1392-1 573) ink painting,

by Chinese models.

inspired

This table has a landscape of low shoals extending into water, which

cm. 21^//
78.7

known, have

the paper

the major motif to the
legs,

these tables are

htiiidai, as

would be placed, relatively free of decoration. The typical
decoration of Muromachi period Imndai was a simplified landscape, with
where

Muromachi or Momoyama

Most

on the left-hand side, leaving the opposite

indicated only

two

are

by

trees, a

few gold

a

lines representing ripples.

pine and plum, both associated with the winter season and

manner reminiscent of paint-

longevity. Their trunks cross each other in a
ings of the

Muromachi

The

pine seedlings.

gold powders.

of

period.

(mandarin orange)

tacliibatia

iiashiji

On

the rock to the right are a small

tree, also associated

pictorial design

is

with longevity, and two

rendered in

with sprinkled

tiiaki-c

A few areas have the coarser gold particles and reddish tone

(pear-skin ground). This effect

bank and between the pine
edges ot the rims.
flat

is

On the larger bank

The

seen in the lower parts of the

is

needles, as well as

entire design

is

on the outer

rendered in

and upper

legs

a simple,

more

or

less

manner. The background of plain black lacquer creates a remarkably

effective atmospheric effect, for

the space above and
It is

beyond

difficult to assign a

it is

not clear where the water merges into

the landscape.

date to this table,

which

closely resembles ex-

amples from the Muromachi period. Most bundai of the period seem to

show only one

A

crescent

The

An

the late

example of an

motif against

Sherman

left.'

some examples.

of Muromachi-pcriod himdai,

composition evocative of poetic atmosphere, and was proba bly

made during

36

pine or plum, growing from the bank to the

appears in the open space to the right in

table preserves the characteristic design

a spacious

'

tree, a

moon

a

Muromachi

early

or early

Muromachi period

Momoyama

period.

hundai with both the pine and

black background in the Cleveland

Museum of Art

E. Lcc, Japanese Decorative Style (1961), fig. 42

and

p. 140.

is

plum

illustrated in

Autumn
form

Siizurihako

tumn
Inkstone Case
Edo

tray,

lid,

one removable

Lacquer on

interior

(watcr-droppcr) and inkstone

wood

with

iiiaki-e

H

5.0

cm.
L

lid,

2";

w

base,

and tray

21.6 cm. S'/j";

23.7 cm. 95/"

Ex Alexander

G. Mosle

collection

44.22

field

of

siisuki

and yonicna

(valerian),

beneath a

(pampas

The flowering au-

grass), fiijibakaiiia

on

(aster)

moon

silver crescent

this siizurihako.

(ague

the cover are rendered

(relief sprinkled-design) against a

black background

The low-relief rocks are embellished with
squares of cut gold and silver leaf. The moon and spherical dewdrops are
made of silver. The interior of the box is decorated with gold flakes sprinkled
sities

on

of gold powder and

flakes.

ground, and there

a black lacquer

(pinks) in silver

The

sheet silver, small silver spheres, metal binding

ot

lid

(bush clover),

lia^ii

oiiiitiacslii

an open

is

a simple decoration of tiadcsliiko

(sprinklcd-design)

decoration in silver and gold powders, inlay of

on rims

in

on the

sprinkled with gold flakes. Clouds and earth are rendered in various den-

removable support for silvered metal

iiiizH-ire

growing

gold takamaki~e

in

saku"

Rectangular box with rounded corners, shghtly

convex overlapping

grasses:

weed),

period, seventeenth century
"

Signature:

grasses

the pictorial design

lyrical

and gold

on the

inahi-c

lid interior

beauty of the autumn scenery

word

connotations ot the

is

and the

tray.

enhanced by the poetic

nczauic (awakening froni sleep)

which appears

in silver ]iin\^aiia (cursive phonetic script) nearly concealed in the

of the rocks on the
the pictorial design
in

which

pictorial

in Japanese art

lid exterior.
is

an essential element of an

(poem-picture). Uta-c,

of the Heian period (794-1185). hi

compact yet

a tiuika

poem from

Kokiiiu'dkaslul (Collection ot

first

appear

possible to

of a Japanese waka

the lid of this suzuribako proves to have

the

famous Heian period anthology, the

Ancient and

Aki nara

Oku

iita-e it is

specific visualization

poem. The design on

been based on

itta-c

contours

syllables into

and verbal imagery are completely merged,

create an extremely
(31-syllable)

The incorporation of these

Modern Waka Poetry, 905

a.d.)

:

de

shira tsityu

wa

Nezame sum

Waga

taniakura no

Shizuku

iiarikcri

'

KKS XV 757

The poem by an anonymous author may be rendered:

dew

that has

dropped on

my

pillowing sleeve

as

I

"It

is

not the autumn

awaken." The poem

Interior of

38

lid.

come not from dew but tears. Every
poem has been incorporated into the poem-picture: the grasses

suggests that the drops
detail

of the

moon which

and

on the

sleeve

identify the

autumn

near the left-hand edge of the

The word

lid.

dewdrops

season, the small silver

clinging to the plants, and the edge of a brocaded garment
nczaiiic,

which appears

incorporated into the

contours of the rocks, supplies the essential image needed to complete and
identify the

The
a

poem.

patron

who would

imagery and the
the

of this siizurihako must have been created for

uta-e decorating the lid

have appreciated both the cleverly disguised poetic
execution of the lacquer decoration. Stylistically,

skillful

box belongs

Edo period and

to the early

Details: Above, schematic
syllables,

of rocks on exterior of

a rare

is

survival of uta-c designs in tiiaki-c lacqucrware after the

example of the

end of the Muro-

machi period (1392-1573) when they were most prevalent. Elegant
as the

applied silver dewdrops, relate the decoration of this

Muromachi-period

to

work of the

early Edo-period Igarashi school masters.

nical quality,

and

treatment of the

clarity

interior floor

this

The

precision, tech-

design as well as the graceful, stylized

motifs relate this suziiribako very closely to the style

floral

and period of Igarashi

on the

of

details,

box both

designs of the sixteenth century and the

iiiaki-c

Doho

(?-i678)."

A

signature in seal script appears

of the box beneath the removable support for the

inkstone and water-dropper.

Its

reading has not been conclusively deter-

mined.

1

'

Kol^iiiweikashn, Nilion Koten

J5 Okada, "Igarashi

Bimgaku Taikci (1958) Vol.

luaki-e,"

Museum No.

published: Alexander G. Mosle,
1683. Freer Gallery of Art,

Tlie

viii, p.

252, no. 757.

71 (February, 1957), pp. 2-6.

Mosle Collection

The Arts of Asia

at the

lid.

the order, mc-nc-sa, reading
lett.

such

drawing

.

.

.

Time

(1933), Vol.
of

11,

p. 34,

no.

American Independence

(1975-76), p. 25.

39

ot liiragana

nc-za-me, concealed along contours

Below, signature.

Syllables appear in

from

right to

19

This suzurihako has a very simple design on the exterior of the
sisting

Suzurihako

of an

for support.

Inkstone Case

A

design).

Edo

period, seventeenth or eighteenth century

Rectangular box with overlapping hd,

two removable

interior trays

and support for

inkstone and metal mizu-ire (water-dropper),

metal edges on case and

lid

chira (quiver)

The

few

entire design

Of special
of the

technical interest

H

5.1

w

cm.
L 22.6

22.1

chira,

which has

is

in maki-c.

the decoration of the side panel of the

marbled pattern

a delicate

like that

box

of wood grain,

a stylized butterfly

of cut gold

The background

leaf.

plain,

is

and was once probably

leaf

cm.

cm. 8%"

Ex Alexander

(relief sprinkled-

held in reserve, and the ribbons trailing behind the quiver arc depicted by
bits

and applied gold

executed in takamaki-e

but created by luaki-c techniques. The front panel has

Lacquer on wood, decoration in
iiiahi-e

is

of the arrows have been covered with applied gold

shafts

which contrasts against the softer gold tone of those depicted

leaf,

con-

lid,

holding arrows which have been tied together

G. Mosle

black lacquer which has turned to a deep
the gracefully curved border of the lid

color with age.

Around

executed with

a scroll design

contrasting colors and densities of gold powder.

The

collection

44.19

brown

is

interior

of the box

is

water-dropper, both held in

a

with an inkstone and

and the inner floor of the

embedded

case

in the
lid.

open sky above the

is

decorated with nashiji (pear-skin

of gold

leaf.

A

box was

similar effect

takauiaki-e relief landscape

on the

to the taste

decoration was preferred.

transition

may

In

may
its

also

is,

of the

some time

at

make

the

Some of the details of the landscape design on the

original

at

the

same time

to disguise the

The contrast
The moon of applied sheet

and nev/ly lacquered

however, most apparent.

areas.

have been added to the scene.

original state, this

relatively

evident

of a later period in which more ornate

have been applied

between the

workmanship

lead

also

is

interior

originally decorated, perhaps in an effort to

box more appealing
lid interior

fmish cov-

a dull black

These areas appear to have been unskillfully relacquered

after the

in

flakes

two removable

trays arc lacquered in plain, polished

ground). All the exposed surfaces, however, have
ered with coarse,

a simple, circular

lacquered support between

The backs of the

trays for brushes.

black,

fitted

box probably would have been decorated

subdued manner, with only the simple quiver against

in a

a plain

black exterior, and a landscape reminiscent of Chinese-inspired ink paintings of the

Muromachi period (1392-1573) on

background of the

lid

ably treated in the plain black lacquer of the

such a writing box would
Interior of base section.

the interior of the

and the upper surfaces of the inner

trays

lid exterior. It

The

is

likely that

have been intended to appeal to a military

patron of the early to middle Edo period. The relacquering
occurred during the Meiji period (1868-1912)

mand

lid.

were prob-

for old Japanese iiiaki-e

was high, and

a

when

may have

the commercial de-

much more

elaborate deco-

rative style prevailed.

published: Alexander G. Mosle, The Mosle
no. 1678.

40

CoUection

.

(1933). Vol. n, p. 33,

Interior

of

lid.

20

The

exterior of this siizuribako (inkstone case) has a fine finish of glossy

black lacquer embellished with evenly dispersed flakes of gold.

Suzurihako

ration of the lid exterior

Inkstone Case
period, nineteenth century

Rectangular box with rounded corners, shghtly

convex overlapping

lid,

removable

interior tray

and support for inkstone and metal

realistically

a reed

extremely simple.

powdered

in plain polished

Edo

is

gold, and

two

cranes standing

depicted in relief {takamaki-e).

which echoes the graceful

A

contrast.

The composition of

few shore

on the bank

are

plants, including

stance of the foreground crane, are also

rendered in takaiuaki-e and sprinkled with

inizu-ire

The deco-

A sloping bank is represented

silver

and gold powders for

the simple design of cranes lends this rela-

(water-dropper)

Lacquer on

wood

tively

with

niaki-c (sprinkled-design)

A

decoration in gold and silver powders

H

4.5

cm.

1^/4";

L 23.0

w
cm.

20.9 cm. 874";
91,5"

Ex Alexander G. Mosle
collection

44.25

subdued design an

finer texture

air

of elegance.

of gold powder densely covers the black ground of the

interior support for the inkstone

of

a folded

as the

tamaku

(strip

and watcr-dropper

{riiizu-ire) in

the

of decorated paper for writing poems),

form
well

as

removable tray for brushes. These are simply decorated with autumnal

flowers: bcllflowers

and chrysanthemums. The autumn imagery

tinued on the interior of the

growing beside
the lid interior

with gold

a

pictorial design

(pear-skin ground),

suspended
is

which has

of chrysanthemums

a design

stream with a stylized butterfly above. The ground of

is iiasliiji

flakes

lid,

con-

is

at

which has

a

deep reddish tone

various levels in the translucent lacquer.

in takai)iaki-e,

The

with gold leaf applied to highlight a few

of the flowers. Squares of cut gold leaf are applied to the bank and rocks
distinct patterns [okihiranie).

in

The design of chrysanthemums growing along

a stream appears frequently in the decoration

ning in the Muromachi period, and often

is

of Japanese lacquers begin-

intended to refer to the theme

of Kikujido (Chii Tz'u-t'ung), the legendary Chinese youth whose writing

on chrysanthemum

petals

was washed away by dew to become a magical

elixir (sec also cat. no. 30). It

utilized
is

more

for

its

is

possible that in later periods this design

an appropriate theme for the decoration of

published: Alexander G. Mosle, The Mosle
no. 1698.

42

was

decorative potential than as a literary allusion, but
a

it

writing box.

Collection

•

(1933). Vol.

II,

p. 39,

Interior of

lid.

21

The decoration of this
Japanese poets

Suzurihako

Many

Inkstone Case

scries

siisiiribako

who had

based on

is

kaseti-c, portraits

of kasai-e were produced, often

in sets

the Sanjurohkascn (Thirty-six Poetic Immortals).

Edo

period (1615-1868)

Rectangular box with rounded corners,
slightly

domed

lid,

removable

of this box,

lid

a single

design) and lead.

interior tray

in the space

He

is

above him

male courtier
seated
is

of famous

attained the status of kasai (poetic immortals).

a

on

poem

is

of thirty-six depicting

On

domed

the slightly

depicted in gold luaki-e (sprinkled-

a tatami

mat with decorated

borders, and

written in cursive calligraphy combining

and support for inkstone and metal
iiiragana

mizu-ire (water-dropper)

Lacquer on
niaki-e

H

5.3

wood

with decoration in

and applied sheet lead

cm. 279";

w

L 23.5

cm. 97/;

phonetic script with a few Chinese characters.

fied in the inscription as

name comes from

following his

wakasliil (905 a.d.),

(ca.

The poet is identia.d.). The poem

868-945

the Heian period anthology, the Kokiii-

compiled by Tsurayuki and others.

21.8 cm. Ssfj"

Gift of

Ki no Tsurayuki

Musubu

te

It

reads:

no

Bunkyo Matsuki
Shizuku
06.288

Yama

no

ni nigoru
i

Akade mo

no
Into ni

Waka

na

KKS

As

translated

my
I

by Robert H. Brower and

cupped hands

clouding

had to

its

VIII 404

Earl

Miner

/ Spilling drops back into the

the

pure waters / Before the satisfaction of

part

from you too soon."-

A

poem

my

"Like

reacis:

moimtain pool
thirst /

And

/

So have

plum

simple design of stylized

blossoms decorates the plain interior of the box, which contains an inkstone and water-dropper apparently in the shape of a courtier's hat.

The

calligraphy

is

written in the bold style associated with the callig-

raphcr and lacquer designer Hon'ami Koetsu (1558-1637).

of

this

The design

writing box proves in fact to have been directly adapted from a

page in a woodblock-printed illustrated edition of the Saiijfirokkascii (Thirtysix Poetic

Immortals) published during the early seventeenth century by

K5etsu's associate, Suminokura Soan (1571-1632).^

Interior of base section.

The page from

this

shows

edition portraying Tsurayuki

mat with

his

name and a poem

a

male courtier seated on

written in the space above him.

of this inkstone case corresponds very closely to the page from

a

tataiiii

The

design

this

printed

edition of the Sanjitrohkasen, even in such details as the imusual design of
the border of the

tatai)ii

mat and the inclusion of the designation "right,"

above the poet's name, which would ordinarily have meaning only
context of a sequential series of portraits.
the printed

book has been adapted slightly

The
to

large-scale illustration

fit

in the

from

the nearly square format of

the lid of the suzuribako; the calligraphy, while faithfully preserving the

and composition of the printed version, has been moved

style

the figure, filling the space
difficult to assign a

It is

closer to

around him.

date to this suzuribako.

It

has the uncomplicated

shape and simple, large-scale decoration typical of early Edo-period lacquers
influenced

by the

style

of Koetsu. The

domed

the influence of K5etsu's lacquer designs.

shape of the

Such

lid also reflects

details as the elaborate

shape of the water-dropper, however, suggest that although the design

of the

lid

was

clearly inspired

by the

early seventeenth-century

calligraphy and illustrations in the style of K5etsu, the

made

box may have been

at a later date.

^

Kokinwakaslnl, Nilion Koten Bimqaku Taikei (1958), Vol. vni, p. 183, no. 404.

Page from woodblock-printed edition of

2

Robert H. Brewer and Earl Mmcv, Japanese Court Poetry (1961), pp. 207-208.
An example of this book is the subject of an article in John M. Rosentield et al.,

published by Suminokura Soan, early 17th

^

The Courtly
the authors
is

book with

Tradition in Japanese Art and Literature (1973), pp. 169-171. In this article,
(F.

Cranston, L. A. Cort, and J. Rosenfield)

unquestionably

in the

Koetsu

style,

it is

personal involvement with this project as
texts

.

.

.

and other of the Sa^yabon"

(p.

"While

is

the case with the deluxe editions of

171).

The example of Suminokura

article cited

No

Soan's

and exhibited here comes from

Books Collection of the Freer Gallery of Art Library.

mentioned by the authors of the

the calligraphy

not possible to demonstrate Koctsu's direct

early seventeenth-century Sanjuroliiiasen illustrated

the Rare

state:

Two

above. This example

printed on colored papers interspersed with plain sheets.

is

versions are

of the type

Sanjiirokkaseii (Thirty-six Poetic

century: Portrait of Ki

no Tsurayuki with

Poem from Kokinwakashu
Gallery of Art Library.

Immortals)

(905 A.D.). Freer
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The

distinctive style of lacquer decoration associated

Suzuribaho

sion of followers, but

Inkstone Case
Edo

Ogata Korin, 1658-1716

Signature: (spurioits)

"Hokkyo Korin"

Rectangular box with overlapping

lid,

containing separate inkstone, missing
mizu-ire (water-droppcr)

Lacquer on

wood

H

5.2

cm.

21,5";

L 24.7

Ex

w 22.5
cm.

in

of

and technique to those attributed to Korin. The

very similar in

is

decorated with a large figure of a courtier riding a horse. His costume

made of a

style

cm. syg";

9%"

lid
is

large piece of lead with details incised or applied in gold inaki-e

(sprinkled-design). Parts of the outline of the horse are also in cut and

applied lead, with other linear details in gold maki-e. Originally, the simple,
hill

behind the courtier would have been

gold

and lead

Charles Gillot collection

302.

succes-

influential to lacquerers

is

curved form representing the

with decoration

maki-c, applied mothcr-of-pcarl,

was intermittently very

the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.' This suziirihako (inkstone case)

period, early nineteenth century

Style of

with the name of

Ogata K5rin (1658-1716) was not continued by an uninterrupted

entirely in gold

iiiaki-e,

but most of the unprotected areas have

away. The remainder of the background

in black

worn
The

made of mother-of-pearl, with the facial features
lacquer. At some time after the completion of this box,

face of the courtier

drawn

plain black lacquer.

is

is

the facial features were roughly reincised and filled with black lacquer,

giving a harsher expression than
hat

is

would

which begins on

the exterior of the case

the lid and base. If opened and placed side

and base form
in gold

inkstone

))iaki-t'
is

is

hill

continued on the interior of

by

side, the interiors

a nearly continuous, simple landscape

pearing along the crest of a

The

The

originally have existed.

covered with gold leaf protected by transparent lacquer. The

of the

lid

of stylized pines ap-

The interior decoration is entirely executed
pieces of lead. Even the outer border of the

hill.

and applied

embellished in gold

niaki-e.

striking simplicity of his designs so appealed to lacquerers that the

popularity of Korin's style was not limited to his lifetime.

A

major

re-

vival of the Korin style of lacquer decoration occurred during the early

nineteenth century.

The re-emergence of designs based on

in nineteenth-century painting

and decorative

arts

is

Korin's

work

attributable in part

to the publication of several woodblock-printed books of his designs, especially the Korin

in 1815 in

commemoration of

Interior of base

46

Hyakuzu (One Hundred Sketches by K5rin), published

(left)

and

lid {right).

the one-hundredth anniversary of Korin's

death."

Another major revival of K5rin's

during the Meiji period

style

(1868-1912) also followed the publication of a book of K5rin's designs,
the Koriri Shinsen Hyakuzii

(New

K5rin) published in

The

to lacquerers, since

The
box,

is

1
it

864.^

Selection of

One Hundred

must have been

latter

Sketches by

particularly helpful

included projections of lacquer designs.

signature,

"Hokkyo K5rin,"

located beneath the inkstone of this

spurious.

The gold powder

sprinkled over the signature

identical to that used in the decoration

the signature

work of the

may have been

master

of the box, and

a later addition

designer. Stylistic details

ment of the contour of the

it

intended to identify
such

horse, part in lead

as the

and part

is

not

seems likely that
it

as the

interrupted treat-

in gold iiiaki-e, are

not seen in lacquers believed to be by Korin or his contemporaries. In
Korin-style lacquers of the early eighteenth century, lead inlay

is

used to

depict parts of the design as complete forms, rather than as outlines.

therefore seems highly likely that this box,
fully follows the style
later

which otherwise

a

period and was perhaps a product of the revival of K5rin's style dur-

to the

box

signature may well have been added
when demand for attributed lacquers,

The

during the Meiji period,

especially outside Japan, led to the application

querers to
1

rather faith-

and techniques of lacquers by Korin, belongs to

ing the early nineteenth century.

2

It

of names of famous

lac-

numerous previously unsigned works.

von Rague, A History ofJapanese Lacqiieni'ork (1976), p. 208.
The Korin Hyakuzn, in two satsu, printed from copies of Korin's drawings
Beatrix

pared by Sakai Hoitsu (1761-1828). Description in C. H. Mitchell, The

Books of the Nanga, Maniyama,
rapliy (1972), p. 376.

Shijo,

and Other Related Schools ofJapan:

Other books of Korin's designs pubHshed

pre-

Illustrated

A Biobibliog-

in the early nineteenth

century include: Korin Gafii (Drawings by KSrin, 1802), Korin Gashiki (Drawing

Methods of K5rin,

1818), Korin Hyakii;u

Kohen (One Hundred Sketches by Korin,

1826).
^

The Korin

Shinsen

ings and drawings
op.

cit.,

Hyakuzu

in

two

satsti,

illustrated

from copies of Korin's paint-

by Koson (Fujiwara Yukinobu, 1801-66). Described

in Mitchell,

p. 377.

Signature.
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Several tanzaku (decorated strips for writing poetry) tied to a maple branch

23

decorate the

Suziirihako

lid

of this suzurihaho (inkstone

The autumnal theme

case).

is

continued on the tray, the support for the inkstone, and the interior of the

Inkstone Case
lid.

Edo

or Meiji period, nineteenth century

Rectangular box with overlapping

lid,

separate interior tray, inkstone, and
silver iiiizu-ire

H

4.9

(water-dropper)

w

cm.
L 25.1

22.9 cm. 9";

cm. 978"

Ex Alexander

The

colors of the decoration, set off against a black lacquer

lightly sprinkled

with

flecks

background

of gold, are produced by mixing various

coloring agents with lacquer to produce tones of green, red, and yellow.

These colors represent the

modern

lacquerers.

liquid state, but

over

damp

of colors used by pre-

relatively limited range

The colored

was allowed

lacquer was not applied to this

to dry,

groimd

box

in a

fme powder, and sprinkled

to a

lacquer designs. Details were added in gold powder, then the

G. Mosle
entire surface

was coated with black

lacquer, allowed to dry,

and polished

collection

to reveal the design. This technique

is

of the

a variation

togidashi iiiaki-e

44.24

(polished-out sprinkled-design) method,

with gold and silver powders.
is

first

developed for decoration

method
The technique
when togidashi

Iro-e (colored-design) togidashi, as this

known, was developed during the Edo period

seems to have flourished from the

late

(161 5-1 868)

eighteenth century,

.

techniques generally enjoyed a revival of popularity and reached a
standard of technical quality. Iro-c

having finer definition and
ing, in

which the

colors

may

texture.

viscosity

a

togidaslii

more polished

of the

medium

be applied and also usually

new

permits colored decoration

tinish than does lacquer paint-

limits the precision

results in a slightly

with which

uneven surface

has been suggested that the prevalence of colored designs in

It

Japanese lacquers oi the
the popularity

among

late

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries reflected

the middle classes of fully colored

woodcut

which were being produced from 1765. The decoration of

box demonstrates
design of the late

this

the increasing influence of the art of painting

Edo

period; colored lacquers and gold

prints

writing

on lacquer

powders

are

blended, combined, and superimposed to simulate the effect of shading.

The

design of autumn flowers and maple foliage makes effective use of the

limited palette ot lacquer colors, and the tanzaku

which seem

to float in a

breeze are an especially appropriate image for a box designed for writing

equipment.

PUBLISHED Alexander G. Mo'iM^Japanfse Works
:

(1914), Vol.
(1933). Vol.

48

11,
II,

PI. XVIII,

of Art

.

.

.from the Moslc Collection

no. 1697. Alexander G. Mosle, The Mosle Collection

p. 39, no. 1697.

.

.

.

Exterior of

lid.

Base section.

24

This suzurihako

late

Edo period

Inkstone Case
period, nineteenth century

Signature: "Kajikawa saku"
in
Seal:

gold inahi-e on

"Kajikawa"

removable

of paintings and popular color woodcut prints of the

in red lacquer

on

The

exterior

(flat,

evenly distributed flakes of gold

Gold

i)iaki-c

ground
on

leaf)

decorated with hirame

is

ground.

a polished black

(sprinkled-design) with a low-relief floral pattern embellishes

The "Wisteria Maic^en" (Fuji-niusume) wears

the foregroimd.

lid exterior

lid,

(1615-1868).

the border. Three figures in takauiaki-c (relief sprinkleci-design) occupy

lid exterior

Rectangular box with overlapping
corners,

expertly decorated with a colorful pictorial design which

reflects the influence

Suzurihako

Edo

is

rounded

interior support for inkstone

decorated with

and holds

iris

branch of wisteria

a

the rain beneath a tattered umbrella borne

Maiden has

a face coated

with

silver

by

demon

a

a

kimono

as she takes shelter

powder which

from

The Wisteria

{oni).

has turned to a bluish

and metal mizu-irc (water-dropper)
Lacquer on

wood

with decoration

in maki-e, applied glass beads

H

20.6 cm. 8Vg";
L 24.3

w

16.3

cm. 67/";

cm. 99-"

55-24

black.

The

which he

oni has a red face,

about to

is

strike.

horns of mother-of-pearl, and carries a gong
His umbrella has the characters

(polisheci-out sprinkled-design), using metal
tiuce

graded

Both
jects

teria

very similar

tonalities

Maiden and

the Wisteria

in

powders and charcoal

to pro-

appearance to those of ink painting.

Demon

the Praying

common

are

sub-

of Otsu-e, paintings of religious and legendary themes by amateur

artists

working near the

Maiden theme

represents a satiric

of Otsu. Although the origins of the Wis-

city

are obscure, that of the Praying

comment on

independent subject

in

Demon

probably

hypocrisy.^ Although these themes must

God

have come from Otsu-c that of the Thunder

Signature.

''ncuihutsii"

The term refers to the name of Amida Buddha which
is recited by members of popular Buddhist sects who seek salvation. Behind the demon and the Wisteria Maiden runs a man who is unprotected
from the rain. The rain is depicted as silver streaks falling from the swirling clouds above. Riding the clouds is the Thunder God who beats his
ring of drums. The dark clouds arc effectively rendered in togidaslii niaki-c
written on the edge.

usually constitutes an

Edo-period painting. The combination of all three

legendary figures

in the pictorial

ing design which

is

decoration of this box creates an intrigu-

enhanced by the incorporation of compositional con-

ventions from popular ukiyo-e

woodcut

prints.

The compositional

device

of crossing diagonals depicting the movement of figures toward the viewer

and the slender

of

lines

falling rain

is

often encountered in nineteenth-

century prints designed by such masters

The
(ro-iro)

interior

of the box has

ground. The

uiizu-irc

as

Hiroshige (1797-1858).

a strikingly plain, highly polished black

(water-dropper) and inkstone have clean,

simple forms, and are centered in the support which covers the

of the box.

On

the interior of the

black background,

is

lid,

a low-relief portrait

iro-e togidaslii

width

of Bodhidharma, the legendary

Indian founder of the Ch'an (Zen) Buddhist

rendered in the

full

dramatically silhouetted against the

He

sect.

technique, employing

wears a red robe,

powdered red lacquer

rather than red lacquer in a liquid state. This technique permitted the
fine shading

with

fine,

of color

at the

lower edge of the robe, which

sprinkled-gold patterns. Bodhidharma's face

is

is

embellished

realistically

ren-

dered in tahamahi-e and sprinkled with gold powder. Details are added in
black lacquer, and the eyes are rendered in polished silver which has dark-

ened to give them
This suzurihako
constitutes a rare

a slightly eerie expression.
as a

whole

is

of high

artistic

example of an inkstone

Kajikawa school of lacquerers. Signatures and
querers of Edo are

and technical quality and

case signed
seals

by

a

member of the

of the Kajikawa

more frequently encountered on miniature

lac-

objects such

as inro (cat. no. 34).

^

For an informative brief account of the history and themes of Otsu-e, see Victor

and Takako Hauge, Folk

50

Traditions in Japanese Art (1978), pp. 18-19

and 228-231.

Interior of base

{left}

and

lid (right).
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This inkstone case (suziiribako) exemplifies the novelty of some lacquer

Inkstone Case
Edo

period, ciglucciith-ninctccnth century

Rectangular box with bevelled corners,
overlapping

lid,

bronze

mid

designs of the

Siizuribako

iiiizu-irc

Edo

to late

The

period.

outer

wood

The
The

powdered red lacquer polished

landscape
red sun

is

is

{iro-c togidaslii).

of

rendered primarily in

depicted in

The remarkable

window of

a clear

glass,

present condition, the wheel
with decoration

by

a

bridge in the foreground.

takaiiiaki-e techniques, in

H

4.2

cm.

fillijrg

L 21.6

W 20.4 cm.
72.5

8"

low

relief.

to the surface

feature of the landscape

is

the inclusion

behind which a waterwheel

is

visible. In

is

immobile, but

it

was

its

originally intended

in niaki-c

(sprinkled-design), glass inset, waterwheel

possibly bone' with

has a design of a

a river traversed

(water-dropper), inkstone

Lacquer on

lid

mountainous landscape and

of nicrcury

cm. SVV';

by

to be turned

the force of a pool of mercury contained in a reservoir be-

tween the inner and outer
that the reservoir

toward the

From

of the

surfaces

Radiographs of the

lid.

lid

show

and channels run continuously from the waterwheel

right, then

bend upward

to parallel the

upper edge of the

lid.

the upper left-hand corner, the channel drops vertically toward the

waterwheel, narrowing just above

mercury drops

silvery

large quantity of mercury within

the lid to open the
the lid interior

many

with
water

is

which the

it,

the lid

exceptionally heavy. Raising

is

box would have activated the turning waterwheel.

a landscape

of pines and

plovers flying overhead.

few buildings on

a

The design of

a

On

sandbank

plovers flying over

continued on the support for the inkstone and water-dropper,

which has

a finely

Sti::urihaho

to have

is

to increase the force with

it

to drive the wheel. Because of the presence of a

ribbed surface.

of this type containing mercury arc

relatively rare,

and seem

appeared during the eighteenth century. They arc typically

first

decorated with

iiuiki-c

landscapes

which

are very detailed.

It

seems usual

to find a design of a waterfall, sometimes terminating at a waterwheel.

Both

the waterfall

and waterwheel

in such

examples are

visible

through

transparent glass, and the mercury can be seen and heard to rush dramatically
is

down

raised.

niaki-c

the watcrfxil turning the waterwheel at

While not always

as aesthetically pleasing as

base

when

the lid

other examples of

lacquerware from the same period, the siizuribako with mercury-

filled lids

must have presented formidable technical problems

makers, and

'

its

still elicit

to their

admiration for their inventiveness.-^

The record of an examination of this

suzurihako

by Dr. John Winter of the Freer

Gallery of Art Technical Laboratory discloses that ultraviolet examination of the

waterwheel produced
is,

a

however, inaccessible

69ab),
2

March

"bluish fluorescence consistent with bone."
for further examination.

15, 1972, the Freer Gallery

(illustrated in the catalogue

Siiikkogci [1977], no. 315)

52

of Art Technical Laboratory.

Other examples of suzurihako with mercury-filled

Nezu Museum

and

The waterwheel

Record of examination 72.5 (v6i.lids are in

the collections of the

of the Tokyo National Museum, Toyo no

in the Charles

A. Greenfield collection.
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The rough-textured
been

Rydsliihako

Stationery

a

Box

one

decoration in

5/(^'/

interior tray

(cryptonieria)

iiiaki-c, inlaid

wood

with

surface of this

hanging

scroll painting arc

stigi

wood

(cryptomeria)

depicted in relief lacquer [takamaki-c).

difficult to create a self-contained

quered surface, since the

coming

box of

has

imlacqucred except where the motifs of three monkeys viewing

extremely

Edo or Mciji period, nineteenth century
Box with flush-fitting hd, metal edges,
Lacquer on

left

soiled

wood must

It is

lacquer design on an unlac-

be completely protected from be-

and from any contact with even small amounts of lacquer.

The humorous design of monkeys viewing a scroll is very skillfully executed. The monkeys are realistically depicted, including the texture of

mothcr-of-pearl,

and arc sprinkled with various metal powders. The

their fur,

scroll, also

applied glazed ceramic, mica, and other materials

H

9.2

cm. 3%";
L 23.8

w
cm.

56.3

19.0 cm. yy,";

9%"

in relief, has a

monochromatic painting rendered in smiii-e togidashi, sprinkled

and charcoal powders coated with lacquer and polished to

silver

The

finish.

ceramic.

bird in the painting

is,

One of the monkeys wears

Aoi;^ai

(blue-green mother-of-pearl)

caded

silk traditionally

scrolls,

eyeglasses

scroll

is

inlaid in lacquer to imitate the

^

bro-

used to decorate the borders of Japanese hanging

was stored

is

on the

skin grotmd) interior

matte

made of flat flakes of mica.

and ivory may be the material used for the

which the

a

however, made of applied white-glazed

roller-caps.

A

box

in

depicted in red lacquer with a nashiji (pear-

and corner of the box. Prominent

side

of applied gold leaf embellish the borders of the

lid

and

side panels

flakes

of the

box.

The

interior

of both the box and

A

of very high quality.

lid are

separate tray

lacquered with a nashiji ground

which

fits

over the rim of the box

inside the lid has an elaborate border design of inlaid mothcr-of-pcarl

combined with colored and gold lacquer polished according
dashi Hiaki-c technique. Against a

der

is

table

relief design

surmounted by

metal, and
ian

it

grotmd densely sprinkled with gold powof chrysanthemums and

a spray

The

a small sculpture.

a Chinese-style

sculpture appears to be of

has been suggested this metal ornament of a Buddhist Guard-

King holding

may

of

to the togi-

("diamond" weapon which destroys defilement)

a vajra

originally have been a sword-hilt ornament.

The red

lacquer table,

intended to give an impression of carved lacquer, was actually built up

of lacquer in combination with other materials, dried, and carved prior

The applied material of which the chrysanthemums are
made is difficult to identify, but is likely to be glazed ceramic or ivory.
White tones arc not succcssftilly produced in the lacquer medium.
The somewhat eclectic combination of styles and media used in the

to lacquering.

decoration of this box
(1663-1747),

who

is

reflects the influence

usually

known by

corporated diverse materials into

of the lacquercr,

Ogawa Haritsu

his sobriquet, Ritsuo. Haritsu in-

his lacquerwares, utilizing the excellent

adhesive qualities of lacquer to combine glazed ceramic, metal,

shell,

and

other materials with traditional inaki-e techniques for lacquer decoration.

He also invented methods of imitating non-lacquer materials such as metal,
ceramic, and stone surfaces using lacquer. Although this

high technical quality, and has been attributed, despite
signature, to Haritsu,

its

style

(cat.

nos. 22

and

terest in Haritsu's style

box

is

of very

lack of a seal or

seems more consistent with a nineteenth-

century date. Haritsu's influence upon

of K5rin

its

30),

later

Japanese lacquerers, like that

was somewhat sporadic.

A

revival of in-

and techniques during the nineteenth century

is

best exemplified by the copies of his work by Shibata Zeshin (1807-91,
cat.

^

no. 54), the foremost Japanese lacquerer of the nineteenth century.

Examination by E. H. West of the Freer Gallery of Art Technical Laboratory

1962 resulted in identification of

54

this

material as mica rather than glass.

in

Base section

(left)

with tray and exterior of

lid (right).

IMR O

Inro constitute a special class of sdiicmoiw, small containers held in place

by the

sash (obi)

which

fasteners or pockets.

secures the

Iiiro

kimono,

were used

as

a simple

garment having no

portable containers for

powdered

medicines or tablets which could be separately accommodated and protected within the small, snugly fitted, lacquered compartments.
(literally, "seal

basket") suggests that early

quite different in

form from

intended to hold carved

the

seals

iiiro,

The name

which may have been

example described below, may have been

designating personal identity, and possibly

red seal-paste or ink. Inro were customarily carried only by men, and seem
to have

come

into general use as personal accessories during the seven-

teenth century. Inro continued to be used throughout the

Edo period

(1615-1868), but were displaced with the adoption of Western modes of
dress during the Mciji period (1868-1912).

56

may have one

Inrd

lower sections has

more compartments and a fitted lid. Each of the
from the outer surface to permit
of the case above it, where it meets the bottom of

or

a vertical rim, recessed

insertion into the base

At

the upper case.

the sides of the body, usually continuing through

which may be apparent

the sections, are tubular cord-guides

body

or completely incorporated into the shape of the
shapes of inrd

show

with a flattened

elliptical cross-section

silk

beginning and ending

of the

inrd,

passed

upward through an

The

ojinie

could be

slid

down to

at the top.

made

inrd,

Most of the

different artists.

the

obi.

Both ends of the cord were
and

finally secured to a

from

The

slipping through the sash.

the lid for greater security,

bow

and any excess
of the

tied at the base

which were nearly always made of lacquered

were usually made of other

the ojime and nctsnke

a shape

specifically for this purpose.

up by an ornamental

Unlike

inrd (cat. no. 44).

wood,

The

was threaded through the cord-guides

served as a toggle to keep the inrd

slack in the cord taken

most common. Such

is

(closing bead),

ojiiiie

netsuke, usually a small carving
netsiike

no. 30),

body when suspended from

close to the

long cord of plaited

use, a

(cat.

no. 33).

considerable variation, although a rectangular face

would hang conveniently
For

(cat.

all

inrd in the collection

and by

materials,

of the Freer Gallery of

Art were acquired without netsuke or ojime, which should ideally be thematically in

harmony with

the

inrd.

During the Edo period (1615-1868), when the majority of

made and

making of itird bodies was

used, the

in their construction,

who might

cesses required to shape

fully applied

and

Because

were

inrd

prized,

so

Edo

who

The decoration was then

created a design

and became prestigious accessories for those

case.

itird

who could afford

were assembled by some Japanese lords of

who would select an inrd appropriate for wear on
Demand for inrd was such that many lacquerers were

depend exclusively on constructing or decorating
Although

care-

which gave the

period,

occasions.

were

specialists

time-consuming to make, outstanding examples

them. Large collections of
the

inrd

take several years to complete the pro-

the sections.

a lacquer artist,

done by

of being uninterrupted by the separate sections of the

illusion

were

by

fit

usually

specific

able to

inrd for their livelihood.

as frequently used when Western styles of
worn by Japanese men during the Meiji period (1868popularity of inrd among foreign collectors provided a new
the many inrd produced by Meiji lacquerers and for earlier ex-

inrd

were no longer

clothing began to be
1912), the

market for
amples

as well.

references: U. A.

Casal,

"The

Inro," Transactions of the Japan Society of London

Vol. xxxvii (1939-41), pp. 1-53. Julia Hutt, "Inro Decoration:

No.

acter," in Colloquies on Art and ArcliaeologY^

6,

The

Percival

Its

Individual Char-

David Foundation of

Chinese Art (1976).

The man, second
place

by

netsuke.

troni

a netsuke

Both

left,

(toggle).

wears an

inro

Behind the

are kept closed

by

suspended from
inrd

a

his obi (sash)

at

and held

in

pouch suspended from the same

sliding beads, apparently

Japanese painting, Viewing Cherry Blossoms
(ca.

is

of

coral. Detail

from

a

Ueno Park, by Hishikawa Moronobu

1618-94). Six-panel screen. Freer Gallery of Art, 06.267.
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This inrd

made up of four large cases which have interior surfaces emThe exterior of the cases and cord-guides has been

is

bellished with gold leaf.

Inrd

coated with numerous superimposed thin layers of colored lacquer, built

Edo

period, eighteenth or early

nineteenth century

Four

cases, raised

up

form

to

cord-guides

H

on wood

cm. sVg"; L 5.5 cm. 23^";
w 3.2 cm. 1V4"
Ex Alexander G. Mosle

The

fnial

The carving of the

fniish.

Gifn'-pattern carved lacquer

ten distinct strata of contrasting colors (black alternating with

red and yellow).

red layer has been polished to a smooth matte

of colored

scroll designs penetrates all the layers

lacquer with V-shaped grooves which expose the underlying layers as par-

9.8

collection

44.42

allel

bands.

The Japanese term (^uri is usually applied to this type of carved lacquer,
which originated in China where many examples were made during the

Ming

dynasty (1368-1644).' Guri, however, seems originally to have re-

ferred only to the decorative scroll pattern, derived
scroll" or

"/!/-;'

head" motifs. The

ij»r;'

decoration of early Kciniakiira-bori lacquerwarc

from carved

nically distinct

There

is little

from Chinese

"classic

pattern appears prominently in the

no. 5),

(cat.

which

is

tech-

lacquer.

certainty regarding the earliest date of production of carved

lacquer in Japan.

Many

examples of the

(^'»n

type apparently date from the

late

eighteenth or nineteenth century.- As in

and

4)

gitri

carved lacquers

and Kaiiiakma-hori
is

(cat.

Negoro ware

(cat.

nos.

3

no. 5), the final surface coat of Japanese

usually red, but a

few have the black

surface fre-

quently encountered in Chinese examples. There are relatively few surviving inro of

this type,

many exposed

perhaps in part because the

edges

produced by the carving were vulnerable to chipping, which has occurred

on one

of this example. The controlled, open volutes of the

side

ing cover the entire surface of this

the

inrC\ incluciing

guides, with a cohesive, flowing design

which

is

base,

liti,

tjnri

carv-

and cord-

enhanced by the curved

surfaces of the body.

'

Sir

Harry M. Garner,

lu Cliincsc and Related Lacquers from the

Garner Collection

(1973), pp. 9-10, discusses fragmentary evidence that the technique of

lacquer

may have been known

in

eighth century a.d. See also Sir Harry

Dynasty,"
61-73.

A

M.

Garner, "Gnri Lacquer of the

Transactions of the Oriental Ceramic Society Vol.

in

recent article

by Jo Okada,

Museum No. 318 (September,

^^i/r/'

Central Asia and possibly in China as early

"On Carved

carved
as the

Ming

xxxi (1957-59), pp.

Lacquer with Spiral Motifs"

1977), pp. 4-12, discusses evidence for the development

of the

jiiiri

when

the majority of surviving examples

pattern in Chinese carved lacquer prior to the

Nishioka, "Carved Lacquer of the

Ming

seem

to

Period,"

Ming dynasty

have been made. See

m

Kobijutsu 51

(1368-1644),
also

Yasuhiro

(November, 1976),

pp. 51-78.
2

A guri

carved lacquer inrd with an inscribed date of Temp5 10 (1839) provides

point ot reference for dating the production of inro of this type.
described in

Werner

58

illustrated

a

and

Spciser, Lackkunst in Ostasien (1965), pp. 342-343.

published: Alexander G. Mosle, The Mosle
no. 1955.

It is

Collection

.

.

.

(1933), Vol. n, p. 57,

i

!

Plate

8.

Inro,

lyth-ipth centuries: {upper

{center) cat.

no. 34. {lower

left)

cat.

left) cat.

no. 41. {upper right)

cat.

no. 38. {lower right) cat. no. 42.

no. 44.

Carvcd-lacquer techniques, which had developed in China during the

28

Yiian dynasty (1279-1368), were occasionally employed by Japanese lac-

Netsiike

querers for
the

making

uctsiikc as

well as iuro

form of a miniature Chinese-style

(cat.

stand.

no. 27). This nctsiike

is

in

The top can be removed from

Edo

Two

the snugly fitted base to facilitate attachment of a cord for suspension of

the inro to the metal ring secured to

completely conceals the knotted ends of the cord once the base of the
netsukc
inro

in place,

is

holds the

and the pressure exerted by the sash

two

from many

Chinese children

The

sections firmly together.

{phi)

Carved red lacquer on wood

H

2.7

and suspended

cm.

iijg";

L 3.7

outer surfaces of the

w

cm.

3.1

cm.

i3,^";

i7,fg"

11.550

covered with a thick veneer of red lacquer, which

nctsiikc are entirely

results

attached to upper section

underside. This ingenious design

its

period, nineteenth century

interlocking sections, metal rin^

separate applications.

at

The

finely carved decoration of

play reflects the style of Chinese carved lacquers of the

Ch'ing dynasty (1644-1912).

This unusually large

tictsiikc

represents a sennin (Chinese: hsien-jen),

of the "Immortals" described

remote regions

grass

and

their

nctsiikc carvers.

Chinese Taoistic legends

as

austerities. Sciniiii,

somewhat

The

have been especially

with their clothing of leaves and

bizarre appearance,

were

netsukc carver

Yoshimura

over

a

period, late eighteenth or

of

seems to

ShiTizan (d. 1776)

influential in establishing a fashion for large-scale,

made of painted wood. This

superhuman

netsukc, similar in scale

decorated by painting in the more durable

beings. In

and

medium of colored

subject,

lacquers

preparatory coat of black lacquer. Because lacquer produces un-

satisflictory results in

Edo

nineteenth century
a favorite subject

the collection of the Freer Gallery of Art are several netsukc of the "Shiizan"

is

Netsukc

Colored lacquer on carved

brightly colored netsukc depicting sennin and other

style, all

29

one

dwelling in

having achieved magical powers through meditation

after

and the practice of

in

admixture with some pigments, pre-modern colored

lacquerwares have a restricted palette. Red and black are the most
colors, but this netsukc has

some

details rendereci in srcen,

common

brown, and

yellow.

59

H9.9 cm. 378"
04.410

wood

30

The decoration of this

itiro is

Itiro

(Japanese: Kikujid5).

During

day writing

Edo

period, early eighteenth century

"Korin"
Three

H

5.7

w

gold

1.7

L 4.8

cm.

cm.

!'/«";

n(^"

Ex Alexander G. Mosle
collection

44.28

of mother-of-pearl and

inlays

flat
iiiaki-c,

and mother-of-pearl

cm. 2%";

his exile for a

minor

on chrysanthemum

he spent each

offense,

petals.

The dew which

cord-guides

with gold

inlay of lead

a magical phrase

washed away the writing is said to have become an elixir of immortality.
The major motifs of the boy and chrysanthemums are executed in thick,

style

cases, raised

wood

qucr on

based on the Chinese legend of Chii Tz'u-t'ung

lead.

For contrast, the belt of his garment

leaf,

and several of the flowers are covered with

brilliant

gold

leaf,

and the

wheel-like linear details of the circular chrysanthemums are rendered in
the mahi-c technique (lacquer sprinkled, while

The

gold).

damp, with powdered

still

was accomplished by

delineation of leaf and water patterns

holding the

lines in reserve

while carefully applying lacquer on either side

and sprinkling the lacquered areas with gold. The densely sprinkled
surface

was dried and polished prior

enrich

its

having

a

The

texture.

wavy

of the cases are decorated with red lacquer

interiors

pattern

left

by

golci

to adding larger flecks of gold to

the brush-marks {hakcnie).

Simple but sophisticated design and the combination of gold

iiiaki-c

with inlays of metal and mother-of-pcarl are associated with the lacquer
artists

who adapted

1637). Koetsu

s

their techniques

from those of Hon'ami Koetsu (1558-

innovation in lacquer decoration and design were further

developed by Ogata K5rin (1658-1716). Korin developed a distinctive
style

of painting which inspired generations of followers, but

was not limited to

this

medium. He

1743), in painting designs

also assisted his brother,

by

his designs,

with the

although

actually decorated iino.

high technical and

by Korin. While

it

many

iiiio

which have

artistic quality,

this attribution

believed that

The balanced

inro,

including the base.

despite the repetition of simple motifs,

pictorial

an outstanding example of the Korin

it

(i9j!3).

60

Vol

II,

II,

Plate cix, no. 1704.
p. 43,

no. 1704.

iiiro,

impressed by

its

was an unsigned work

all

is

ex-

the surfaces of the

composition avoids monot-

and distinguishes

this iiiro as

style.

Alexander G. Mos\e, Japanese Works of Art

:

has been

cannot be verified, the decoration

ony

(1914), Vol.

name

ciecoration inspired

has not conclusively been established that he

The previous owner of this

ecuted with exceptional care, and continues over

PUBLISHED

Kenzan (1663-

on pottery, and designed and perhaps executed

the decoration of some outstanding lacquer objects. Korin's
traditionally associated

his influence

.

.

.

from the Mosle Collection

Alexander G. Mosle, The Mosle

Collection

.

.

.

The

elaborate decoration of this inrd combines takaniaki-e (relief sprinkled-

design) and inlay techniques to

and

stylized wheels.

Some of

blue-green mother-of-pearl
has been

worn away

in

form an

of hollyhock vines

the leaves of the vines are

(aogai),

many

overall pattern

areas.

made of

few of the

bird

inlaid

with details added in gold inaki-e which

A

31

Edo

period, late seventeenth - early

eighteenth century

leaves of aoqni inlay have

Four

been covered with gold leaf for an especially luminous
gold leaf

by the

somewhat

is

surface,

it

is

effect, since

thin

heavy wear sustained

translucent. Because of the

skin

ground

itird.

The

(nashiji), i\akcs

interiors

of the cases are treated with pear-

of gold suspended

in translucent

amber-colored

cord-guides

cases, raised

wood

with decoration in

applied gold

possible to appreciate the variety of superimposed

colored lacquers and other materials which were required for the luxurious
decoration of this

Lacquer on

leaf,

inlay

(blue-green mother-of-pearl)

H

6.3

cm. 2^";

D

2.0

w

cm.

Ex Alexander
44.27

PUBLISHED
(1914), Vol.

5.3

:

Alexander G. Moslc, Japanese Works of Art
II,

.

Plate cix, no. 1703. Alexander G. Mosle,

.

.

from the Mosle Collection

The Mosle

Collection

.

.

.

(1933). Vol. n, p. 43, no. 1703.

61

cm.

21^5";

3/4"

G. Mosle

collection

lacquer.

tiiaki-e,

o£ aogai

32

The decoration of this
overlapping

Inro

circles

inro imitates the subtle effects

of silver-gray, suggesting

On

miniature "paintings."

Edo

period, late eighteenth or

the face of the inro

and buildings, and on the reverse

side,

of ink painting.

Two

moonlit night, form the

a

is

of

a design

one of geese and

reeds,

a landscape

both themes

early nineteenth century

Signature:

"Koma Kyuhaku

written on base in gold

Two
Lacquer on

H

7.1

cm.

with

2i5j5";

D

1.8

w

tiiaki-c

iiiaki-e

6.6

cm.

decoration
29,g";

A

into Japanese painting during the fourteenth cen-

gourd-shaped

artist's seal in

right-hand corner of the landscape,

The
a

just as

it

red appears in the lower

might

in

G. Mosle

collection

44^

an actual painting.

by Kano Tan'yu (1602-74),
painter who possessed an extensive knowledge of Japanese and Chinese
seal reads,

"Morinobu,"

a sobriquet used

ink paintings. Japanese lacquerers, especially during the

cm.

Ex Alexander

which were introduced
tury from China.

cord-guides

cases, raised

wood

saku"

1868), often adapted their designs

designs provided directly

by the

from

artists

Edo period (1615employing

paintings, occasionally

themselves.

The maker of this

inro

evidently based his design on paintings by Tan'yu and included a miniature

copy of the

The

painter's seal to indicate the source.

pictorial decoration

of the

inro

is

executed entirely

in the tO(^idaslii

technique, in which the design of sprinkled powders of silver, gold, colored

and charcoal

lacquer,

covered with lacquer and allowed to dry. The

is

hardened lacquer coating

is

then ground and polished

bearing the design re-emerges.

The

away

to^idashi technique,

lacquerers since the eighth century a.d., had traditionally

gold and

silver

powders; but

until the layer

known

to Japanese

employed only

in the late eighteenth century, charcoal

pow-

der was incorporated to simulate the nuances of ink painting. Decoration

of this type came to be
Considerable

skill

known as siinii-e togidaslii

("ink-painting togidashi").

was required for using the laborious

niaki-c techniques

of lacquering, sprinkling, and polishing to suggest the spontaneity of ink
painting, in

which each stroke

Silver rather than gold
dasJii,

late

and

it

represents a single impulse of the brush.

grounds were generally preferred for

sutiii-c togi-

has been suggested that the technique flourished during the

eighteenth - early nineteenth century because the sumptuary laws

imposed by the Tokugawa shoguns induced lacquerers and other
to

fmd

artisans

alternatives to gold decoration. ^ This inro has the sleek, flattened

shape which seems to have been preferred by lacquerers of the
school,

and bears the signature

"Koma Kyuhaku" on the base.

Koma

Biographies

of lacquerers are not clearly documented, but the genealogy of the

Koma

family records several generations

haku," beginning with the master
elegant decoration of this imo
^

Beatrix von Rague,

A

who used the same sobriquet, "Kyuwho died in 1715. The meticulous and

mark

it

as the

work of a master

craftsman.

History ofJapanese Lacqnerwork (1976), p. 217.

published: Alexander G. hAosM, Japanese Works of Art
.from the Mosle Collection
(1914), Vol. 11, Plate cxvm, no. 1723. Alexander G. Mosle, The Mosle Collection
.

.

.

(1933). Vol.

This

11,

p. 49,

by

has an especially sleek profile, uninterrupted even

iiiro

.

.

no. 1723.

33

the tubular

cord-guides, which have been incorporated within the contour of the

lurd

body. The interior of the cases has been coated with a rich pear-skin

ground

(twshiji),

created

by coating gold

of an amber tone. Several

flakes

with translucent lacquer

tnaki-e (sp>rinkled-design) techniques

were em-

ployed to produce the deceptively simple, graceful design of waterfowl.

Water
colors.

is

subtly indicated

The

by

sprinklings of gold

density of sprinkling of the gold

trolled to create an effect as subtle as a faint

powder in two
powders

form

a perfectly

smooth

carefully con-

is

wash of watercolor. This

of the decoration has been "polished out" by the
no. 32), to

contrasting

toqiciasJii

technique

part
(cat.

Edo

period, nineteenth century

Signature: "Furosai"

Three
Lacquer on

cases,

wood

with maki-e decoration,

ro-iro (polished

H

7.6

black)

cm.

3";

w

D

2.3

cm.

Ex Alexander

7.5

(relief sprinkled-design)

technique; their forms have been built up in low-relief using lacquer in

The rendering of
layers

the

plumage of

of feathers have been

built

the birds

is

final decoration.

exceptionally

skillful.

The

up gradually by successive lacquering and

sprinkling with silver and gold powders, resulting in a highly naturalistic
effect despite the

minute

the base of the Uiro,

is

scale

of the motifs. The signature "Furosai," on

a sobriquet

of the

itiaki-c artist,

whose

identity

is

otherwise unknown.
Signature.

published: Alexander G. Mos\c, Japanese Works
(1914), Vol.

II,

Plate cxv, no. 1752.

(1933), Vol.

II,

p. 56, no. 1752.

of Art

.

.

.

from

the

Mosle Collection

Alexander G. Mosle, The Mosle

Collection

.

.

.

215^";

G. Mosle

ground.

admixture with other materials prior to application of the

ground

cm.

%"

surface with the glossy black [ro-iro)

The birds are carefully executed in the tahamaki-c

on base

hidden cord-guides

Folding

34

with

fans,

in the decoration

Inrd

Edo

period, eighteenth century

Kyuks"

in

Four

gold

iiiaki-e

"Kajikawa"

wood

prepared with

powdered

with gold and

silver

inaki-e decoration

H

9.0

cm.

SJie";

D

1.9

patterns, appear

Kamakura period

as early as the

of five Japanese folding

consists

brown

The ground

lacquer which has been lightly sprinkled with

gold, then coated with a protective layer of clear lacquer. This

in red lacquer

hidden cord-guides

cases,

Lacquer on

on base

iiiro

and varied

fans gracefully arranged against hare's-foot fern (shinobugtisa).

(or "Histaka")
is

Seal:

ofJapanese lacquerware

The decoration of this

(1185-1333).
Signature: "Kajikawa

their elegant, flexible shape

w
cm.

Ex Alexander

6.7

G. Mosle

collection

44.40

cm. 2%";

%"

technique

is

known as hiramaki-e (flat sprinkled-design), even though the
may be seen to protrude slightly in the finished surface. The

gold particles

fan shapes are rendered in the togidashi rnaki-e technique, in which the

powdered gold

is

predominate, but

polished to a perfectly
silver

powder

for the diamond-patterned fan

and the patterns of
fans stand out in

on one

side. Details,

and windswept

ferns, pines,

low

smooth

luster.

Gold powders

has been used in alternation with gold

relief {takaiiiaki-c).

The

such

grasses

as the

fan-frames

ornamenting the

slightly greenish tone

of gold

used to render the pine needles enhances the subtle contrasts. The design

of geese and reeds

in delicate strokes

brush, rather than in the simii-c
to imitate ink painting.

skin

ground

{nashiji), a

school of lacquer

interiors

64

of the

The

circular seal,

(cat.

is

applied with a

no. 31) often used

cases arc coated

with pear-

"Kajikawa," and the signature,

(or "Hisataka"), appear

published: Alexander G. Mosle,
no. 1749.

technique

treatment preferred by decorators of the Kajikawa

artists.

"Kajikawa Kyukd"

The

of black lacquer

to(^idashi

Tlic

on the base of

Mosic Collection

.

.

.

the

itird.

(i933), Vol.

11,

p. 55,

This inrd

covered on the exterior and most of the interior surfaces with

is

a rich tiashiji (pear-skin

ground) of gold

of amber-colored translucent lacquer.
arrangement of orchids

Gold

leaf protected

by

is

A

flakes

appHed on various

Inrd

Chinese-style bulb-bowl with an

rendered in low-relief over the

a coating

35

layers

nashiji

ground.

of transparent lacquer highlights the

design, providing a brilliant contrast to the softer effect of powdered gold.

Edo

is

executed in red lacquer with golden highlights.

flower arrangement
faces

of the

inrd

with

is

a single design.

Koma

it

as a

The

work by

school of lacquer

artists,

signature,

a late

"Koryu

saku," on the

eighteenth-century

who worked

in

member

Edo.

in

ca.

cases, slightly raised

nashiji

H

7.3

:

Collection

(1933). Vol.

cord-guides

ground, gold leaf

cm. 273";

D

2.0

w

cm.

6.7

cm. 2%";

"^Yyi

Ex Alexander G. Mosle
collection

PUBLISHED Alexander G. Mosle, The Moslc

1764-89)

gold inaki-e on base

Lacquer on wood, maki-e decoration,

centered on one of the cord-guides, unifying both

base of the inrd identifies

of the

The

(fl.

"Koryu saku"

Signature:

Four

The bulb-bowl

period, late eighteenth century

Koma Koryu

by

II,

p. 47,

no.

1714.

65

44-34

This

36
Inro

of elongated shape

inro

that

it

appears almost to be

is

so heavily decorated in tnaki-e techniques

made of

The

gold.

interiors

the base are covered with iwshiji (pear-skin ground).

Edo

period, eighteenth century

Four
uer on

cord-guides

cases, raised

wood

with gold

iiiaki-e

and apphed gold

H

8.25

cm.

D

31/4";

2.4

w

cm.

Ex Alexander

The remainder of the

exterior has a continuous low-relief design of willows

growing beside

water. Large gabions, baskets filled with stones to retain the

prominent motifs

are

leaf

up

built
5.2

foreground.

in the

from

in successive layers

The design

a black

cm. 21^";

powder and

embankment,

has been carefully

ground sprinkled with gold

polished. These dark areas represent water.

Gold powder of

15.jg"

G. Mosle

collection

44-30

decoration

of the cases and

various compositions
tints.

The

faint

is

used to produce contrasting pale green and yellow

green tinge of the willow leaves

leaf cut into small squares

is

especially effective.

is

carefully ordered pattern, then covered with lacquer

technique of "paving" with gold leaf
considerable

skill

known

is

Gold

of the embankment

laid into the surface

in a

and polished. This
and requires

as oUihirame,

to achieve the precise alignment seen in the best examples.

The decoration of this

inro

may

allude to the

theme of the Uji Bridge,

which was also the subject of a number ofjapanese folding-screen paintings.
These

screens,

many of which

are believed to date

from the

Momoyama

period (1573-1615), have a distinctive, highly decorative style which seems
to reflect the influence of the techniques

ware more than any
Color

in the Uji

and

aesthetics

o£ niaki-e lacquer-

established style of painting.

Bridge screens

is

usually limited to the depiction of the

willows; gold leaf predominates. Moria^c, a technique of using

dered oyster
define the

shell) tor

building up relief designs,

main motifs beneath

{jo/f";

(pow-

extensively used to

is

the gold surface. Relief designs in gold

were an important feature of Japanese lacquer decoration of the Muromachi (1392-1573) and Edo (1615-1868) periods, but the analogous

effect

docs not appear to have been sought to any appreciable degree by Japanese
painters prior to

its

emergence

in the Uji

Bridge screens.

Other techniques reminiscent of Japanese lacquer decoration include
the extensive use of applied squares and strips of gold leaf to

such

as clouds,

and the attachment of a

moon

form

patterns

of silvered metal to one of

each pair of screens. Small details of solid metal were easily incorporated
into the decoration of lacquerware through the exceptional adhesive qualities

of the medium, but the attachment of solid metal elements to paint-

ings

on paper presents such formidable

have been motivated by
as possible.

The

technical

problems that

a desire to imitate lacquer decoration as closely

and they express the

military patrons of the

taste for

Momoyama

showy and

66

on Japanese paint-

luxurious art

(1573-1615) and

published: Alexander G. Mosle, The Mosle
no. 1709.

can only

Uji Bridge screens represent an important instance of the

influence of niaki-e (sprinkled-design) lacquer decoration
ing,

it

Collection

.

.

.

Edo

among

the

periods.

(i933). Vol.

11,

p. 44,

Uji Bridge.

Anonymous, Momoyania period (1573-1615).

with attached silvered copper

moon

(third panel

from

Six-panel screen. Ink, color, and gold leaf on paper,

right). Freer Gallery

of Art, 68.39.

37

showy design of a peacock rendered in takamaki-e (rehef
sprinkled-design) on a polished gold ground. The peacock feathers, depicted in lacquer sprinkled with powdered gold, have "eyes" of inlaid
This

Inrd

Edo

iiiro

has a

or Meiji period, nineteenth century
Five cases, raised cord-guides

Lacquer on

wood

with decoration in gold maki-e

and inlay of mother-of-pearl

H

8.2

cm.

3 3j^";

D

2.4

w

5.3

cm.

2}.{^";

G. Moslc

collection

44-39

lacquer and sprinkled with gold to incorporate
the decoration.

with

into

The rocks on which the peacock stands have been highlighted
of cut gold leaf, a few of which have fallen away. The
tail

the right-hand side of the

back.

them harmoniously

inlaid squares

feathers of the peacock's

cm.

Ex Alexander

blue-green mother-of-pearl, the edges of which have been covered with

The

inrd

is

in inrd decorated

are continued over the tubular cord-guide

inro,

meeting

a

unsigned, but the motif of a golden peacock

by the Kajikawa school of lacqucrers. The

skin ground) embellishment of the interiors of the cases

Kajikawa

inrd,

on

motif of large peonies on the

which were popular among foreign

is

is

often seen

nashiji (pear-

also typical

of

collectors in the late

nineteenth century.

PUBLISHED: Alexander G. Mosle, The Mosle
no. 1745.

68

Collection

(1933), Vol. n, p. 54,

The shape of this imo
is

entirely

open on

all

is

lid

and base

removed without withdrawing

thus be

38

unusual in that the channel for guiding the cord

but the

case.

The

the cord

central three cases

which usually

may

Itiro

serves to
Meiji period, late nineteenth century

keep the sections of the imo securely together. Making a body in
requires far
itiro

with

less

time and

may

tubular cord-channels, a process which

its

more

than constructing the

skill

this

form
Signature: (spurious)

usual type of

take several years

of intermittent labor. The signature which appears on the base of
imo

is

scratched in and filled with gold, giving the

haku," which

were

generations.
ica

is

genuine unsigned

date.

iiiro

was produced

their

H

of earlier

imo of recent fabrication,

Although

it is

as

who were working

this

work. The archaistic motif of foreign acrobats on horseback is executed

applied gold

details in

leaf.

PUBLISHED Alexander G. Mosle,
:

Japanese Works of Art

(1914), Vol.

II,

Plate cxiii, no. 1722.

(1933). Vol.

II,

p. 49,

.

.

.from the Mosle Collection

Alexander G. Mosle, The Mosle

Collection

.

.

.

no. 1722.

Signature.

69

3115";

2.0

w
cm.

44-35

competent work of lacquerers of that

with some

cm.

6.7

cm. 2%";

%"

collection

under the stimulus of increased demand for

in tahainahi-e (relief sprinklcd-design) techniques,

saku'

open cord-channels

niaki-e decoration

Ex Alexander G. Mosle

well as to

highly likely that

7.7

D

to appeal to the tastes of collectors of the late nineteenth

typifies the technically

it

who

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, signatures of

late

to

period,

school

When collecting imo became fashionable in Europe and Amer-

during the

century,

Koma

cases, recessed

matte red lacquer ground

the early eighteenth century through several successive

famous lacquerers were applied

itiro

Four

Lacquer on wood,

name "Koma Kyu-

associated with several masters of the

from

active

this

"Koma KyOhaku

scratched into base and filled with gold

on

This

39
Itiro

to the

and Netsuke

Battle

Edo

period, nineteenth century

by Toshi,
Signatures:

'Toshi" followed by

iiiro

leyasu

mid-nineteenth century

fl.

and accompanying

nctstikc arc

transparent lacquer for protection, and the interior of the single-case

kakihaii,
is

(written seal); netsuke "Toshi" followed

made of wood which, according
inscription written in gold iiiaki-e on the iictsiikc, came from the
of Sekigahara, which resulted in the decisive victory of Tokugawa
(1542-1616) in 1600. The wood is coated with a thin layer of

iiiro

embellished with

by
consists

of

a

nashiji (pear-skin

mask and costume

ground).

The decoration of the imo

for the "lion dance"

and

a sistrum

kakihan, both in gold iiiaki-e
Inscription: (netsuke) described in text

imo: single case, with netsuke

Transparent lacquer on
niaki-e
inro

H

5.9

cm.
D

netsuke

h

wood

decorated in

with applied gold leaf

3.0

25jg";

1.7

6.7

cm. ly^";

3.2

cm. 1^//

G. Mosle collection

inro 44.44a,

dancer.

The decoration

netsuke 44.44b

which was used

executed

is

larly brilliant effect.

motif of

a cloth

The

iictsukc

cover for
is

is

a flute.

to

accompany

(relief sprinkled-

mask and

bells for a particu-

decorated in a similar manner, with a

The name "Toshi," appearing on both

believed to belong to a lacquerer active in the

half of the nineteenth century. This set of an imo and
artist constitutes

who made

70

iictsiikc

first

signed by one

an exception to the usual distinction between lacquerers

imo and

iictsiikc

published: Alexander G.
no. 1761.

with

the itinerant

in the takainaki-c

design) technique, with gold leaf covering the

the imo and netsuke,

cm.

w

cm.

Ex Alexander

w

several suspended golden bells

iiiro

carvers.

Moslii, Tlic Moslc Colleclion

.

.

.

(1933), Vol. u, p. 58,

This

inro has a

stalks

design of two rabbits on the face and tokusa (scouring rush)

on the back. Both designs are executed in takaiiiaki-e

design), using silver

and gold powders. Some of the tokusa

made of iridescent mother-of-pcarl

with

inlay,

base,

and there

is

artists:

The theme
from the early

itiro

unusual for having two signatures on the

reason to doubt their authenticity, since the style of the

inro indicates a date later

of the

iiird is

Koma

than the period of activity implied by the names

Yasutada (?-i7i5) and J5kasai

Although the namejokasai was

also used

(fl.

by TsuneoJ5'o

ca.

1681-1704).

(181 1-79),

whose

dates of activity correspond to the style of this inro, both signatures appear

to be

by the same hand and

Inro

grasses are

details in Diaki-e.

of rabbits and tokusa grasses appears frequently on
nineteenth century. This

40

(rehef sprinklcd-

are dissimilar to other published examples.

Edo

period, nineteenth century

Signature: (probably spurious)

"Koma

Yasutada saku" and "Jokasai"

on base
Four

cases,

in

gold luaki-e

hidden cord-guides

Lacquer on wood, decoration in

H

9.1

cm.

s^ig";

D

1.7

w

published: Alexander G. Mosle, The Mosle

Collection

.

.

.

(1933), Vol. n, p. 54,

71

and inlay

cm. 2^";

5.9

cm. u^"

Ex Alexander

G. Mosle

collection

no. 1742.

iiiaki-e

of mother-of-pearl on brown lacquer ground

44.38

41

This

which

are

The

exterior decoration consists of Chinese-style landscapes rendered in experiod, late eighteenth century

tremely thin inlays of ao(^ai (blue-green mother-of-pearl) and sheet gold.

"Soniada"
Four
Lacquer on

style

cases, raised

wood

cord-guides

with inlay of aO(^ai and

cut sheet gold in a polished black ground

H

has a narrow, almost cylindrical form, with deep cases

coated with black lacquer on both the interior and exterior surfaces.

bird

Edo

iiiro

10.1

cm.

4";

w

D

2.4

cm.

3.2

cm.

I' j";

The gold and

the iridescent shell have been cut into various shapes before

inlaying into the contrasting lacquer ground. Larger pieces

ground rocks and
leaves

decoration

collection

may have

also

earlier

Japanese

radvii

pearl, aogai inlays

of aogai

shell into

Japanese lacquer

Ming-period Chinese lacquerware of the type

became popular

which

fine inlays

occurred during the seventeenth century in response

to the importation of late

44-37

the fore-

of trees, ripples of water, and distant mountains.

The introduction of thin,

Ex Alexander G. Mosle

form

while minute, precisely cut shapes form the

tree trunks,

Europe

in

inlays

of

were cut very

predominantly white mother-of-

from

finely

thin scales of shell,

and per-

Somada

mitted variations of color ranging from green and blue to purple.

Kiyosuke

ca.

(fl.

1716-36), a lacquerer

from Toyama

have learned the technique of aoqai inlay

to

style in

first

is

said

of Nagasaki,

origin,

is

likely to

introduced. This decorative technique remained a localized

Toyama, and came

known

to be generally

ware. Most Soniada-type lacquerware, of which

made during

example, seems to have been

Toyama

Prefecture,

at the port city

where the technique, of Chinese or possibly Korean
have been

the

as lacqiic btirgmitce. In contrast to

thick,

"Somada"

as

this inro

is

lacquer-

an excellent

The

the eighteenth century.

region remains today a center for production of a regional type

of inlaid lacquerware which

still

Chinese

reflects

lustrated with the iictsukc (toggle)

and

This

styles.'

ojiiiw (closing

inro

is

il-

bead) with which

in 1944: the nctsuke made of a
plum branch and chrysanthemum, and the

was acquired from the Mosle collection

it

carved nut with

a motif of a

ojime a bead carved with the face of a
Beatrix von Rague,

'

A

god of good

fortune.

History ofJapanese Lacquerwork (1976), p. 198.

published: Alexander G.

The Mosle

Mosle-,

Collection

.

.

(1933), Vol. n, p. 50,

.

no. 1729.

The

42

interior surfaces

skin ground),

of the cases of this

and the exterior

inro are

decorated with

surfaces prepared

with

nashiji (pear-

ground of densely

a

////'()

sprinkled gold

Edo

period, late eighteenth or

early nineteenth century

"Kyukoku" followed by

Signature:

(written seal) in gold
cases, raised

iiiaki-c

Lacquer on

wood

powdered-gold

H

7.1

cm.

D

1.9

ground,

7.3

cm.

2''//;

cm. ^4"

Ex Alexander

G. Mosle

collection

44.31

consists

of applique's of

form of cranes,

a Far

Eastern symbol of longevity. Black and red lacquer are used to paint the

on base

with polished

(togidashi)

w

The decoration

of the plumage and eyes of the cranes. Elaborate mother-of-pearl

cord-guides

applique of carved white mother-of-pearl
2iijg";

has been covered with lacquer, dried, and

expertly carved and engraved mother-of-pearl in the
kakihan

details

Three

powder which

polished to a smooth, matte finish.

appliques were often carved by a specialist of
sarily also a lacquerer.
this

itiro.

The

signature,

name

to be that of

Ritsud; xviith c.,"' the style of the
early nineteenth-century lacquerer

seems to have specialized

from

ration
said to

is

who was

not neces-

"Kyiikoku," appears on the base of

Although Alexander G. Mosle, the former owner of

believed this

rived

this art

"Ogawa Kiukoku,
itiro

Ogawa

better supports an attribution to the

Nomura

Kyiikoku.

in chiiikin-bori, a type

which the

filled

have followed techniques established by

Nomura Kyukoku

of lacquer decoration de-

the Chinese Ch'iang-chiti technique, in

engraved into the lacquer surface and

who made

this inro,

teacher of

linear

with gold.

Ogawa

He

decois

also

Haritsu (Ritsu5),

extensive use of inlays and appliques of non-lacquer materials

in decorating his lacquerware.
*

Alexander G. Mosle, The Mosle

Collection

.

.

.

(1933), Vol.

11,

p. 44,

no. 1708.

This netsuke

43

Netsuke
Edo

period, eighteenth or

early nineteenth century
Style

of Ogavva Haritsu (Ritsuo), 1663-1747

"Kan" impressed on

Intaglio seal:

base

Colored lacquer and glazed pottery

on

a

H

form of a ceramic jar

Ogawa

Haritsu (1663-1747),

sobriquet, "Ritsu5." His

44

This

hud

inro depicts the

encountered

Ogawa

Seal: square seal

on base

"Kan"

cases, raised

Black lacquer on

in

gold

iiiaki-e

of green-glazed pottery

applied to base,

in relief

cord-guides

wood with applied carved metal,

mother-of-pearl, ivory, crystal or glass
6.7

outside Japan

by

On

who

netsuke.

said to

is

his

who

have

during a maple-viewing excur-

Koremochi

the face of the inro,

with the demon, whose red hair extends over the top of the

Haritsu (Ritsuo), 1663-1747

Signature: "Ritsuo"

H

known

struggles

period, late eighteenth

or nineteenth century

Three

better

after falling asleep

Takao near Kyoto.

sion to

is

legend of Taira no Korcmochi

demon

a

who

methods were imitated by many followers,

"Kan," which appears on the base of this

also imitated his seal,

Style of

which an octopus and bar-

tating non-lacquer materials using lacquer are imrovations attributed to

cm. 1^%./
99.32

Edo

to

The octopus and barnacles arc of whitc-glazcd ceramic; the
jar itself seems also to be made of pottery to which lacc]ucr has been applied.
The "glaze" which seems to drip from the rim of this jar is simulated
with brown and green lacquer, and the body of the jar is coated with
lacquer sprinkled with powdered metal. Netsuke made of lacquer on a
ceramic base are relatively rare. The use of ceramics in decoration of
lacquerware, and, conversely, the development of techniques for imi-

ceramic base

3.6

in the

is

nacles cling.

cm.

25j^";

D

2.2

w

5.2

cm.

21,g";

The

figures

are executed in high relief, utilizing such materials as mother-of-pearl for

Korcmochi's head, arms, and

feet,

and carved metal for

the demon's body, some applied material

is

material has been used.

which

ivory, behind

The

design).

is

not obvious what

inro

rendered in takaniaki-e

is

made of carved

(relief sprinkled-

Takao.

at

Ogawa

Haritsu (1663-1747),

his artistic sobriquet, Ritsuo.

ture, "Ritsuo,"
it is

a curtain

it is

on the back of the

has been

use of a variety of applied materials in the decoration of lacquer

was introduced by

by

screen

it

applied maple leaves of carved red lacquer refer to the famous

autumn scenery

The

The

his trousers. In

also evident, but

so thoroughly covered with colored lacquers that

cm. Va"

04-153

lid.

and the

seal,

is

often referred tQ

"Kan," of green-glazed ceramic on the

accept this inro as an actual

difficult to

who

Despite the presence of the written signa-

work by the

base,

master. In particular,

the gather coarse cutting of such details as the maple leaves seems uncharacteristic

by

of the meticulous craftsmanship which

is

evident in genuine works

Haritsu, such as the suzurihako (inkstone case) in the collection of the

Tokyo National Museum.^
in the history

Haritsu's style, although

somewhat anomalous

of Japanese lacquerware, influenced generations of later

fol-

who imitated his techniques and seals. This inro was decorated by
artist who was consciously following the style established by Haritsu

lowers
an

The

inro

is

exhibited with the original

(toggle) with
ojinie

is

wood,

which

of carved

it

ojinie

(closing-bead)

was acquired by Charles Lang Freer

wood

in the shape

represents a dragon

of a

fruit; the netsuke, also

74

National

netsuke

The

of carved

emerging from an egg and has the signature

"Yoshitomo."
Tokyo

and

in 1904.

Museum, Toyc

no Shikkogci (1977), Plate 312.

This

45

has an unusual circular shape that necessitated

ifiro

some ingenuity

in

shaping the rims and cord-guides. The body of the imo has been heavily

Inro

coated with layers of lacquer in admixture with other materials which
do period, early eighteenth century

Ogawa

Haritsu (Ritsuo), 1663-1747

Inscriptions: described in text

Intagho

Two

cases,

seal:

hidden cord-guides

Lacquer on

Diameter

5.7

1.9

duced on Chinese ink
one face of the

Around

tablets

by

wooden molds

the carved

used in their

iuro

date in the Wan-li era

which

other,

is

reads, "T'rt/

hsiiaii clicii

i

might

mo,''

chili

best be interpreted

declaration of the high quality of the ink, incorporating the Taoistic

as a

side

"f'(7/-/;iHflf;,"

the origin or source of all things.^

from

sage

the

Clitiaiii^-t:ti,

cites,

the reverse

huge

so

"

transforms

that

itself into

its

which

length

may

reach several

a

statement that

The original passage
North and is called
thousand //. The k'tiii
the

as

the

inro,

p\'iig.

In the Jap-

name of

the fish

and the phrase referring

to

its

is

size

one thousand years." The

"lives for

it

of the Chinese citation

known

on the

slightly altered to read, "purple k'tin,"

transmuted to

slight modification, a pas-

lives in the

an equally vast bird,

anese transcription of this passage

alteration

with

a Chinese Taoist classic.

in the Chuaiij^-tzti describes a fish
^'k'un,

On

an inscription in Chinese characters, with a border of auspicious

is

Chinese symbols. The inscription

is

hovering over waves.

a strange sea-creature

two inscriptions. One gives a Chinese cyclical
of the Ming dynasty, corresponding to 1585. The

the perimeter are

concept of

Seal.

of

black lacquer built up in low-relief to resemble the intricate designs pro-

On
%"

Charles Gillot collection
04-47.

tablet

manufacture.

wood
cm.

molded decoration of an antique

Chinese ink. The pictorial design and inscriptions are executed in

solid

cm. 2%";

Average thickness

Ex

"Kan"

simulate the surface texture and

may have been

deliberate, preserving

the tone of the original passage while alluding to the fact that fine ink

should also

last

for a very long time.

To the left of this inscription, which serves
on the obverse

name

of Fang Yii-lu

to explain the pictorial

image

Chinese characters "Chien-yiian," the style-

face, are the

ca.

(fl.

1570-1619).

One of

the

most famous

Ming dynasty. Fang published the Fang-shih mo-p'u, a
compendium of ink-tablet designs which included
own creations, as well as some by other artists. In the Fang-

ink makers of the

woodcut-illustrated

many of his

shih mo-p'u (first edition ca. 1588),

both

of

sides

and inscription so similar to those of this
that the design in Fang's catalogue

the

Wan-li date and Fang's

tzti,

22b,

is

an

illustration

of

page) with a pictorial motif

inro that there

was known

The few modifications of the

inro.

2, folio

cliilaii

a circular ink tablet (see facing

can be

little

doubt

maker of

in detail to the

design, such as the addition of the

seem to have been intended to specify the

prestigious source of the design.-

On

the curved side surface of the inro

used by

.

Ogawa

in imitation

Haritsu (Ritsu5), the

of Chinese ink

first

tablets. In this

is

the

"Kan," which was

seal,

Japanese lacquerer to

example, the

finest

make

inro

of several

in

the Freer Gallery, the thematic unity of the Chinese prototype has been
faithfully maintained.

integrity

'

The

lacquerer's seal

is

applied to the side of the

following a custom of Chinese ink makers, to avoid disturbing the

inro,

of the

This phrase

cially in
arise.

is

pictorial

and calligraphic design.

subject to

more than one

Chinese Taoistic

"T'ai

.

.

interpretation. "T'm-hsiian" refers, espe-

literature, to the source or origin

J," a concept incorporating

two

from which

all

things

characters of the phrase, occurs in the

the fourth-century B.C. Toaist classic, the Chuang-tzu, the source of the longer quotation

on the

reverse side of the into. These concepts

plement the imagery of the simulated ink

76

tablet

seem

and to

to

have been cited to com-

stress the

unmatched quality of

the ink.

The

first

four characters

may

reading: "Ink of T'ai-hsiian chen-i."

sobriquet
2

To

is

the

be taken to be

recorded, this interpretation seems
left

of the

illustration

of the ink

bearing the legend "Nan-yii." This
a painter

also

However,

who

assisted

KEFERENCES Fang
:

'Tang Yii-lu,"

in L.

Fang

in

is

since

a sobriquet, thus giving the

no person having

precisely this

less likely.

tablet in the Fang-shili iiw-p'u

a sobriquet

of Ting Yiin-p'eng

(fl.

preparing illustrations for the Fang-shili

is

nio-p'ii.

Yii-lu, Fant^-shih iiio-p'u (ca. 1588), chi'ian 2, folio 22. K. T.

Carrington Goodrich and Chaoying Fang,

a seal

1584-1618),

Wu,

eds.. Dictionary of

Ming Biography (1976), Vol. I, pp. 438-439. Ibid., Vol. 11, pp. 1289-90: "Ting Yiinp'eng," by Yu-ho Tseng Ecke. Citations from the Chiiaiig-tzu: Morohashi Tetsuji,
ed.,

Dai Kanwa Jitcn (i960). Vol.

11,

p. 457, no. 2574. .430;

Vol.

xii, p.

754, nos. 46247

and 46247. .3.

Fang-shih mo-p'ii, chuan

2, folio

22b.

46

This rectangular

inro in the

Inro

make

nese lacqucrer to

Edo
ool of

period, eighteenth century

Ogawa

Inscriptions

Haritsu (Ritsuo), 1663-1747

and

cases,

seals:

7.8

cm.

31,5";

D

inro

On

of this type.

ing the legend "Shen-hsiieh

described in text

"Chien-yuan," appear

.

at the

one face

circle.

." (literally,

.

tablet

of high technical

is

Haritsu (Ritsu5), the

An

is

first

oval-shapcd

seal

"deep snow") and

perimeter of the

circle.

The

Japa-

of an or-

a design

bear-

a circular

latter gives

hidden cord-guides

Lacquer on

H

Ogawa

chid and rock enclosed within an intaglio

seal,

Three

form of a Chinese ink

quality and has been attributed to

2.2

W

wood
6.1

cm. 2%";

cm. Vg"

Ex Alexander G. Mosle
collection

44.32

the

t::ii

(style-name) of Fang Yii-lu

dynasty Chinese maker of ink

1570-1619), a famous

ca.

Although

tablets.

pear in identical form in Fang's
Fani^-sliili iiio-p'ii (first

(fl.

compendium of

Ming

design docs not ap-

this

ink-tablet designs, the

edition ca. 1588), the graceful composition

is

com-

parable to that of a circular ink tablet illustrated in his catalogue, chiian
folio 9a (see facing page).

1585 in the Wan-li era of the
sides

of the

inro.

Ming dynasty

The Chinese

during the Wan-li

era,

when

the reverse side of the

on

date

among

source of the pictorial design

On

is

copied on one of the vertical

Wan-li dates appear on some ink

Fanq-shih nio-pii.

4,

A Chinese cyclical date corresponding to spring of

the outstanding ink tablets produced

reached a peak of

this art

i;;ro is

tablets illustrated in the

the inro serves to emphasize the

a cursive inscription

artistic quality.

of five characters,

followed by two characters which give the name "Kotaku." The inscription

may

be rendereci, "The flower

dew

pure, white

is

falls."

The name

following the inscription belongs to a Japanese calligrapher and Confucian
scholar,

Hosoi Kotaku (1658-1735). K5taku was a contemporary of the

lacquerer
their

Ogawa

mutual

Haritsu (Ritsuo), the inventor of ink-tablet

interest in

Haritsu might have had

however, to accept

and the design
(cat.

is

Chinese

studies,

it

some acquaintance with each

this inro as a

inro.

With

seems likely that Kotaku and
other.

genuine work by Haritsu.

It

It is difficult,

lacks his seal,

not executed with the technical finesse of the circular

no. 45) described above. This

of the floral design,

and waves of the

which

is

flatter

circular inro,

is

inro

particularly evident in the execution

and

where

less

precisely defined than the fish

the relative levels of the

waves

readily apparent.

It

seems likely that

corresponding to

nique to Haritsu

s

genuine work, might have been done by one of

spring of 1585.

this inro,

are

while close in style and tech-

Chinese cycHcal date

his

pupils.

references: Fang

Yii-lu, Fang-shih iiio-p'n (ca. 1588), chiian 4, folio 9a.

published: Alexander G.
(1914), Vol.

II,

(1933), Vol.

II,

78

Mos\c,Jcipancse Works of Art

Plate CXI, no. 1710.
p. 45,

no. 1710.

.

.

.

from the Mosle Collection

Alexander G. Mosle, The Mosle

Collection

.

.

.

Fang-shih mo-p'u,

chi'ian 4,

folio 9a.
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This inrd in the form of a Chinese ink tablet

example described below

Inrd
period, eighteenth or

Three

and

cases,

seals:

H

6.9

cm.

2ii|^";

D

Ex

described in text

hidden cord-guides

Lacquer on

w

tempting to consider them

5.5 cnr. 2^^";

peculiarity
(cat.

is

not

at all

nos. 45

apparent in the better-executed examples discussed

and

46).

Moreover, the decoration of

this inrd

no. 46. In this example, the design

Charles Gillot collection
04.45

identical,

which suggests an

imperfect msistery of the techniques of using lacquer to imitate ink. This

above

wood

cm.

2.3

technically so similar to the

is

it is

slightly glossy yellowish tinge in the surface coating,

nineteenth century
scription

no. 48) that

having come from the same workshop. Both have a nearly

as

Edo

(cat.

nearly identical to that of cat.

is

modified by the placement of the

is

orchid and rock in a rectangular dish, whereas in

no. 46, they are en-

cat.

closed within a circle, and give the impression of being in a natural setting.

The

on the

inscription

reverse face also duplicates that of cat. no. 46,

including the signature "Kotaku," the

name of the famous Japanese

callig-

rapher and Confucian scholar, Hosoi Kotaku (1658-1735). K5taku

may

well have provided the original calligraphy which was used as a model for
the inscription of cat. no. 46 and apparently copied
inrd.

Following the signature on

this inrd arc

not been deciphered, but the lower

on any of Kotaku's known
unfamiliar with Kotaku's

A

seals,

comparison of the two

46 and 47)

is

seals,

and

inrd

with nearly

somewhat confused and

still

and

by other

less clearly

of the orchids

rhythm, hik-tablet

repetitious visual

eighteenth century, were later imitated

a

flatter

as the leaves

which were the invention of Ogawa Haritsu

made by

based

identical decoration (cat. nos.

forming

ably

a single
is

lower technical quality of this one should

than in cat no. 46, with such details

It is

has

might have invented these approximations.

instructive, for the

grees of success.

combining

seal

seems likely that the lacquerer,

it

articulateci

a

The upper

sobriquets. Neither seal

be readily apparent. The pictorial design appears

inrd,

by the maker of this

seals.

seal reads, "Ito,"

from each of two of K5taku's

character

two

(Ritsuo) in the early

artists

with various de-

apparent from the comparison of this inrd to one prob-

more immediate follower of Haritsu

(cat.

no. 46) that the

technique of making inrd in imitation of ink tablets was not, in

its

fmer

points, readily mastered.

In dimensions and technical quality, this

48

ample described above
Itiro

same workshop.
Edo

period, eighteenth or

nineteenth century

Three

cases,

7.4

cm.

215,5";

D

Ex

"Naoyuki")

is

is

in archaic

which

is

the reverse face

Chinese script which

2.1

w

5.5

cm.

is

when

a

tin(^,

from

ceremonial vessel

said to be used

source of cinnabar

legends, tan of high quality,

a vessel

a four-character inscription

(tan).

taken in an

by the Taoist

According to Taoist

elixir,

would promote

the

The theme of

the

23,5";

cm.

Charles Gillot collection
04.46

[lisien-jcn) as a

of several pin-

surmounted by
is

refers to the tan

located at the top of a pinnacle, and

Immortals

wood

have come from the

a pictorial design

nacles, the highest terminating in a plateau

On

nearly identical to the ex-

likely to

hidden cord-guides

Lacquer on

H

(or

ifird is

no. 47), and

the face of the inrd

which Hght emanates.

Inscriptions: described in text

"Kan" and "Shoko"

On

(cat.

attainment of immortality and superhuman powers.^
tan tin^

probably seemed to the Japanese

inrd

maker

to be appealingly

exotic and especially appropriate for the decoration of a medicine case.

The design of this inrd, like several others in this exhibition, has apparfrom the Fang-sliih nio-p'u, the Ming Chinese catalogue

ently been adapted

of ink-tablet designs compiled by Fang Yii-lu

(fl.

ca.

Fang-shih nio-p'u, cliiian 6, folio 2ab, are illustrations

1570-1619). In the

of both

sides

of an

elongated rectangular ink tablet with the pictorial decoration and inscription

80

which probably provided the model

for the decoration of this inrd.

47

48

^^^^^^

I.

The

seals

"Kan" and "Sh5k5," both used by Ogawa

Si

Haritsu (1663-

1747), die originator of lacquer imitations of Chinese ink tablets, appear to

the

the inscription

left ot

on

this

within Haritsu's period of activity,

work by

his

an original
artistic

that

hand.

A

iiiro.

1720 appears on one side of the vertical

[apanesc date corresponding to

iiiro.

While

this inro

date

Haritsu

(cat.

iuro (cat. no. 47),

manner. The depiction of rays of

rendered

is

light

as a

emanating from the

that the

a

tan

as

tifiq,

an

form

a solid

the inclusion of

and the appropriate eighteenth-century date on

maker might have wished

like

flattened

in the Fam^-sliili iiio-pti,

The most generous explanation of

source for his design, just

imd

this

is

to indicate the master lacquerer as the

Haritsu

(cat.

no. 45) specified the

appropriate era-date for Fang Yii-lu, the Chinese ink maker
his

exam pie,

somewhat

of the model and takes on the appearance ot

balloon.

Haritsu's seals

in a

name and

who

inspired

work.

^Joseph Ncedham, Science and Civilization
several accounts

tioned in

a

of

eli.xirs

containing cinnabar

Cliina (1974), Viil. v, part 2, cites

as

an ingredient.

The

tan ting

is

men-

passage from the Yiian dynasty book, the Laiig-luian-chi, which relates the

story of the thousand-year-old tortoise
after

in

who

is

said to

have attained the

drinking the liquid used by the Immortals to wash the tmi

hashi Tetsuji,

Dai Kanii'a Jitcn (i960). Vol.

references: Fang

I,

ting.

ability to fly

(Cited in

Moro-

p. 327, no. 99. .222.)

Yii-lu, Fang-shih nio-p'ii, chuan 6, folio 2ab.

81

,

cliiuvi 6,

folio 2a

(upper figure) and 2b (lower figure).

no. 45) reveals the superior technical and

quality of the latter. In contrast, the decoration of this

loses the grace

Fang-siiih nio-p'u

A comparison of this iiiro to the circular inro likely to be

work by

of the related

reasonably

falls

cannot be considered to be

attempted imitation of the stylized linear pattern

such

this

i

!
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This

bird

thology.

Edo

period, nineteenth century

Signature: "Ritsuo" Seal:

Three

cases,

H

7.8

cm.

sijg";

D

2.0

w
cm.

Ex Alexander

wood
6.0

44-33

cm. 2%";

%"
G. Mosle

collection

Chinese

after a gilded tablet

(Chinese:

kiriii

Above

the animal

classic the / Citing

number 49 of
Citing.

On

marking

is

characters

more
is

"The

of

hexagram from

is

of a passage from

a citation

man

changes

like a panther.

sobriquets of the Japanese lacquerer

Ogawa

after a design published in the Fang-shih

seal

mo-p\i

example was modelled

(first

Ming dynasty maker of ink
1

lb

is

His

"Kan," both

edition ca. 1588), a

Chinese catalogue of ink-tablet designs compiled by Fang Yii-lu

and inscription virtually

this

Haritsu (1663-1747). Like

several other ink-tablet-typc inro exhibited here, this

shih itio-p'u,cliiiati 2, folio

the

inscription in archaic "seal script" style

followed by the name "Ritsu5" and the

1570-1619), a celebrated

a

is

my-

Changes).

superior

The

delicate.

the face

"Ko" designates hexagram
permutations which are explained in the /

{Book

the sixty-four

On

animal from Chinese

the character "feo" and a

is

the reverse face of the inro

section of the / Cliing:

of Chinese ink.

clii-lin), a fantastic

"Kan"

hidden cord-guides

Lacquer on

modelled

iiiro is

design of a

tablets. In the

ca.

(fl.

Fang-

an illustration of an ink tablet with a picture

identical to that

of

this inro.

The

inro,

however,

does not follow the shape of the ink-tablet design, and the inclusion of
Haritsu's sobriquet
that the inrd

had superseded

that

contrast, Haritsu's

ized

^

by

F.

seal

or

when

the Japanese lacqucrer's identity

of the Chinese ink-tablet designer

own work

Book of

Baynes (1950),

references: Fang

immediately following the inscription suggests

in a later era

technical mastery

The I Ching

Gary

and

was made

and

(sec,

for example, cat. no. 45)

fidelity to the

Ciiang^cs, tr.

is

character-

Chinese model.

Richard Wilhehn, rendered into English by

p. 289.

Yii-lu,

Faii(;-sliili iiio-p'ii, clnian 2,

published; Alexander G. Mosle, JrtpiJOMC Works
(1914), Vol. n, Plate cxi, no. 1711.
(1933). Vol. n, p. 46, no. 1711.

82

in importance. In

folio 11b.

of Art

.

.

.

from tlw Mosle Collection

Alexander G. Mosle, Tlw Mosle

Collection

.

.

.
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This

lidcicci

Brush Rest

1644).

Edo

period, eighteenth century

Base and

fitted

hd

Lacquer on base of wood and possibly ceramic
Overall h 3.2 cm.

diameter

8.1

cm.

09.296

1

object, like the five

described above

iiiro

(cat.

nos. 45-49),

is

a

Ming dynasty (1368encountered among Ming dynasty

Japanese lacquer simulation of an ink tablet of the

All four sides of the lid

is

often
is

also typical

of ink designs of that period.

and base are decorated.

On

the lid

is

a pictorial

design in relief black lacquer of five figures gathered outdoors around a

'/j";

3 3,5"

The octagonal shape

ink tablets, and the raised border

book.

On

name
(Wu)

Wu

the interior of the lid
Chien-yiia]!,

Chien-yiian

is

and two

a

is

lengthy inscription followed by the

seals:

"Chien-yiian" and

edition ca. 1588),

."

an alternative name of Fang Yii-lu, the Ming dynasty

Chinese maker of ink tablets whose catalogue, the

jects in the

"Mo

Fatig-sliili tiio-p'ti (first

was so important to Japanese lacquercrs designing ob-

form of ink

tablets.

On

the upper surface of the base, deeply

engraved, are the three Chinese characters " K\v fiat pao," a reference to
the initiation of learning. Completing the design
the base,

on the lower

which would ordinarily be hidden from view,

cranes flying

among

is

surface of

a pattern

stylized clouds surrounding the Eight

of four

Trigrams from

the / Chiii(^ [Book of Chaii(ics) and the yin-yaui^ symbol. These important

symbols of Chinese philosophy and divination were

also familiar to the

Japanese. Neither the pictorial design on the lid nor the inscription

opposite face

is

reproduced

in the FiVii^-shih mo-p'ti,

on

the

nor do they appear

in

Ming compendium of ink-tablet designs, the Cheng-shih
ino-yiian (1606). The design is, however, so faithful to those by Fang and
his contemporaries in the Anhwei region that it is probable that the lacquerer who made this object copieti an extant Ming ink cake or reprothe other great

duction thereof.

A

shallow rim around the perimeter of the base seems to have been

intended primarily to hold the

lid in place, for the

deep enough to qualify the object

as a

decoration, which seems to relate to the
likely that this object

Left, exterior

of hd;

was used by

right, interior

box.

enclosed space

From

oflid.

scarcely

the imagery of the

theme of learning,

a scholar or painter

is

who

it

seems highly

appreciated the

aesthetics

of fine Chinese ink, which was

vation and appreciation than for use.

The

in fact

more intended

for preser-

residue remaining in the recessed

Chinese characters on the upper surface of the base has been identified

The

malachite, a pigment used in Far Eastern painting.

malachite residue gives

might have served

as a

from

tected the base

rise

The

rest.

lacquer coating

when opened,

would have pro-

the moisture of the ink or pigment, and the deeply

would have caught and held any

recessed inscription

presence of the

to the possibihty that the object,

brush

as

liquid dripping

from

the brush. Moreover, both the lid and base are extremely thick and heavy;
it

seems possible that some material denser than

incorporated in forming the sections.

The

lid

wood might

have been

might well have served

as a

weight for the paper used for writing or painting.

The apparent

use of this object as

painter, together

suggests that
literature

it

and

was

art.

Japan

was

traditionally cquippeci

ity:

an inkstone, brushes

significant

made

specifically

for a person interested in Chinese

hi contrast to the self-contained siiztiribako (inkstone

case) popularly used in

A

equipment for the desk of a scholar or

with the consistently Chinese imagery of its decoration,

(cat.

with

in a

nos. 18-25), a Chinese scholar's desk

many

individual implements of high qual-

brush holder, brush

and brush

rinscrs,

rests.

group of Japanese scholars and painters of the Edo period

(1615-1868) devoted themselves to the study of Chinese literature,

art,

and philosophy. They appreciated and collected Chinese books and

art

and would surely have aspired to

own

fine

Chinese writing equipment.

made

This lacquer imitation of a tablet of Chinese ink was probably

such a patron.

It is

likely that the lacquerer

belonged to the

Haritsu (Ritsuo) of the eighteenth century, since
pressed in the lacquer

medium his own strong

and motifs. Haritsu's
the rise of the

Nanga

interest in

it

interest in

who

of Ogawa

was Haritsu

Chinese decorative

school of painters,

circle

Chinese

art

modelled

for

who
art

ex-

forms

corresponded to
their lives after

those of the Chinese scholar-painters.

Lef t, interior

ot"

base;

ri^lil,

exterior of base.
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Tea caddies

Clia-ire

and lacquer

lids,

fashioned in the natsmuc shape

Tea Caddy

a lacquer imitation

Edo

ceremony were of two general

for use in the tea

with ivory

jars fitted

period, eighteenth or nineteenth century

Lacquer on unknown base, ivory lid Hned with silk

H 7.0 cm. 2%"
Ex Samuel Colman collection

no. 53). This tea caddy

(cat.

probably formed of some
thicker area at the

runs

down

a

such

thin, resilient material

mouth of

The body

formed of wood or

thin and Hght in weight to have been

02.70

is

usually

a curiosity,

of Takatori ware pottery which simulates the shape and

glaze of a typical tea caddy of this ceramic ware.'

lar,

types: ceramic

which were

tea caddies

as

is

much

paper.

too

and was

clay,

The

irregu-

the jar simulates the flow of glaze that

ceramic object during

firing,

but

it

had to be

built

up by the

lacquerer with great deliberation due to the viscosity of the

medium. For

even

work

this

planning
tions

apparently spontaneous
his

work

of color

fine streaks

step

by

in a typical

step.

effect,

To

the lacquerer had to

slowly,

create the illusion of the natural varia-

Takatori ceramic glaze, the

artist

had to paint

of lacquer of contrasting brown and ochre tones over the

black ground.
After

Ogawa

methods

Haritsu's (1663-1747) invention of

medium, many

diverse materials in the lacquer

made of other

challenge of creating objects which appeared to be

A number

of lacquer

dies or tea

bowls with varied

inro

for imitating

lacquerers delighted in the
materials.

were decorated with motifs of ceramic
glazes, a

tea cad-

theme which allowed the lacquerer

to demonstrate his virtuosity in the imitation of ceramic surfaces.

A

^

tiiie

tea

caddy ot Takatori ware

illustrated in

is

Ryoichi Fujioka

Tea

ct al..

CerenwH)' Ulcnsils (1973), figure 46, p. 38.

For

2

of two

illustrations

inro

of

this type, sec

Mclviii and Betty Jahss, Inro

.

.

.

(1971), Plates 4-5.

Tea caddies

52

for use in the tea

Natsume

tea [usii-cha), the less

Tea Caddy
Edo

period, late eighteenth

Lacquer on

wood

6.4 cm. 29jg";

with inlays of lead

maximum

diameter 6.5 cm.

11.443

formal

The natsume type of

- nineteenth century

traditionally

blance to the jujube

style

made of ceramic

ofpreparation for powdered tea [matcha)}

lacquer tea caddy, which was

fruit,

became popular during

named

made by contemporary
2%"

This natsume

vertically

up the

sprinkled with gold
ior

of the natsume

storage

box

among

is

on the
sides.

lid

and tokusa (scouring rush)

The

which imparts

lacquer ground
a

warm and

undecorated and

for this tea

style,

^

86

this

period

tea caddies

lacquerers.

is

is

red,

stalks

and

is

coated with

brown

which

heavily

luminous tone. The

caddy bears an inscription

the celebrated painter and lacquer designer

Although

resem-

its

decorated with inlays of lead and mother-of-pearl, form-

is

ing a motif of a rabbit

grow

for

Momoyama

the

(1573-1615) and remains the most prevalent shape

and mother-of-pearl

H

ceremony were

or lacquerwarc. Lacquer tea caddies were preferred for preparation of thin

inter-

lacquer.

in ink attributing

The
it

to

Ogata Korin (1658-1716).

natsume reflects the influence of Korin and his followers, the

decorative motifs, and execution belong to a later period.

Ryoichi Fujioka

ct al..

Tea Ceremony Utensils (1973), pp. 46-52.
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Seal.

This circular box has the form of a very large, flattened

although
Its

it

seems doubtful that

it

iiatsutiie

would have been used

tea caddy,

53

for that purpose.

Circular Covered

with Ogata K5rin (1658-1716) and
reason for the misreading of the
sobriquets.

It

seal

his followers.

on the base

should actually probably be read

correspond to the

name of a recorded

as

This

is

probably the

Edo

or Meiji period, nineteenth century
Seal: "Itei"

"Iry5," one of K5rin's

as "Itei,"

Circular

which does not

Lacquer on
lacquerer.

It is

also possible that the
inlay

seal

written on the base in takai)iaki-e (relief sprinkled-design) might have

been miscopied, but intended to duplicate Korin's sobriquet. The decoration consists of large camellias of lead and mother-of-pearl

on

Box

decoration follows, rather remotely, the bold, simple style associated

a densely sprinkled

contrasting pattern

[radcii)

inlay

gold ground. Pine needles in takaniaki-e form a

on the

exterior,

and

are repeated

with scattered pine-

cones on the interior of the box.

87

H

5.5

box with

wood

fitted lid

with decoration

in iiiaki-e

of mother-of-pearl and lead

cm. 23£"; diameter 4.0 cm. i9^"
04.348

The

54

styles

and subjects of Japanese painting had an increasing influence on

Lacquer Painting: Carp

Meiji (1868-1912) periods.

by Shibata Zeshin, 1807-91
Signature: "Zeshin"

Seal:

Edo (1615-1868) and

the decoration of Japanese lacqucrwarc during the

However, perhaps

nical difficulties involved, lacquer

"Zeshin"

was

in part because

was painted on paper using lacquer and maki-e

tccliniques

Lacquer and metal powder on paper

H

34.6 cm.

13%";

w

47.2 cm.

18

%"

Zeshin,

whose

of the tech-

rarely used for painting. This carp

signature and seal appear beneath the

fish.

by Shibata

Zeshin was both

known for his simple yet sophisticated designs,
He had studied lacquering under Koma Kansai II

an accomplished painter,

and

a skillful lacquerer.

(1766-1835), and became the outstanding lacquerer of his era, spanning
the late

Edo

to Meiji periods.

Zeshin made important studies of the techniques of
lacquerers,

and

also

made many

earlier

Japanese

innovations of his own, aided by his

knowledge of the techniques of both painting and lacquering. He was the
first

Japanese

artist to

make

extensive use of lacquer in lieu of ink and pig-

ments for painting on paper.

To

use lacquer successfully for this purpose

required considerable knowledge of the nature of the materials, and especially of their limitations.

nuances associated with

which

is

brush.

It is

Lacquer

and

a fluid

viscous and docs not permit the

medium

such

as ink,

quickly absorbed by paper following the slightest touch of the
technically impossible to paint spontaneously using lacquer, yet

Zeshin has achieved that illusion in
simplification of his design.

two

is

easily applied

this

The water

painting through a deliberate

example, are painted

grasses, for

strokes of the brush, diminishing in intensity

as

toward the lower ends.

Dilute lacquer has been used for the carp which seems to emerge from the
grasses at the

Only upon

left.

close

examination of this painting arc the marks of the

lac-

qucrcr's technique evident. Details such as the scales of the tish are rendered
in niaki-c (sprinklcd-design) techniques using

ders. Linear

elements of the design

precisely controlled than in
is

revealed

as in the

in the precise

may

gold and other metal

pow-

be seen to be clearer and more

most paintings. Zeshin's training

as a lacquerer

and systematic execution of this painting

decorative approach to composition and design.

as

well

The motif of

water grasses near the base of the painting might in isolation be an appropriate decoration for a lacquer box.

lacquer painting depended

upon

The

success of Zeshin's experiment in

his dual vision: as a painter to visualize

the intended result, and as a lacquerer to understand the
it,

using an inherently

less fluid

PUBiiSHED: Tadaomi G5ke, "Shibata Zeshin," Nihon
1975), figure 9.
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means of achieving

and responsive medium.
no

Bijiitsii

No.

93 (February,
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Techniques for repair of ceramics using lacquer appear to have been de-

55

veloped only

Lacquer Repairs of Ceramics

A

in Japan.

uniquely high regard for the beauty and indi-

was fostered by the Japanese

viduality of ceramic utensils

Celadon Bowl with

repair in lacquer

and

tea

ceremony,

and probably encouraged the development of repair techniques which

plain gold iiiaki-e (sprinkled-design)

Korean, Koryo dynasty, twelfth century A.D.

were themselves somewhat conspicuous and
lent adhesive qualities,

and forms

a strong

beautiful.

and

stable

Lacquer has excel-

bond even between

17-299

Simple cracks or breaks

dissimilar materials.

Old Seto Ware Vase with mouth repaired

in

black lacquer and applied gold leaf {Jiiramc)
Japanese,

Kamakura period (1185-1333)

lacquer

mixed with

small chips to entire sections of the body,
ot lacquer

Ware

Tcinuiohti

Tea Bowl with rim

repair in

lacquer and takamahi-c (relief sprinkled-design)
00.53

When

joined by

hardened, the lacquer

adhesive forms a durable, waterproof bond. Losses, ranging in size

14-14

Seto

rice-starch paste [nori).

in ceramics are

and powdered clay

may

from

be replaced by a mixture

[sahi urushi), a plastic

substance suitable for

modelling the desired shape. The typical finish given Japanese lacquer repairs

is

surface.

a simple sprinkling

of gold powder [maki-e) on

The gold harmonizes

better with

most

a

damp

lacquer

glazes than the black foun-

dation color. Occasionally, gold flakes of an appropriate size to comple-

ment the mottling or
quer repair

crackle of the ceramic glaze

(sec figure

b).

The most

were applied to the

lac-

elaborate lacquer repairs utilize

various inaki-c techniques to create an independent pattern unrelated to
that ot the ceramic glaze.

reference: Steven Weintraub, Kanya Tsujimoto, and Sadae Walters, "Urushi and
Conservation: The Use ofjapanese Lacquer in the Restoration of Japanese Art," Ars
Oricutalis Vol. xi (1979), pp. 39-62.

B.

Old Seto Ware Vase

(detail:

repaired neck and rim), 14.14.
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C. Celadon Bowl, 17.299.
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LIST

GLOSSARY OF
JAPANESE LACQUER

TERMINOLOGY

Although ottcn used interchangeably with

ao(^ai

radcn (q.v.), this

term

properly designates a decorative technique employing inlay of thin, intensely colored iridescent mother-ot-pearl.

technique

(known

Ming dynasty

West

in the

Very

sinnlar to the Chinese

of the

as lacqiic hun^antcc) seen in lacquers

(1368-1644), which were probably

the source of the analogous Japanese technique.

directly or indirectly

Thin

from the

layers

Ulterior ol the awahi (haliotis) shell usually provide the material for

Low

luiiulai

writing table

dry lacquer
are

form which

with

a material

is

Nara period (645-794
chinkin-hori

China,

in

No

gold.

removed. Surface treatment
dry lacquer, which

as

wood powders, and

aromatic

which

objects

is

consists

composed

of coating

raw

of

lacc]uer,

other materials. Predominantly used in the

a.d.) for

(Chinese:

which

origin, in

cloth soaked with lacquer and hardened over a

later

known

no. 17).

Technique ot Chinese

{kanshitsu)

formed from hemp

clay

(cat.

iioi^ai.

producing Buddhist sculpture

in

no.

Decorative technique originating

cli iatni-cliiit)

lines are incised in

evidence to date of use

(cat.

hardened lacquer, then

[apan prior to the

filled

1).

in

with

Edo period (1868-

1912).

ground)

(pictorial pear-skin

e-tmshiji

Decorative technique using na-

embedded

(pear-skin ground), reddish or amber-colored lacquer

shiji

with conspicuous
(See also

fiakes

case (cat. no. 12), usually having an elongated shape,

overlapping

a deep,

a design.

iiasliiji.)

Document

fuhako

of gold, to define individual motifs of

and metal ring-loops for attaching cords

lid,

at either

side.

Cabinet of plain

furo

closed while curing.

and

humidified

is

relative

i>tiri-hori)

and hardened

U-

The

in

/ifrc

which recently lacquered objects

protects the surfaces

necessary to provide

are en-

from contamination

optimum

(80-85%

conditions

humidity) for curing.

(or

(liiri

as

wood

A

type of carved lacquer in which lacquer

in layers

is

applied

of contrasting colors, then incised deeply with

or V-shaped grooves, usually in an open spiral design derived

Chinese cloud-collar or

jii-i

head motifs.

Linear decoration produced by scratching through

harigaki

lacquered area to

from

the hardened lacquer ground using

a

a

recently

bamboo

or metal

needle, or a feather quill.

Decoration of sheet gold or

Iicidatsii

to the prepared surface

silver cut into shapes

of an object. Additional lacquer

is

and applied
applied to

cover the sheet-metal decoration, then polished away with abrasives after
being allowed to harden. The decorative pattern
the same level as

is

thereby re-exposed

at

the lacquer background. Hcidatsu was probably intro-

duced from China, and appears on some eighth-century objects preserved
in the

Sh5soin Imperial Repository.

Hidehira ware

Iwate Prefecture;

having

a

Production of
it is still

a

lacquerware originally centered

popular type.

A

in

relatively simple ware, usually

black ground and decoration of red or yellow lacquers with bold

patterns of applied gold leaf

92

this

(cat.

no. 16).

Lacquer applied with

hakeme

a stiff

brush, leaving the brush-marks vis-

ible as a pattern in the final finish.

Decoration of gold or

sprinklcd-design)

(flat

hiraiiiaki-c

powder

silver

sprinkled over patterns delineated in laccjuer while the lacquer

damp. The decorated

may

areas

be covered later with

still

is

a thin layer

transparent lacquer, but not polished or burnished with abrasives

of

as in

toi^idaslii iiiaki-e (q.v.).

Literally, "seal case,"

iiiro

A

of medicines.

made up of from one

container

sections, held in place

by

but probably used for storing small amounts

a

cord and sliding bead

to several interlocking
[ojiiiic).

bird

by men of the Edo period (1615-1868), suspended from the

A

the kimono.
the

iiiro

toggle [luisukc) attached at the ends of the cord prevented

from slipping through the

A

iro-e togidashi

sash (cat. nos. 27-49).

maki-e (sprinkled-design) decorative technique, in which
are used instead of or in addition

powders of hardened, colored lacquer

more

to the

usual gold or silver metal

sprinkling the

powders

powders over designs drawn

After the pattern has
is

were worn

sash securing

tirmly, the design

set

is

for creating designs

in lacquer

and

by

damp.

left

covered with lacquer, which

hardened, then polished with abrasives to reveal the design. Iro-c togi-

daslii niaki-c

was introduced during the

late

eighteenth to early nineteenth

century.

Type of lacquerware

Kaiiiakiira-hori

gion, but

now

associated with the

Kamakura

re-

wood

widely produced. Patterns are deeply carved into

prior to lacquering, then coated with layers ot black lacquer followed

by

red lacquer. Earliest examples (fourteenth-fifteenth centuries) resemble

Yiian and
(cat.

no.

Ming dynasty Chinese carved

lacquers in shape and decoration

5).

kaiisliitsii

See dry lacquer.

katakiichi

Spouted bowl

(cat.

no. 16).

kirigmic

Decorative technique employing cut gold

forms

lacquer decoration as well as painting.

in

kohnko

hicense

hox

A

Kodaiji iiKiki-c

at the turn of the

of architecture

(cat.

Used

in

various

no. 14).

specific type of uniki-c

lacquerware originated

in

Kyoto

seventeenth century and exemplified by the decoration

and objects

the Kodaiji. Characterized

at

scale design, strong contrasts,
kddaiisii

leaf.

and technical simplicity

by bold, large-

(cat.

nos. 6

and

Incense cabinet for storage of implements used in incense

7).

com-

parison games.

kogo

General term for lidded boxes of diverse shapes and

storage of incense
lacqiic hurgaiitcc

(cat.

no.

sizes

used for

5).

French term for Chinese lacquer decorated with thin

flakes of iridescent shell.

lacquer tree
inaki-c

See

uruslii

no

General term for a

ki.

class of

decorative techniques

all

employing

sprinkled powders, usually of silver or gold, applied to lacquered designs

93

while the lacquer

is still

damp. Apparently,

uniquely Japanese technique,

a

already in use during the eighth century a.d. (See also hiramaki-e, iro-c
toi^idaslii, siinii-c to\;idashi,

iiiaki-hanashi

takainak\-i\ toi^idaslii inaki-c.)

quer patterns
lacquer

left

is

lac-

a protective coating of translucent

or abrasive polishing

(as in to^idashi maki-c).

Early term for a decorative technique virtually identical to

iiiakhiinii

tO'^idaslii iiniki-c (tj-v.).

bard

technique especially used

which gold powder sprinkled over damp

exposed without

(as in hiraiuahi-c)

A

sprinkled")

(literally, "left as

in Kodaiji niaki-c (q.v.), in

Used

in the decoration of

an eighth-century scab-

Shosoin Imperial Repository, possibly the

in the

an object decorated in

i)iaki-i\

which was

to

become

earliest

example of

most typically

the

Japanese type of lacquer decoration.
NtiDiban lacquer

[Niviilmu-}iuri)

orated with

of gold and occasionally

iitaki-c

with radcn (mother-of-pearl

Specifically, a type of

made

inlay),

during the early seventeenth century.

silver

Kyoto

in

Many

lacquerwarc dec-

powders,

in

combination

for export to

Europe

motifs and techniques similar

to those used in Kodaiji niiihi-c (q.v.), although NiViilnm lacquers rarely

reach the technical refinement of Kodaiji lacquers.

The same term

is

often

applied to lacquerware having motifs depicting Europeans in Japan, a

theme

briefly in

vogue during

Momoyama

the

period (1568-1615).

Decorative technique employing irregularly shaped, relatively

uasliiji

coarse flakes of gold
lacquer. Usually a

embedded

in reddish or translucent

ground treatment.

When

amber-colored

used in pictorial motifs, re-

ferred to as c-nashiji (q.v.).

Traditional shape for lacquer tea caddies,

iiatsiiiiic

fruit (cat. nos.

named

after the Jujtihc

52 and 53).

Negoro ware [Nc^oro-iuiri) Lacquerware believed to have originated at
the Negoro Temple. Usually for use in Buddhist temples, Negoro ware
is

typically finished with red lacquer over a black lacquer undercoating,

but occasionally employs plain black or red lacquer, or translucent lacquer

over

a

wood

base

Toggle used

iictstikc

to hold

from

the sash.

tiori

paste (cat. no. 55).

()///;;(

and

(cat. nos. 3

iiiro

okihiraiiic

form

when suspended by

iiiro

cords

(q.v.).

Decorative technique employing precisely-cut, minute shapes

on

a lacquer surface

a distinct pattern (cat. nos.

pear-skin ground
radcn

(q.v.) in place

Sliding bead for securing the lid and sections of an

of gold leaf accurately placed
to

4).

See

without overlapping,

14 and 36).

nashiji.

Decorative technique employing inlay of mother-of-pearl

usually relatively thick. This technique, apparendy imported
tinental Asia, appears in Japanese lacquers

shell,

from con-

of the eighth century a.d. and

has been frequently used alone or in combination with other materials

and techniques

from the
relief

94

to the present.

The

shell

used for radcn

yakd\iai [turbo niarnioratits) shell.

sprinklcd-design

See takamaki-c.

is

usually prepared

Rhus

See

vernicifcra

A

rd-iro niiri

no

tinishi

ki.

glossy black finish produced

by repeated polishing of

re-

fined black lacquer after complete hardening of the final coats.
rydsliihnko

Stationery case

sabi-uriishi

A

repairs

named

mixture of lacquer and pulverized clay used

of ceramics, and

Somada

no. 26).

(cat.

A

lacquer

in

undercoating lacquer objects prior to decoration.

type of lacquerware produced in

for the lacquerer

in lacquer

who

is

Toyama

Province,

believed to have introduced in the early

eighteenth century techniques which had originated in Ming-dynasty

China.

Some

which was

evidence of affinity to lacquerware from the

also strongly influenced

sprinklcd-design
siinii-c

A

Islands,

See inaki-e.

tooidashi inaki-c

dcsign")

Ryukyu

by Chinese motifs and techniques.

"ink-painting polished-out sprinkled-

(literally,

powder

in

and gold powders for creating designs similar

in

maki-e decorative technique employing charcoal

combination with

silver

effect to ink painting [siiiui-c).

A smooth

hnish

is

created by polishing of

the surface, using abrasive methods.
takaniaki-c

(relief sprinkled-design)

orative technicjue in

which motifs

A

luaki-c

are built

(sprinklcd-design) dec-

up using lacquer or lacquer

in

admixture with other materials, prior to sprinkling with metal powders.
tot^idashi

iiiaki-c

(literally,

decorative technique in

over

damp

lacquer

is

A

"polished-out sprinkled-design")

which

the design of metal

luaki-e

powders sprinkled

permitted to harden, then entirely covered with

lacquer and finally, after hardening, polished with abrasives to reexpose
the design.
iiriislii

Lacquer.

The

sap of the lacquer tree,

coating and decorating objects
nriislii

no ki

[Rhus

which produces

made from

i'i7iiicitcra)

a latex-like sap

harvested annually, during the

through the bark of the

tree

Lacquer

known

a

Rhus

vernicifcra,

used tor

variety of materials.

tree.

Tree of the sumac fannly

Japanese

as urushi.

The

warmer months of

the year,

by cutting

in

tree

is

and collecting the few ounces of sap exuded

each year.
ynkuro

Medicine chest

(cat.

no. 15).
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acrobats on horseback niotit, 38

carp motit', 54

adhesive, lacquer

carved decoration

as, p. j,

55

Aizu region, 16

in lacquer, 27, 28

Amida Buddha (see Nciiibutsii)
Ando Hiroshige (1797-1858), print designer, 24
Anhwei region, Chinese ink manufacture in, 50
(lo^ai

niotifs, 22, 26, 38, 40, 43, 44, 49,

(blue-green mother-of-pearl inlay) dec-

wood,

5,

29
28

p. 6, 27,

Chinese, influence

of, p. 6. 5, 27,

28

ceramics
application to lacquer as decoration, p. j,

41

14. 26, 31, 37,

in

carved lacquer,

celadon bowl, Korean, with lacquer repair, 55
Central Asia, 27 n. 1

52

orative technique (see also raden), p. g2, 11,

apphed decoration

p.

ceramic, 26, 43, 44
glass,

refer to

number.

the catalogue entry

animal

numbers

or "f/J." All other

26, 43, 44

7,

base for lacquer, p.

24

43

4,

jar tbrni, 43, 51

ivory, 44

lacquer imitation of, p.

mica, 26

lacquer repair of,

7,

43, 51

55

j,

/).

mother-of-pearl, 42, 44

cerenionial vessel, C'hinese (see

various non-lacquer materials, 42, 44

cha-irc (tea caddy), 51

from continent,

Asia, influence

Ch'an Buddhism

4 (see also

/).

auspicious symbols, Chinese motif, 45

autumnal motifs,

6, 7, 8, 9, 18, 20, 23,

tiii^;)

Zen Buddhist sect)
powder sprinkled-design

(sec

charcoal and silver

under China, Korea)

tciii

(sec sumi-c logiddshi)

Ch'ciig-shih iiio-yiuvi (1608), Chinese

44

book of

ink tablet designs, 50

cherry blossoms motit", 13, 14

barnacle motit, 43
basin,

Negoro ware,

bellflower motif,

20

8,

Chinese decorative technique, 42

cli'iang-chin,

4

Chien-yiian (sobriquet), 45, 46

black lacquer ground, polished (see ro-iro)

children at play motif, 28

blue-green mother-of-pearl

ch'i-lin

Bodhidharma

books, printed,
Chinese, p.
Japanese,

2

1,

as

45, 46, 48, 49, 50

ink tablets,

7,

bridge motif, 26

illustrated,

45-50

p. ^4,

lacquerware, influence

motif, 30, 44

of, p. 6, 3, 5, 27,

28, 41, 42

Brower, Robert H., 21

legends, 20, 29, 30, 45, 48, 49

brushes for writing, p. ^4

motifs,

brush

rest,

Buddhism

(see also

Zen Buddhism),

p. 4,

1, 2,

4

painting, influence of, p.

ceremonies,

6,

17, 19, 32

Ch'ing dynasty (1644-1912), 28

4, 5

chinkin-hori

2

p. 92, 42

sculpture, p.

4, 1,

1, 2,

production

in, p. 6,

1-5; lacquer

pi.

for curing lacquer

motif,

8,

11, 12, 15, 20, 26,

30, 41

Chiiang-tzti,

47

J4, p. 92,

17

cinnabar

30

5,

48 n.

1

(see also tan)

53

45

clay (see also ceramics)

2
(

fiiro),

p. j

for incense, 13, color pi. 4

powdered, mixed with lacquer

{sd>i-iinishi),

used in manufacture of dry lacquer,

calligraphic motif, 18, 21, 45-50

closing bead for inro (see ojinie)

camellia motif, 53

cloud pattern or motif,

ICQ

of, 20,

Chinese Taoist book, 45

elixirs,

circular box,

20

inro,

color

imifi-dun) decorative technique,

Chii Tz'u-t'ung (Kikujido), legend

motit", 35,

bimdai (low writing table),
8, 19,

4,

3,4

bulb bowl, Chinese-style,

butterfly motif,

{cli

chrysanthemum

24, 26

temples, lacquerware for, p.

8,

(see also

trade with Japan, pp. 4-5

Guardian King, 26

cabinet,

45-50

26, 28, 30, 35,

5,

under individual motifs)

50

Buddhist

subjects,

?

27, 28

6, 5,

45-50

7.

21, 22

/). 7,

1

for porcelain, p.

Chinese books, influence of

lacquer designs

as sources tor

7,

n.

European term

carved lacquer,

Clung)

(see /

Fang

(Chinese mythological animal) motif, 49

China, pp. 4-6, 27

portrait motif, 24

Books of Changes

boy

(see ao^cii)

(Buddhist deity),

hodhiscittua

(see also

Yu-lu)

bird motif, 12, 20, 32, 34, 37, 42, 45, 50

5, 13,

18

1

55

Colniaii, Samuel, 51

floral motifs, 5, 8, 10-15, 17. 18, 20, 21, 24,

colored lacquer painting,
colored

29

p. 4,

26, 30, 31, 35, 37, 41, 46, 47, 53

powder sprinklcd-design

flute-case motif, 39

(see iro-e

folding screens, influence of lacquer

togidaslii)

decoration on, 36

coloring agents for lacquer, p. j

combs,

Jomon

period lacquered,

food containers, lacquerware used

p. 4

commercial production of lacquer, Edo period,

ifiro,

30-49

p. 57, 27,

fiijihakaiua (ague

cords, silk, p. 57, 6, 7, 11

Musume

p. 92, 12, color pi. 3

(Wisteria Maiden) motif, 24

courtier, equestrian, motif, 22

Fuji

Fujiwara no Hidehira

cross motit, 16

"Fiiiiabashi" inkstone case,

wood

(fl.

12th

c.

A.D.), 16

by Hon'ami

Koetsu, 10

26

(siigi),

j

weed) motif, 18

crane motif, 20, 42, 50

cryptomeria

for, p.

v

fruit form ojime, 44
fuhako (document case),

p. 6

cord-guides in

Freer, Charles Lang,

curing lacquer, p.

cursive phonetic script, Japanese (see hirafiana)

furo cabinet for

curtain motif, 44

"Furosai" signature, 33

j, p.

gz

fusatsn-kai (Buddhist ceremony), 4

under individual motifs)

decorative motifs (see

gabion [jakago) motif, 36

decorative techniques (see under individual

Gamo

techniques)

demon

motif, 24, 44

(c'/;i)

Doho

3

Gillot, Charles, 10, 22, 45, 47, 48

signature, 14

(see Igarashi

glass,

D5ho)

dragon and egg torni
dry

geometric motif, 9

case (fiibako), 12, color pi.

"Dogyoku"

n. 1

geese motif, 32

desk (see hundai)

document

Ujisato (1556-95), 16

Garner, Sir Harry M., 27

inisiikc,

applied to lacquer, p.

j, 24,

25

glazed ceramic, imitation of 43, 51

44

god of good fortune

ojitiic,

lacc^juer (ktmshitsii), 1

(powdered oyster

gofiin

duck motif, 34

41

shell),

36

gold
inlay (see hcidatsu)

c-bnko (painter's box),

1

leaf,

cbira (quiver) motit, 19

Edo

period (1868-1912), passim

leaf flakes (see hirainc, okibiraiiic)

commercial development of lacquer
industry,

powder, sprinklcd-design

6

/).

grasses motif,

decline in quality of lacquer, 19th

century,

/).

guri pattern,

48

c-nashiji (pictorial pear-skin

ground),

/).

3

/'•

Europe

Hara

importation of Japanese lacquer,

export of lacquerware

to, p. 37,

European motif, 9
export of Japanese lacquerware,
ewer, Negoro ware,

family crest

[iiion)

3,

color

pi.

p.

9

9

6

1588, Chinese book),

45, 46, 48-50; illustrated p. 77,

p. 79. P- Si, p. S3

Fang Yii-lu

(fl.

ca.

1570-1619), Chinese ink

maker, 45, 46, 48-50
fern motif, 34

flat

motif

color

7,

21, 22, 24, 28, 30, 38, 44, 50

motif, 45, 54 (sec also k'uii)

sprinklcd-design (see hirainaki-c)

pi. 3

i

hardening or curing of lacquer, p. j
harigaki (lines incised to

p. 6,

motif, 12

(ca.

j

collection,

hare's-foot fern (shinobugiisa) motif, 34

Japanese folding, motif, 34

Fang-shih wo-p'u

fish

9J. 30

handscroll case,

collection of inro in, p. 37, 38

figure

27

hakcine (brush-marked) decorative technique,

enzyme-catalysis of lacquer-hardening,

7,

5,

hagi (bush clover) motif, 18

decorative technique, p. gz, 6-9

earliest

(see iiiaki-c)

18, 34, 40, 52

-type carved lacquer, p. gz, 27

elixirs (sec also tan), 20, 30,

p.

8,

Greenfield, Charles A., 25 n. 2

7

lacquercrs of, pp. 6-y

fan,

applied 14, 16, 18, 19, 27, 30, 35,

36, 37, 39, 41

technique, p. 92,

Haritsu (see

ground) decorative

6, 8

Ogawa

Haritsu)

Heian period (794-1185), p. 5, p. 34, 18, 21
hcidatsu (inlay of sheet silver and gold)
decorative technique, pp. 4-3, p. 92

hemp

cloth as base for lacquer, p.

4,

1

hexagram motif, 49
Hidehira lacquer ware, p. 92, 16
Hideyoshi (see Toyotomi Hideyoshi)
hiragana (Japanese cursive phonetic script), 18,21
hiraiiiaki-e (flat spriiikled-design) deciirative

technique, p.
hiraiiic

s,

p. gj, 34

(applied gold-leaf flakes) decorative

technique, 19, 20, 24
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Hiroshige

Ando

(sec

J5mon

Hiroshige)

Hisataka (sobriquet; sec Kajikawa
historical

Kyuko)

development of Japanese lacquer,

ju-i

head motif, 27

jujube

PP- 4-7

"HokkyS Korin"

period, p. 4

J5'o (see Tsuneo Jo'o)

fruit,

52

signature, 22

hollow dry lacquer technique,

1

hollyhock motif, 31

"k'ai t'iai pao," Chinese inscription motif, 50

Hon'ami Koetsu (1558-1637), lacquerer and

Kajikawa school, lacquerers

kawa

HSryiiji (Buddhist temple), p. 4

Hosoi KStaku (1658-1735),

saku," 24

kakiwarii (holding areas of

47

46,

decorative technique,

3

(Taoist Immortals), 29, 48

hsicti-iai

I Clung

(Book of Changes),

Igarashi

Doho

8,

ground

p. j

49, 50

1678), 18

p.

iS

6,

kii.<en-c (portraits

imitation of non-lacqucr materials, p.

7,

26,

6,

p. gj, 5,

Kamakura period (1185-1333), p. 5, 2, 3,
"Kan" seal (of Ogawa Haritsu), 43-45,
Kano Tan'yii (1602-74), painter, 32
kiwshilsii (dry lacquer), p. 92,

Igarashi school, lacquerers, p.

1

katakiichi (spouted

bowl), Hidehira

Kenzan

Immortals

Kikujido (Chii Tz'u-t'ung), 20, 30

(see

seiiiiiii,

kascn)

incense, containers for,

5,

13, 14

(see

Ogata Kenzen)

(Japanese garment), p. 56, 13

kii)ioiio

games, 13

motif, 14

Ki no Tsurayuki

Chinese

use in Japan, p. j^, illustration p. j}, 18-25

lacquer imitations ot, p.

7,

45-50

ink painting

Chinese, influence

of, 17, 19,

suiiii-c togidashi

(ca.

868-945

Kinrcnji (Buddhist temple),

decorative technique)

inkstone, p. 34, 18-24, 5°

Somada Kiyosuke)

(see

/ Chitig motif),

49

49

pi. 5

Kodaiji inaki-c (Kodaiji lacquerware), p.

6,

6-9

kodmisii (incense cabinet),

Koetsu

(see

/).

gj, 13

Hon'ami Koetsu)

Kotun (Tumulus) period

(ca.

300-552

A.D.),

P- 4

metal, p. j (see also hcidatsii, lead inlay)
mother-of-pearl (see aogai, raden)

(medicine case), pp. 6-7, pp. 56-37,

p. pj, 24, 27,

iiuitif,

kobako (incense box), p. gj, 14, color

ink tablets, Chinese designs tor (see Fang-ihili
Ch'ciig-shih iiio-yiian)

1

Kiyosuke

inkstone cases (see suzurihako)

and

n.

mythological animal

p. gj,

inlay techniques

A.D.), poet, 18, 21
5

kirin (ch'i-liii),

"ko" (hexagram from

32

lacquer imitation ot, 24, 26, 32, 34 (see also

iiiro

34

48, 49

of Poetic Immortals), 21

immortality, elixir of 48

iiio-p'n

27

5, 6,

ware, p. gj, 16

43. 45-51

ink,

in reserve)

30

Kamakura-hori lacquerware,

humidity, required for lacquer curing,

(d.

24, 34, 37

7,

seal,

horse motif, 22, 38

Hosomi Ry5,

p.

"Kajikawa," 24, 34
signatures: "Kajikawa KyQko," 34; "Kaji-

calligrapher, 10, 21, 30

30-42, 44-49, color

pi. 8

kogo (incense container), p. gj, 5, color pi. 1
Kokinwakctshn (Kokiiishu), Japanese anthology

of poetry,

Koma

14, 18, 21

school, lacquerers, p.

32, 35, 38,

7,

collection of, p. 37, 38

40, 54 (see also Shibata Zeshin)

construction, fabrication, pp. 56-57

Koma Kansai II (1766-1835), 54
"Koma Koryu saku" signature, 35
Koma Kyuhaku (d. 1715), 32, 38; signatures

use of, p. 56, illustration, p. 56
iris

motif, 24

iViw togidashi (sprinkled colored-lacquer
design) decorative technique, p. gj, 23-25;

Iryo (sobriquet of Ogata Korin), 53
Ise Aloncgatiiri

(Tale of

Ise),

decorative theme

32, 38

"Koma

Koremochi
Korin

from, 13

Yasutada saku" signature, 40

Korea, pp. 4-5,

(see

9, 41,

(see

55

Taira no Koremochi)

Ogata K5rin)

"Itei" seal, 53

Korin Gafn (Drawings by K5rin, 1802), 22 n.

"It5"

Korin Gashiki (Drawing Methods of K5rin,

seal,

47

ivory, applied to lacquer, 26, 44

1818), 22 n.

1

Korin Hyakuzu (One Hundred Designs by

Iwate Prefecture, 16

Korin), illustrated book, p.
jcikago

Korin Shinseti Hynkiizu

(gabion) motif, 36

"Japan"
Japanese

as

European term

(see

for lacquer, p. j

under individual

"painting, Japanese")

Johoji (Buddhist temple), 16
"Jokasai" signature, 40

102

subjects, e.g.,

One Hundred
p.

7,

(New

7,

22

Selection of

Designs by Konn, 1865),

22

Korin-style lacquers, 22, 30

K5taku
k'lin

(see

Hosoi Kotaku)

(mythological

fish) motif,

45

1

Kyoto, lacquerware

6

of, p.

mandarin orange

(see also Kodaiji

Namban lacquerware)

maki-e and

"Kyukoku" signature, 42
Kyukoku)

maple motif,

Nomura

(see also

tree {tachihana) motif, 17

7, 23,

(powdered

inatcha

medicine case

(see

44

ceremony), 53

tea for tea

imo)

medicine chest (yakuro), 15

(enzyme

laccasc

raw

in

Meiji period (1868-1912),

lacquer), p. j

(European term for Chinese

lacque biirgautee

7, 9,

/).

mercury, 25

inlaid lacquerware), p. gj, 41

lacquer (see also under individual techniques,

metal inlay decoration,

(see also heidatsu,

3

p.

lead inlay)

types)
as adhesive, p. j, 55

metal leaf

decoration of (see under specific decorative

metal powder decoration, pp. 3-4

hardening

o{, p.

mica

j

on paper,

lacquer, p.

54;

of, p.

Momoyama

repair of)

17,

tree, cultivation of, pp. 3-4, p.

monkey

95

moon

viscosity, p. 3, 54

6,

Kajikawa school,

p.

Konio

7,

school, p.

7,

Somada Kiyosuke,

blue-green

6,

miira-iiashiji (pear-skin

26, 54

6,

n.

16,

in cloud-like

iias.Uiji)

(1392-1573),

/).

p. 34, 3-5,

6,

17-20
45, 48,

49

1

nadcshiko (pinks) motif, 18

10, 20, 22, 30, 52, 53

base for lacquer, p. 4

Ictt-as-sprinklcd {niaki-banashi) decorative

Nagasaki, 41

Nagato, 12

Namban lacquer, /). 6, p. g4, 8, 9
Nanga school of Japanese painters,

technique, 6

legendary thenies

50

Nan-yii (sobriquet of Ting Yiin-p'cng), 45
Nanzenji (Buddhist temple), 5 n. 1

Chinese, 20, 30
Japanese, 24, 44
linear decorative techniques (see harigaki,

kakiwarii)
lion dance

Muromachi period

mythology, Chinese,

as

42

ground

patterns), 13 (see also

41

Chinese book, 48

7,

3,

(see aogai)

motifs, decorative (see under individual motifs)

17, 19, 32

molded,

18-20,

inlay (see aogai, radcii)

10, 22, 30, 52, 53

landscape paintings, influence of Chinese, p.

Lang-huaii-clii,

p. v\ 8, 11, 12, 15,

applied decoration, p.

42

landscape motifs, 13, 14, 17, 19, 22, 25, 32, 41

leather,

of Kano Tanyii, 32

mother-of-pearl

54

Haritsu, 26

Shibata Zcshin, p.

seal

23, 27, 30-42, 46, 49

24, 34, 37

32, 35, 38, 40,

Nomura KyQkoku,
7,

26

crest motif, 12

Mosle, Alexander G.,

\9>

6-9

p.

6-8

motif, 18, 19, 36

"Morinobu"

10, 21, 30

Igarashi school, p.

6,

moriage technique, 36

period, pp. 6-7

lead inlay, p.

period (1573-1615), p.

motif, 26

Mori family

lacqucrers (see also under signatures)

Hon'ami K5etsu,

p. 7, 11, 27, 41,

52

3''.

moil (family crest) motif,

toxicity o(, p. 3

Ogata Korin,

(1368-1644),

mizu-ire (water-dropper), p. 34, 18-25

3

repair of ceramics (see ceramics, lacquer

6,

applied decoration, 26

48-50

45, 46,

raw, constituents and properties

Ogawa

flakes,

Ming dynasty

with colored

29

4,

of Kyoto,

(see also

Miner, Earl, 21

harvest of, p. j
painting,

(see gold, silver)

maki-e)

techniques)

Edo

11, 13, 19,

22, 23, 26, pp. ^6-^7, 37, 38, 53, 54

"Naoyuki" ("Shokd")

seal

of

n. 2

Ogawa

Haritsu, 48

costume motif, 39
themes from,

literature, decorative

Nara,
/).

/).

4

Nara period (645-794

6

Chinese, 45, 48, 49, 50

iiashiji

technique,

Japanese,/), j^, 13, 14, 18, 21

A.D.),

4, 1,

/).

2

(pear-skin ground) decorative
g4, 6, 7, 12, 13, 17, 19, 20, 26,

3i> 33-37. 39- 41 (see also e-iiashiji,
iiinki-c

(sprinkled-design) decorative

techniques, p.

5, p.

g3 (see also

imira-nashiji)

Itirniiinki-c,

iiatsiiiiic

(lacquer tea caddy),

iro-c togidasUi, iiiaki-haiuishi, iimkkiiiru, .miiii-c

Ncedham, Joseph, 48

togidaihi, togidnshi inaki-c)

Negoro-ji (Buddhist temple),

iiiaki-hanashi (left-as-sprinkled) decorative

technique, p. 94, 6

makkiinu decorative technique, p.
malachite, residue of, 50

Ncgoro ware
P- 94^

3, p.

g4

94, 51-53

n. 1
3

{Negoro-iiiiri) lacquers,

/).

6,

3-5

iiaiibutsu (recitation

of names of Amida

Buddha), 24

103

netsuke (toggle for

cords), pp. 56-57,

iiiro

p. 94, 28, 29, 39, 41, 43, 44

nezame (awakening from

Nezu Museum,

sleep), 18

togidashi maki-e)

pottery, as base for lacquer, 43 (see also ceramics)

n. 2

25

Praying

Nishioka, Y., 27 n.

1

Nomura Kyukoku

(fl.

early 19th century),

Demon

motif, 24

printed books (see books)

of Japanese,

prints, influence

lacquerer, 42
fwri (paste),

poison ivy {Rhus toxicodendron), p. j
polished-out sprinkled-design (see

56

obi (sash), p. 6, p.

24

p. 7, 23,

primus (plum) motif, 10, 15, 17, 21, 41

55

1,

94,

quiver

[cbira)

motif, 19

rabbits

motif

40, 52

octopus motif, 43

Ogata Kenzan (1663-1743), potter, 30
Ogata Korin (1658-1716), lacquerer and
painter, p.

Ogawa

7,

technique, pp. 4-7, p. 94, 8-10, 22, 24, 26,

10, 22, 30, 52, 53

Haritsu (1663-1747), sobriquet Ritsuo,

lacquerer and painter, p.

"Ogawa Kiukoku,"

7,

26, 42-47,

Jo, 27 n.

49-51

9^, 41, 44

decorative technique, p. g^, 14, 20, 36

(demon) motit,

8,

19

sprinkled-design (see takamaki-c)

relief

repair

of ceramics, lacquer,

vernicifera (lacquer tree), p.

j, /).

95

1

(see also

Ogawa

Haritsu)

from Otsu), 24

powdered

55

p.

ivy), p. j

"Ritsuo" signature, 44, 49

24, 44

oxidation hardening of lacquer,
oyster shell,

32, 34

rice starch paste [nori),

orchid motif, 35, 46, 47
Otsii-c (paintings

motif

Rhus

motif, 18

oiiiodaka (water plantain) motif, 12

(see also aogai)

lacquer, p. j

reeds

Rhus toxicodendron (poison

55

oiiiinncshi (valerian)

oiii

40-42; 44, 52, 53

relacqucring,

1

okibiramc ("paving" with cut gold leaf)

Old Seto ware,

30, 37,

radiographs, 25

raw

42

ojime (closing bead for iuro), p. 57,

Okada,

raden (mother-of-pearl inlay) decorative

p.

j

(see iiioriage)

river

motif

rock

crystal, 2

rock motif

13, 25

18, 37, 46,

47

ro-iro-nuri (polished black lacquer finish),

painter's

box

{c-bako), 11

p. 95, 15, 24, 33

painting, 54; illustrations ot,

25, p. j5,

ryoshibako (stationery case),

/).

95, 17,

j^,

26

p. 56, p. 67

Chinese, influence of,

colored lacquer,

4,

/).

6,

17, 19, 32

zg

Japanese, influence of p.

mixed with powdered

7,

23, 24, 26, 32

on paper, 54

sagemono (hanging

container), p. 56

Sanjurokkasen (Thirty-six Poetic Immortals),

Japanese poetry anthology, 21

screen, 36

sash (see obi)

paper, as base for lacquer, 51

decorated for poetry (tatizaku), 20, 23
paste {uori), p. 94,

scholars

motif, 50

writing equipment used by, 50

55

1,

patronage

scouring rush (tokusa) motif, 40, 52

aristocratic, p. 5

screen motif, 44

military, p. 5, 6, 19, 36

screens, Japanese folding, 36

shogunal, p. 6

script (see calligraphic motifs)

paulownia sprays motif, 12

scroll

paving with cut gold

scroll-painting motit, 26

leaf (okibirame)

peacock motif, 37
iiashiji, e-iiashiji,

(Chinese mythical bird motif), 45

peony motif,

5,

seals

of

and

ground

(see c-nashiji)

by reading

Chien-yiian, 46

pine motif, 13, 17, 22, 34, 53

Itei,

53

pinks {nadeshiko) motif, 18

Ito,

47

plover motif, 14, 25

Kan, 43-45, 48

plum

(prunus) motif, 10, 15, 17, 21, 41

poem-picture

(iita-c),

18

poet, portrait motif, 21 (see also kasen-c)

poetic themes, p.

104

6,

14, 17, 18, 21

4,

1,2

grasses motif, 6

artists,

individual listings)

37

pictorial pear-skin

1

sea-creature, mythological, motif, 45
sea shells

uinra-iiashiji)

p'eiig

motif

sculpture, Buddhist, p.

pear-skin ground (see

clay),

P- 95< 55

lacquer imitation ot ink painting, 26, 32
lacquer

sabi-urushi (lacquer

Nan-yii, 45

n. 2

Shen-hsiieh, 46

Shok5 (Naoyuki),
Yoshitomo, 44

6

(see also

under

Takao, 44

56

seal case, inro as, p.

Takatori ware (ceramic type), 51

Sekigahara, Battle of, 39

semin

(hsieti-jeti).

Tale of

Immortals, 29, 48

shell, inlay

decoration (see mien, aogai)

"Shen-hsiieh"

seal,

Shibata Zeshin (1807-91), lacquerer, p.
shitwbugiisa (hare's-foot fern)

6,

26, 54

motif 34

tanzaku (decorated paper

poems) motif,

p. 4

Immortals

signature, 15

Yoshimura Shuzan)

on exhibited
Dogyoku, 14

{hsien-jcn), ig,

legends, 29, 45, 48 n.

by reading

objects,

signatures

48

n. 1

1

tatami (mat), 21
tea

Furosai, 33

bowls, 55

HokkyS

caddies, 51-53

Korin, 22

ceremony, Japanese, 51-53, 55

Jokasai, 40

Kajikawa saku, 24

preparation

Koma Kyuhaku saku,
Koma Yasutada, 40

of, 3

tebako (toilet case), 6, color pi. 7

32, 38

temperature, conditions required for lacquer

Kyukoku, 42

hardening, p. j

Ritsuo, 44

Temp5

ShunshS, 15

textiles

(Edo period),

era

27

15,

n. 2

as base for lacquer, p. 4, 1

Tokuyijsai Koetsu, 10
Toshi, 39
silk

as

motif

14, 18, 39

Thacher, John

brocade, lacquer imitation of 26

S.,

9

Thirty-six Poetic Immortals (SanjCirokkasen), 21

silk cords, p. 57, 6, 7, 11

Thunder God motif, 24
Ting Yiin-p'eng (fl. 1584-1618), Chinese

silver

inlay (see Ucidatiti)

powder, sprinkled-design,

s-6, 9, 12-14,

painter, 45 n. 2
togidashi niaki-c (polished-out sprinkled-

20, 23, 24, 26, 32
sheet, applied decoration, 18

design) decorative technique, p.

spheres (dewdrops), applied decoration, 18

23, 24, 26, 32-34, 37,

sistruni

S5an

motif 39
Suminokura Soan)
(fl.

Somada lacquerware,

42

1716-36), lacquerer, 41

p. 95, 41

Tokugawa
Tokugawa

color

pi.

7

shoguns, pp. 6-7, 32

motif

tokusa (scouring rush)

stationery case (ryoshibako), p. 34, 26

"Tokuyiisai Koetsu" signature, 10

Harold

Tokyo National Museum,

P., p. v

(cryptomeria) wood, 26

stiwi-e togidaihi

"Toshi" signature, 39
toxicity of lacquer, p.

(ink-pamting polished

sprinkled-design) decorative technique,

Toyama

p. 93, 24, 26, 32, 34,

Toyotomi Hideyoshi

Suminokura S5an (1571-1632), 21

tree

44, 50, illustration p.

6,

40, 52

10

3

Prefecture, 41

motif

(1536-98),

3

7, 13, 15, 17, 21, 22, 33, 34, 53

trigrams from / Chiiig, motif, 49, 50

sumki (pampas grass) motif 18
suziiribako (inkstone case), p.

93, 13,

leyasu, 39

sprinkled-design decoration (see iimki-c)

Stern,

3, p.

(see also,

iro-e togidashi, stimi-e togidashi)

toilet case (tebako), 6,

(see

Somada, Kiyosuke

siigi

writing

strips for

20, 23

Taoist

Sh5soin Imperial Repository, p. 4

(see

ceremonial

tan ting (cinnabar-containing

Tan'yu (See Kano Tan'yu)

"Shoko" seal of Ogawa Haritsu, 48
Shomu, Emperor (r. 724-749 A.D.),

ShQzan

48

collection, 2

vessel) motif, 48, 48 n. 1

shoguns, pp. 6-7, 32

"Shunsho"

Shrine, p. 4

tan (cinnabar),

Tanaka

46

Monogatari), 13

Ise {Ise

Tamamushi

Seto ware, 55

p. 34, 17-25,

j_5

sword-hilt ornament, applied decoration, 26

Tsuneojo'o (1811-79), lacquerer, 40
Tsurayuki (see Ki no Tsurayuki)

Tumulus (Kofun) period

(ca.

300-552

A.D.), p. 4

table, 9, 17

table form,

tachibana

motif

Uji Bridge motif, 36

26, 28

(mandarin orange

tree) motif, 17

Taihd Ritsuryo (Taiho Code),
"('(31

p.

hsiian" inscription, 45, 45 n.

Taira no Koremochi, legend

4

23,

1

of 44

5,

p. 95, 6, 12-14, 18-20,

26, 31, 33, 34-40, 44, 53

Gamo

woodcut

Ujisato)

prints, influence of, p. 7,

24

urushi (lacquer), p. j, p. 93 (see also

takamaki-c (relief sprinkled-design) decorative
technique, p.

Ujisato (see
iikiyo-e

24-

under

lacquer)

umshi no

ki (lacquer tree, Rh\ts vcrnicijcra),

P- J. P- 93

105

urnshiol (catechol, constituent
P-

of raw lacquer),

3

P-

(poem-picture) motif,

p. 6, 18

prints, influence of,

23, 24

7,

wood-grain

usH-cha (thin tea), 52
tita-e

woodblock (woodcut)

wood molds

pattern, lacquer imitation of, 19

used in ink manufacture, 45

writing

weapon

vajra (Buddhist

attribute),

26

boxes

(see smiiribako)

equipment used by Chinese
ti'aka (31-syllable

Wan-li

poem),

era (1572-1620),

water, containers for,

water-dropper

3,

18,

21

Ming

scholars, 50

tables for, p. 34, 17

dynasty, 45, 46

Wu Chien-yiian
Fang

4

(sobriquet), 50 (see also

Yii-lu)

(see inizn-irc)

(medicine chest), p. 95, 15

waterfall motif, 25

yakiiro

waterfowl design, 33
water grasses motif, 6, 54
water motif, 7, 13, 14, 17,

yiii-Ycnf'

symbol, motif, 50

Yoiiiena (aster) motif, 18

25, 30, 33, 36

Yoshimura Shiizan

(d.

1776), lacquerer, 29

waterwheel, 25

Yoshinoyama
"Yoshitomo"

wheel motif,

Yiian dynasty (1279-1368),

5,

Zen Buddhist

3, 5,

water-plantain motif, 12

31

Wilhelm, Richard, 49
willow motif, 36

wine

bottles, lacquer,

Wisteria

motif, 14
signature on

sect,

pp. 5-6,

"Zeshin" signature and

3

Maiden (Fuji-musume), 24

iictsnkc,

seal,

106

(see

books, printed)

24

54 (see also

Shibata Zeshin)

wisteria motif, 6, 13, 24

woodblock printed books

44

28
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